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Le pr~sent document a pour objet d'examiner le rôle des 
politiques gouvernementales destin~es à prot~ger et à 
subventionner les industries du textile, du vêtement et de la 
chaussure au Canada, et d'~valuer leurs r~percussions sur le 
processus d'adaptation r~cemment mis en place dans ces industries. 
Pour donner une perspective suffisamment vaste à cette €tude, 
l'àuteur a ~galement analys~ les barriêr~s commerciales appliqu~es 
dans ce secteur, les investissements de capitaux, l'emploi et ses 
caract~ristiques, ainsi que la structure des march~s, dans la 
mesure où ces €l~ments ont d€termin~ les instruments d'adaptation 
choisis et leurs r~sultats. L'auteur a donn~ assez de flexibilit~ 
à son cadre d'analyse pour pouvoir tenir compte des probl~mes que 
soulève l'adaptation intra et inter-industrielle de la 
main-d'oeuvre et du capital. 

Malgré certaines similitudes, les politiques publiques et les 
comportements en mati~re d'adaptation ont beaucoup vari~ d'une 
industrie à une autre. Le soutien actif des pouvoirs publics aux 
industries du textile et du vêtement s'inspire de la politique sur 
l'industrie textile de 1970, qui est devenue de plus en plus 
interventionniste. En fait, elle a d€passé son objectif initial 
qui ~tait d'assurer une protection temporaire, pour manifester 
plutôt un engagement sans cesse croissant du gouvernement à 
restructurer ces industries au moyen de subventions financi~res 
directes, surtout par le biais de l'Office canadien pour un 
renouveau industriel, cré~ en 1981. Depuis 1970, le gouvernement 
semble s'être €loign~ de la seule protection pour axer ses 
politiques sur l'incitation active à des modifications 
structurelles à long terme, en vue d'assurer aux industries une 
viabilité constante. 

L'apport de nouveaux capitaux et de nouvelles technologies 
dans les industries du textile et du vêtement et, â un moindre 



degr~, dans celle de la chaussure, a €t~ le principal atout des 
strat~gies de restructuration entreprises par ces industries et 
que le gouvernement a accept€es d'embl~e et activement soutenues. 
D'ailleurs, ces strat€gies semblent reposer sur l'hypoth~se 
implicite que les difficult€s de ces industries, à cause de la 
concurrence, ne sont attribuables qu'à une productivité 
insuffisante, et que les €carts de salaires internationaux 
pouvaient être compensés par des améliorations suffisamment 
importantes de la productivité du travail par l'injection de 
capitaux. Il n'est pas facile de procéder à une évaluation des 
politiques, car les objectifs apparents de l'intervention 
publique, soit le "rajeunissement" et la "revitalisation" de ces 
industries, n'ont pas €té définis en fonction de crit~res 
mesurables pouvant permettre d'en évaluer les r~sultats réels. 
N~anmoins, il est €vident que la politique relative à l'industrie 
textile n'avait jamais pr~vu une contraction ou un ajustement à la 
baisse dans les industries du textile et du vêtement. Par contre, 
le Tribunal canadien des importations avait envisag~ un échéancier 
pr€cis pour l'élimination progressive des restrictions 
quantitatives et des programmes de subventions dans l'industrie de 
la chaussure. 

Pr~s de 60 i. de l'aide financi~re directe aux secteurs du 
textile, du vêtement et de la chaussure, de 1975 â 1985, était 
destin~ aux immobilisations, et une proportion d'environ 25 % 
allait à l'adaptation de la main-d'oeuvre, exclusivement sous 
forme de compensation. Dans l'ensemble, l'industrie du textile a 
reçu - et de loin - la part du lion (57 %), suivie de l'industrie 
du vêtement (34 %) et de celle de la chaussure, y compris le 
tannage (9 %). Mais si l'on se place maintenant dans une 
perspective diff~rente, les subventions et quasi-subventions 
gouvernementales ont compt€ pour 54 % de l'investissement total 
dans l'industrie du vêtement, 26 % dans celle de la chaussure et 
12 % dans l'industrie textile, au cours de la p~riode de 1981 à 
1985. Les subventions de l'~tat ont repr~sent~ une plus forte 
proportion de la valeur ajout~e par le capital que celle qui l'a 
~t~ par la main-d'oeuvre. 

L'auteur a aussi tent~ de mesurer l'adaptation en fonction du 
comportement de certaines variables tr~s importantes - l'emploi, 
l'investissement et la productivit~ - dans chacune des industries 
concern~es, par rapport à leurs homologues dans l'ensemble du 
secteur manufacturier. L'adaptation qui semble s'être produite, 
dans ce contexte comparatif, s'est traduite par une baisse de 
l'emploi et de l'investissement r~el, par rapport à l'ensemble du 
secteur manufacturier. Elle est plus ~vidente dans les secteurs 
de la bonneterie et de la chaussure, mais moins visible dans celui 
du vêtement. 
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Les effets des barrières commerciales sur la production des 
industries prot€g€es ont ét€ atténués par des déplacements du 
commerce international attribuables à la déviation des €changes, à 
des modifications de la composition et de la qualité des 
importations, ainsi qu'à des r€ductions de la demande imputables 
au prix. N€anmoins, on ne note aucune tendance à une diminution 
de la production dans les industries du textile et du vêtement. 
Elles ont toutes deux r€ussi à maintenir leur production r€elle 
totale depuis 1978, en d€pit des variations cycliques prononc€es. 
C'est seulement dans l'industrie de la chaussure que l'on constate 
une baisse importante d'activit€, attribuable à une r€duction de 
la production et de la diversité des produits. 

Par suite d'importants investissements de capitaux entre 1981 
et 1984, et de la diversification des fibres et des produits, la 
production textile canadienne s'est orient€e vers une plus grande 
spécialisation. La cr€ation de cat€gories de produits haut de 
gamme, nettement différenci€es, a permis à l'industrie d'atteindre 
un juste degré de viabilit€ et de conserver de façon plus ou moins 
constante sa part du marché des fibres et tissus synth€tiques. Le 
processus d'adaptation a €t€ €galement facilit€ par l'apport 
d'importants investissements €trangers et par l'accès, au march€ 
international, des principales cat€gories de produits qu'elle 
fabrique. 

Les stratégies de restructuration fondées sur les 
immobilisations ont ét€ particulièrement inefficaces dans 
l'industrie du vêtement, à cause du coefficient élevé de main 
d'oeuvre de ce type de production, et du fait que les coûts de la 
main-d'oeuvre sont des déterminants très importants de la 
concurrence internationale. En outre, la strat€gie de l'industrie 
du vêtement ne semble pas avoir réussi à créer, par un processus 
d'adaptation interne axé sur des catégories restreintes, de 
"créneaux" particuliers sur le marché. L'insuccès de ces 
strat€gies est attribuable autant à la fragmentation du marché de 
cette industrie qu'aux rigidités de l'adaptation des entreprises 
manufacturières elles-mêmes. Celle-ci n'a pas encourag€ le choix 
et la concentration de la production intérieure sur des segments 
du marché relativement vigoureux. En outre, l'industrie n'a pas 
eu beaucoup recours à certains moyens compétitifs, comme "les 
travailleurs étrangers", qui a grandement contribué à l'adaptation 
de l'industrie du vêtement dans les pays de l'OCDE. 

Aucun des programmes d'adaptation de l'Etat ne semble avoir 
accordé suffisamment d'attention à l'adaptation de la 
main-d'oeuvre, même si on a régulièrement invoqué les intérêts 
des travailleurs pour justifier, sur le plan politique, l'aide 
financière publique aux industries. Ni la protection, ni l'octroi 
manifeste de subventions n'ont suffi à pr€server les emplois. En 
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fait, les politiques de l'Office canadien pour un renouveau 
industriel, dans le cadre de son Programme des secteurs visés, ont 
peut-~tre aggrav~ le problème du chômage en influant sur le 
comportement des entreprises aidées par l'OCRI en matière de 
licenciements, dans leurs efforts pour modifier le niveau des 
effectifs des entreprises et leur structure professionnelle. 

Le problème de l'excédent de main-d'oeuvre n'a été réglé que 
par l'indemnisation des travailleurs mis à pied, sans rien faire 
pour les garder ou les recycler. Ces programmes fondés sur 
l'équit~ ont probablement contribué à une certaine forme 
d'adaptation dans l'industrie, en réduisant ses coûts privés, mais 
ont peu fait pour favoriser la mobilité des travailleurs ou 
atténuer la congestion du marché du travail. L'inaptitude à 
régler les problèmes d'adaptation de la main-d'oeuvre - qui n'est 
pas sans lien avec le fait que l'accent portait tout d'abord sur 
les investissements de capitaux - doit ~tre considér~e comme le 
plus grand échec de toutes les politiques d'adaptation. 

L'analyse quantitative présentée dans ce document indique que 
le remplacement du travail par le capital, et l'accroissement de 
la productivité du travail qui en est résult~, ont été - et de 
loin - le plus important facteur de la diminution de l'emploi dans 
les secteurs du textile, du v~tement et de la chaussure, laquelle 
a été suivie par une plus grande pénétration des importations, 
tandis que l'effet des exportations a été en général neutre. Les 
r~percussions négatives de la productivit~ de la main-d'oeuvre et 
de la p~n€tration des importations ont annul~ l'influence, en 
grande partie positive, de la croissance de la demande int~rieure 
sur l'emploi. 

Somme toute, sauf dans l'industrie de la chaussure, les 
politiques mises en oeuvre n'ont pas permis de cr~er et 
d'appliquer une m€thode efficace d'adaptation de ces industries à 
l'évolution de la concurrence internationale. Les politiques 
gouvernementales ont favorisé le maintien des ressources de 
production dans les industries non concurrentielles, au lieu de 
faciliter leur transfert aux secteurs en croissance. Ces échecs 
tiennent non pas au fait que les politiques formulées n'ont pas 
été assez bien appliquées, mais aux carences des politiques 
elles-mêmes. Ces déficiences prennent d'ailleurs diverses 
formes : a) des approches sectorielles trop étroites qui ont eu 
tendance à faire oublier les mesures qui auraient pu 
éventuellement contribuer à l'adaptation; b) l'absence d'une 
d~finition claire des objectifs à atteindre, et c) l'adoption 
d'instruments d'adaptation inappropriés. Notre analyse démontre 
qu'il sera n~cessaire, à l'avenir, de procéder à un examen 
indépendant et plus minutieux des problèmes qui se posent, comme 
celui des répercussions des octrois sur le secteur visé et du 
"fardeau" de leurs retombées dans le reste de l'économie; cet 
examen doit être fait avant que les politiques ne soient formulées 
et doit viser, par la suite, à en assurer la transparence. 

• 
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1he purpose of this paper is to examine the role of government 
policies of protection and subsidies to textiles, clothing, and footwear 
(TCF) industries in Canada, with a view to assess their impact on recent 
adjustment within the industries. In order for this to be done in a 
sufficiently broad perspective, the study has also analyzed the sector's 
trade barriers, capital investments, labor employment and its 
characteristics, and market structure, in SO far as they have detennined 
the adjustment options and outcomes. The framework of analysis is kept 
deliberately flexible to allow for consideration of issues arising fram 
inter- and intra-industry adjustment of labor and capital. 

Despite certain sllnilarities, both the government policies and the 
adjustment behavior has varied considerably from industry to industry. 
Active public support of the textiles and clothing industries originated 
with the Textile Policy of 1970 which gradually became more 
interventionist. The aims of the textiles policy went beyond the provision 
of temporary protection and encarnpassed an increasing involvement of the 
government in restructuring the industries by means of direct financial 
subsidies, most notably through the Canadian Industrial Renewal Board 
(CIRB) in 1981. The focus of government policies since 1970 appears to 
have shifted fram mere protection to active promotion of long-tenn 
structural changes to ensure continuing viability. 

Infusion of new capital and technology in textiles and clothing, and 
to a lesser extent in footwear, industries was the chief ingredient of the 
restructuring strategies undertaken by the industries and actively endorsed 
and assisted by the government. These strategies themselves appear to rest 
on the implicit presumption that the oampetitive difficulties of the 
industries are due solely to lagging productivity, and that international 
wage differences could be oampensated for by sufficiently large 
improvements in labor productivity through capital investments. An 
evaluation of the policies is hampered by the fact that the ostensible 
objectives of government intervention, e.g., "rejuvenation" and 
"revitalization" of the industries, were not defined in terms of 
measureable criteria, against which actual outccmes could be assessed. It 
is clear, nonetheless, that the textile policy never envisaged a 
contraction or "downside" adjustment in the textile and clothing 



Close to 60 per cent of direct financial assistance to the 'It::F sectors 
during the 1975-85 period was for capital investment, and roughly 25 per 
cent for labor adjustment, exclusively in the form of œmpensat ion, The 
textile industry was, by far, the largest recipient (57 per cent) of total 
ass istance , followed by clothing (34 per cent), and footwear, including 
tanning (9 per cent). Looking at it fran a different perspective, 
government grants and quasi-grants accounted for 54 per cent of total 
investment in the clothing industry, 26 per cent in footwear, and 12 per 
cent in textiles during the 1981-85 period. Government grants represented 
a higher proportion of value-added attributable to capital than that of 
attributable to labor. 

industries. By contrast, the Canadian llnport Tribunal had envisaged a 
clear tirœ-table for the phasing oit of QRs and subsidy regimes in the 
footwear industry. 

This study has attempted to measure adjustment with reference to the 
behavior of certain crucial variables, e.g., employment, investment, and 
productivity, in individual TCF industries relative to their counterparts 
in the manufacturing sector as a whole. The adjustment that appears to 
have taken place in this oamparative framework consists of a decline in 
employment and real investment, relative to manufacturing as a whole. The 
adjustment is farthest along in the knltting and footwear industries, and 
is least visible in clothing. 

The impact of trade barriers on the ootput of protected industries was 
blunted by inter-country shifts througth trade diversion, compositional 
changes in imports and in their quality, and by price-induced reductions in 
demand. Nevertheless, there is 00 clear evidence of scaling down in 
textiles and clothing industries. Both have been able to maintain total 
real ootputs since 1978, thoogh with pronounced cyclical variations. Only 
the footwear industry exhibi ts significant scaling down, both through 
reduced output and through reduced variety. 

Heavy capital investment in the textile industry during the 1981-84 
period, canbined with fiber and product specialization, has brooght 
domestic production closer to a more specialized range. The move toward 
differentiated, high-value segments has enabled the industry to acquire a 
fair measure of viability and to maintain a more or less constant market 
share in the production of synthetic fibers and fabrics. The adjustment 
process was also facilitated by sizable foreign investment and 
internationalization of the major segments of its production. 

capital-based restructuring strategies have been singularly 
ineffective in the clothing sector, because of the inherent labor-intensity 
of apparel production and the fact that labor costs are crucial 
determinants of international competitiveness. Moreover, the development 
of market "niches" through intra-industry adjustment along narrow product 
lines does oot seem to figure in the clothing industry's strategy. This 
lack of success is attributable both to the industry's fragmented market 
structure and the rigidities of the MFA itself. The latter did not 
encourage the selection and concentration of domestic production on market 
segments of relative strength. Furthermore, the industry has oot utilized 
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to any significant degree such competitive devices as "foreign sourcing" 
which has been an llnpürtant element in the adjustment of clothing 
industries in other OECD countries. 

None of the government adjustment programs appears to have paid 
adequate attention to labor adjustment, despite the fact that the presumed 
interests of the workers were routinely invoked to provide political 
justification for public financial assistance to the industries. Neither 
protection nor overt subsidization were sufficient to protect employment. 
Indeed, the policies of the CIRB under its SFP program may have deepened 
the problem of unemployment by influencing the layoff behaviour of CIRB 
assisted firms in their efforts to change both the level of firm employment 
and its occupational structure. 

The problem of worker redundancy was handled exclusively through 
canpensation of the separated worker, rather than through retention or 
retraining. These equity-based programs probably helped in bringing about 
same sort of adjustment within the industry by reducing its private costs, 
but did little to promote labor mobility or relieve labor market 
congestion. The inability to deal with labor adjustment problems, which is 
not unconnected with the pri.rre focus on capital investments, rust be juëqed 
as the major failure of all adjustment policies. 

The quantitative analysis in this paper suggests that substitution of 
capital for labor and the consequent rise in labor productivity was, by 
far, the largest contributor to the decline of employment in the TeF 
sectors, followed by rising import penetration, while the effect of export.s 
was generally neutral. The largely positive bnpact of the growth of 
ctanestic demand on employment was swamped by negative influences of labor 
productivity and bnport penetration. 

In an overall sense, the adjustment policies, except in the footwear 
industry, have failed to design and bnplement a workable approach to 
adjusting to international competitive shifts. Government policies have 
encouraged productive resources to remain in non-competitive industries, 
instead of promoting their transfer to growing sectors. The lapses are due 
not to the lack of bnplernentation of the poï icies that were formulated, rut 
to the shortcomings of the policies themselves. The latter, in turn, can 
be traced to (a) overly narrow and sectoral approaches that have tended to 
obscure potentially adaptive adjustment; (b) an absence of clear definition 
of goals; and (c) the adoption of inappropriate means of adjustment. OUr 
analysis underscores the need in future for a closer and independent 
scrutiny of issues, e.g., the impact of subsidies on the sector concerned 
and their "excess burdens" elsewhere in the econauy, before policies are 
formulated, and for their transparency once they are formulated. 
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FOREWORD 

There is a substantial amount of adaptation continuously taking 
place in the Canadian economy as individuals and firms respond to 
the pressures for change. In a few cases, however, these 
pressures are judged to impose an intolerable burden of adjustment 
on particular regions, industries and/or groups of workers. In 
these cases, governments intervene by adopting and implementing 
sector-specific policies. 

In the research program for the Council's Manufacturing Firm 
Adjustment project a small number of case studies were undertaken 
of some of the most important examples of sectoral policies for 
trade sensitive industries. This paper examines the textile, 
clothing, and footwear experience where a variety of policy 
instruments -- subsidies, high tariffs, quantitative restraints on 
imports, preretirement benefit programs for older workers -- have 
been applied. In one instance quite a novel institutional 
arrangement, the Canadian Industrial Renewal Board (1981-86), was 
used. The central conclusion of the paper is that these policies 
"except in the footwear industry, have failed to design and 
implement a workable approach to adjusting to international 
competitive shifts." The paper examines in detail the factors 
that may have contributed to the lack of success in adjustment, 
and suggests more workable policy directions for future. 

Jaleel Ahmad has written widely on trade, finance, and economic 
development. He is currently professor in the Department of 
Economics at Concordia University in Montreal. 

Judith Maxwell 
Chairman 
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Im'IDOOCTlOO 

This paper examines trade-related, sector-specific, industrial 

adjustment processes and the role of government in the textiles, 

clothing, and footwear industries in Canada. The focus of the study 

is on the analysis of government policies of protection, direct finan 

cial subsidies, and other assistance measures directed toward these 

sectors, although autonomous adjustment efforts of the industries 

themselves are also considered. In particular, we attempt to identify 

the various objectives of public policy toward these industries, the 

factors that appear to have shaped the policies, and the extent to 

which individual objectives are consistent with each other. In doing 

so, we undertake an analysis of the major trade policy and government 

subsidy regimes, their economic consequences, and their influence on 

the ensuing adjustment process in each of the industries in question. 

The analysis is undertaken in a framework which identifies a variety 

of alternative adjustment paths, their long-run and short-run implica 

tions, and highlights the relationship between a given industry's 

market structure and its adjustment options. 

Adjustment assistance programs have long been an integral part of 

trade and industrial policies in Canada, at least since the implemen 

tation of the Kennedy Round of tariff cuts. The primary purposes of 



(a) to alleviate the private burden of adjustment to trade liberaliza 

tion by providing compensatory payments to displaced or potentially 

government intervention in the process of adjustment were initially 

redundant workers; (b) to dampen the severity of short-run adaptation 

shocks to firms by prolonging the process of adjustment - a task which 

was facilitated by the gradual year-to-year linplementation of the 

Inulti-laterally negotiated tariff reductions; and (c) to promote 

enhanced mobility and search for alternative avenues of employment. 

Economic justification for adjustment assistance has always been a 

tenuous mixture of allocative efficiency and distributional equity, 

and frequently seen as a necessary complement to macroeconomic 

policies. By and large, the guiding principle behind government 

intervention was to preserve the necessary degree of flexibility in 

allowing the underlying market forces to produce new equilibria. The 

assistance mechanism tended to lean toward "affirmative" adjustment, 

seeking to relocate and regroup productive resources through desired 

changes in relative prices, costs, and profitability. Adjustment 

programs were envisaged as reflecting a cammitment to progressively 

disengage from manifestly uncampetitive production activities. 

The oommitment to goals of positive adjustment, despite economic 

hindrances and predictable political opposition from vested interests, 

has in the past resulted in continual and sustained adaptation to 
1 

2 

trade-related upheavals. Whether the resulting adjustment has been 

rapid enough, or whether government intervention was justified in what 

are essentially private economic activities are undoubtedly matters of 

disagreement. Nonetheless, continual liberalization of trade in the 

wake of the Kennedy and Tbkyo Rounds, as well as the Canada-US Auto 



Pact of 1965, is a testimony to the fact that firms and workers were 

able to adjust to changes in international trade, and subsequently 

reaped the benefits of specialization and higher incomes. 

In the more recent past, overall liberalization of trade and the 

positive adjustment policies associated with it has been accompanied 

by "special" and discriminatory protection to a selected number of 

beleagured industries. "Tailor-made" protection for a small number of 

producers in the economy is supplemented by a significant amount of 

direct and indirect subsidization fram public budgets. TOgether, they 

have tended not only to polarize government interventions in the 

trading system, but have' also profoundly distorted the adjustment 

process. particularly since the late 1970's, adjustment assistance 

measures tied to sector-specific distresses have tended to differ 

markedly fram their earlier counterparts in a number of respects. 

First, adjustment assistance and benefit eligibility are no 

longer tied to episodes of multilateral trade liberalization. 

Instead, they are triggered by arbitrary notions of "high" or 

"unacceptable" levels of import penetration in industries where 

prolonged and unprecedented levels of trade barriers have failed to 

stabilize the level of Import.s , As a result, adjustment assistance 

measures have became tied to a process which effectively moves the 

economy fram a relatively free to a less free constellation. Both 

efficiency and equity grounds for adjustment assistance are open to 

serious question if they spawn regimes of special protection and 

result in a situation which is quite opposite to that of gradual 

liberalization. 

Second, government subsidies to factors of production employed in 

industries adversely affected by rising impJrts are no longer in the 
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nature of a "bribe" (the Hicksian "equivalent variation") to vacate 

the industry in question and, thus, to allow the econany to nudJe 

toward less restricted trade. On the contrary, they have tended to 

provide additional layers of protection, over and above the subsidy 

implicit in trade barriers. The consequent rise in the profitability 

of production behind protective barriers and subsidies has not only 

prevented the exit of resources from these industries, but has often 

prompted the influx of new resources on the margin. 

Third, the focus of government adjust:Jœnt policies, never very 

clear to begin with, seems to have perceptibly shifted from oampensa 

ting the workers threatened with unemployment and assisting their 

relocation to supporting the firms to continue to produce, often with 

a smaller work force, through internal restructuring devices. This is 

despite the fact that the presumed interests of the workers are 

routinely invoked to provide political justification for public 

assistance and other transfers to firms in question. The incame 

distributional tmplications of these transfers turn out to be quite 

different fram those that were originally intended. 

Finally, the oammitment to disengage fram sectors rendered non 

cx::rnpetitive as a result of non-reversible, long-run shifts in terms 

of-trade seems to have been eroded. Public resources and transfer 

payments on an unprecedented scale have been directed toward declininn 

industries for the avowed purpose of their "renewal" and "rejuvena 

tion", often to the point of "regaining international competitiveness" 

through restructuting strategies. Adjustment assistance has came to 

mean not having to nove fram the industry in question. 

'!he thrust of these newer dimensions of adjustment policy is 
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nowhere nore evident than in the textiles, clothing, and footwear 

(TCF) industries, where a significant part of the adjustment problem, 

though by no rœans all of it, is due to the surge of highly can 

petitive imports fram a small number of newly industrializing 

countries - the "low-cost" countries. These sectors represent the 

nost dramatic example of cnnbining heavy protection, without clear and 

contestable criteria of "import injury", with unprecedented levels of 

direct and indirect government subsidies and other support measures. 

A distinguishing feature of the adjustment assistance aimed at the 

rejuvenation of textile and clothing industries is its emphasis on 

investment and capital subsidies for the renewal and modernization of 

equiprœnt and production processes. A frequently-stated objective of 

government subsidies is to enable the industries in question to 

compensate for the international wage differences through sufficiently 

large improvements in labor productivity. This sort of defensive 

adjustment is widely seen as a nore "permanent" solution to the import 

penetration problem than the one afforded by trade barriers alone. 

The prime objective of restructuring policies is to secure the 

continuing profitability of production by the relatively larger firms, 

and only secondarily on problems of worker redundancy which has been 

handled exclusively through- oompensation rather than adjustment. 

Inter-sectoral or intra-industry nobility of production factors, of 

the kind envisaged in earlier programs, does not seem to figure in any 

meaningfUl way in any of the recent adjustment measures directed 

toward the TCF sectors. Consequently, the adjustment assistance poli 

cies seem to bear the strain of numerous contradictions and distor 

tions of their own, which are inevitable when market adjustments are 

suspended for long periods of time. It has becane carrnonplace to 
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narrow interest groups appear to playa decisive role. But this 

suggest that protection and overt subsidization in these sectors (and 

in possibly others) is the outcome of a political process in which 

ex post explanatory role of interest groups, which tends to assign a 

purely passive role to government response, fails to explain a process 

of decision-making which is more oamplex than appears at first sight. 

Two major difficulties appear to be super-imposed on those that are 

inherent in any adjustment process. First, none of the goverrunent 

programs provides a clear definition of "restructuring" and "rejuvena 

tion" with identifiable indicators against which outcomes of interven 

tion can be assessed. Second, the anphasis on sectoral approaches has 

been instrumental not only in fostering powerful coalitions, but have 

also masked the overall adjustment possibilities elsewhere in the 

economy and, hence, inhibited transition to newer sectors. 

Plan of the Study 

This study is divided into six chapters. Chapter I lays down the 

conceptual framework, highlighting the proper task of adjustment, and 

the role of government intervention. Chapter II discusses import 

penetration and the evolution of trade barriers in the TCF sectors. 

Problems of labor employment, capital investments, and productivity 

the role of are discussed in Chapter III. Chapter IV analyzes 

government policies in influencing the adjustment by firms and 

workers, as well as provides a oamparative evaluation of government 

measures for individual TCF sectors. Chapter V highlights the inter 

action between the individual industry's market structure and its 

adjustment performance. A concluding chapter brings together various 

elements of adjustment in a scenario of alternative paths. 
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I. niE TASK OF AnJtJS1MENl' 

Before embarking on a detailed quantitative analysis of adjust- 

ment policies in Canada's '!CF sectors, it is worthwhile spelling out 

the nature of required adjustment in response to import competition. 

It is evident that the nature, as well as the direction and the speed, 

of adjustment will vary fran industry to industry, depending upon the 

nature and durability of the exogenous "shock" that pranpts adjust- 

ment, and the organization and market structure of the industry in 

question, as reflected in industry concentration, the elasticity of 

its market ~emand curve, pricing behavior, and other relevant vari- 

abIes. Government policies can significantly influence the adjustment 

adjustment itself, or, in extreme cases, prevent adjustment 

outcomes that would emerge fran the interaction of unfettered markets. 

Such policies can either reinforce the market processes as they 

converge toward the predicted outcome, or rroderate the speed of 

adjustment by "leaning éW:]ainst", or distort the direction of 

altogether. A full analysis of adjustment mechanisms in open 

economies and their relationship to government intervention is beyond 
2 

the scope of this paper. The following paragraphs attempt to throw 

Let TT' in Figure 1 represent the long-run transformation surface 

light on a few pertinent issues as they relate to the limited concern 

of this paper. 

between an import.ab.le good x (for example, the ootput of the TCF 

sector), and another comrosite good y which is a surrogate for other 

tradable goods in the econany. The tangency of (p /p ) , whose slope 
y x 1 

represents the relative price of x and y as determined in the world 

market, with TT' defines the initial equilibrium at roint A. At A 
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goods and factor markets clear at a given wage-rental ratio, v/«, 

A change in terms-of-trade, viz., a fall in the relative price of 

x due to increased oompetition fram imports represented by the slope 

of the new price line (p /p ) , requires a shift of the production 
y x 2 

equilibrium to B. Provided lump-sum transfers are possible, both 

ing at the new price ratio, which signifies the "consumption possibil- 

efficiency and welfare would be maximized by producing at B and trad- 

ities" set for the open econamy. A market-determined adjustment 

consists of an exit of same resources fram the production of x whose 

The move fram A to B is, however, unlikely to be either instan- 

output declines and their reemployment in the increased production of 

y. The wage-rental ratio will change, depending on the factor- 

intensity of the x-sector; if it is relatively labor-intensive, the 

change in terms of trade at B will, in general, lower wages relative 

to rentals. 

taneous or smooth if the factors of production employed in x are 

"specific" and are, therefore, incapable of alternative employment 

without considerable transformation. The difficulties of adjustment 

arising fram the specific nature of production factors may be 

compounded by further difficulties arising fram the lack of perception 

of the need to adjust, inertia, factor market imperfections, such as 

wage stickiness and labor market congestion, and possibly other 

rigidities. The move fram A to B is, in reality, an "adjustment 

path", rather than a quantum jump, representing a succession of sub- 

optimal equilibria. The path itself is characterized by temporary 

unemployment of factors, private and social losses of earnings and 

output, and possibly cyclical variations in employment and output. 
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The various impedbnents to inter-sectoral adjustment may con- 

veniently be represented by a short-run transformation curve, such as 

SS', which lies uniformly inside the long-run surface TI', except at 

point A. If short-run transformation difficulties arise from market 

imperfections which are unavoidable, government intervention through a 
3 

regllne of taxes and subsidies is required for their correction. In 

the absence of government intervention, the economy may fail to adjust 

properly, and may remain permanently on a sub-optimal point, such as 

C, or, in extreme cases, the rutput a:xnbination may fall to a point 

directly below the initial equilibrium at A. 

If the cause of transformation difficulties lies in the 

"specific" nature of one or nore factors of production, the market is, 

in principle, capable of yielding a desirable adjustment rutcane. If 

prices and wages are reasonably flexible, a reduction in both of them 

governed by the rate of decline of the llnport price wruld eventually 

nuôqe the econany toward the long-run equilibrium at B. The essential 

mechanism involved in this transition is the emergence of a 

differential between rewards to factors of production in different 

sectors. The fall in the price of importable good translates into a 

lower reward to factors employed in its production relative to other 

sectors in the econany, e.g., production of exports, domestic goods, 

and services. The increased relative attractiveness of higher wages 

and rentals in other sectors is what induces the inter-sectoral 

reallocation of factors. The speed of adjustment is governed by the 

useful life of the equipment, its rate of depreciation, the attrition 

and the rate of turn-over of labor, the cost of retraining and re- 

location, as well as the size of factor reward differential. 

The problems posed by the "specific" nature of capital equipment 
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and labor are quite different from each other. Capital equipment 

built to specification for particular tasks is quite rigid during its 

useful life. The only feasible transformation is to allow it to 

depreciate and build new equipment suitable for other tasks. However, 

in industries where a portion of capital equipment is rented (most 

notably in footwear and, to a lesser extent, clothing) or if there is 

an international market for the equipment (e.g., textiles machinery), 

then the opportunity cost of capital equipment is not zero, and its 

specific nature less of a constraint to desirable adjustment. The 

specific skills and aptitudes embodied in workers, frequently tied to 

particular locations, effectively "depreciate" irnnediately if oot used 

in its customary employment. But the cognitive and learning capaci 

ties remain undiminished throughout the working life, and are capable 

of being redirected to other occupations through retraining and 

recycling. The policies to deal with "specificness" of labor are, 

therefore, different from those that are appropriate for capital. 

The speed of adjustment may be slower if correct policies to deal 

with specific factors are oot in place, or if the system is otherwise 

not in a state of resilience. Production equilibrium is likely to 

move initially from A to C on the adjustment path as a result of the 

exogenous "shock". Competitive forces imbedded in a resilient 

economy, reinforced by correct government intervention, will shift S8' 

progressively to the right on the path indicated by the dashed line 

CB, and adjustment walld be œrnplete. The failure to reallocate 

resources, and thus to equalize the marginal products of factors in 

each of the sectors, is expected to lower the national income below 

the maximum attainable with a given level of resources. Government 
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intervention to facilitate the process of adjustment in the faee of 

rigidities is justified on both efficiency and equity grounds, as 

argued later in this essay. 

Industry Adjusbnent and Market structure 

Adjustment to market forces is, as a rule, undertaken by firms. 

The nature of adjustment by firms, in turn, is determined by the 

industrial characteristics and market structure within which firms' 

production and pricing decisions are made. Adjustment strategies and • 
responses available to firms in fragmented industries that closely 

resanble conditions of "perfect" canpetition are not the same as those 

in oligopolistic industries with differentiated products, barriers to 

entry and, through large sunk costs, to exit as well, market-sharing, 

and non-priee competition. Firms in competitive industries, such as 

the TCF sector, have few non-tangible assets which provide them with 

durable competitive edge over their rivals. Product differentiation 

and economies of scale, to the extent that they are significant, 

accrue only to a few relatively large producers. A oampetitive firm 

is, in general, unable to raise domestic price by the full extent of 

tariff on competing import.s without inducing the entry of new firms in 

the market or increased production by existing ones. Attempts to 

raise cost-priee margins through collusion are unlikely to succeed. 

Nonetheless, product differentiation and specialization in narrow 

product lines through market "segmentation" can be an effective 

adjustment strategy even in fragmented industries, such as the produc- 

tion of clothing, as we discuss below. 

Dnport restrictions and direct government subsidies can ease the 

constraints to desirable forms of adjustment both for the competitive 
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and oligopolistic industries. Although tariffs and non-tariff 

barriers are, on balance, cx::mplementary, the two forms of protection 

differ markedly in their attractiveness to industries with different 

market structures. In particular, ron-tariff barriers are apt to be 

relatively more appealing than tariffs to industries with a fragmented 

structure. There is same empirical evidence to suggest that the 

incidence of protection through quotas and "negotiated" trade barriers 

is negatively related to seller concentration, with the converse being 
4 

the case for tariff barriers. Similarly, capital subsidies, rather 

than payroll subsidies may be more attractive to firms in fragmented 

industries, because of constraints arising fram lower retained earn- 

ings and high capital costs of oorrowing. 

The degree to which domestic firms take advantage of trade 

barriers in changing their prices and quantities varies systematically 

city of individual sellers' market demand. In industries with high 

with the level of seller concentration, and with the degree of elasti- 

seller concentration, firms are able to raise prices of domestic 

substitutes by a substantial proportion of tariffs due to their 

ability to prevent protection-created rents fram dissipating. As a 

result, protection merely raises prices, with little or no change in 

quantity produced. By contrast, in industries with low seller concen- 

tration, trade barriers induce a shift toward domestic substitutes, 

and the main effect is on quantities produced, rather than on price. 

Thus, the main effects of protection on domestic quantities and prices 

cannot be inferred merely fram the change in trade policy; a knowledge 
5 

of the industry's market structure is necessary. 
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Type of Adjusoment: 
Inter-Industry or Intra-Industry 

The type of adjustment depicted in Figure 1 signifies a movement 

of resources fran one well-defined industry to another, following the 

change in terms-of-trade. This is, indeed, a simplification which 

avoids difficult issues involving industry classification. In 

practice, an industry consists of a collection of firms producing a 

number of different products, either singly or jointly. The products 

can be fairly hc:m:x;Jeneous, or they can be "similar" but differentiated 

by size, quality, ingredients, brand image, and other hedonic attri- 

butes. Domestic response to changes in foreign prices takes an an 

entirely different character when there are significant possibilities 

of intra-industry adjustment relating to movement of resources within 

a given industry and often within a given firm, usually across narrow, 

specialized product lines. No larger-scale shifts of labor and capi- 

tal are involved. Faced with a decline in international campetitive- 

ness, a firm can attempt to recreate its competitive advantage, 

relative to foreign and domestic rivals, by focusing on market 

segments with a low price elasticity of demand. It can try to alter 

the market parameters by means of strategic shifts from one product to 

another, just as crop rotation practised by fanners who produce hano- 

geneous goods of different kind. The permutations of adjusting stra- 

tegies through product selection may not be as high as those available 

to oligopolistic firms, but they are not totally absent. 

In Figure 2, x and x represent two products which are different 
i j 

fDOffi each other, but are part of the same industry, e.g., textile 

fabrics produced with cotton or with man-made fibers, or are differen- 

tiated products, e.g., wamens' clothing with unique style attributes. 
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industry, and often within a single firm, is convex from below, 

The transformation curve ttl between the two products within a given 

signifying that internal economies of scale and economies arising from 

plant specialization dominate all other influences on rosts of produc- 

tion. A fall in the relative world price of one of the goods will 

p~pt domestic producers to reallocate resources toward the produc- 

tion of the other good. However, trade barriers that attempt to 

neutralize changes in international terms-of-trade also prevent 

correct intra-industry adjustment. For sllnplicity, we assume that the 

initial specialization in the production of x at tl is no longer 
i 

available due to irreversible changes in terms-of-trade, as indicated 

by the truncated lower port.ion of the tt I curve. Trade barriers on 

imports of x will, in general, prevent an intra-industry shift toward 
i 

a full exploitation of scale economies in the production of x. 
j 

Profit-maximizing production will take place at a point such as A. 

Such a situation could easily arise if, for instance, there are 

product-specific quantity restrictions (QRs) on a wide variety of 

products within the industry, and no clear-cut pattern of intra- 

industry oamparative advantage emerges. If now full optimality is 

restored by trade liberalization, danestic producers can specialize in 

the production of x at t and remain competitive by exploiting scale 
j 

economies. Intra-industry adjustment of the kind depicted in Figure 2 

offers a cooperative solution to the problems p:>sed by import oampeti- 
6 

tion. In the real world, where there are nore than two products, 

possibilities of intra-industry specialization increase dramatically. 

The developzrent of market "niches" along narrow product lines 

allows the adjustment process to be internalized within the industry 

in question, and the role of inter-sectoral transfers is minimal. 
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While the problems posed by the specific nature of production factors 

do not altogether disappear, they are considerably less than in the 

case of inter-industry shifts. The possibilities of specialization 

industry, can themselves be enhanced by product development. A pure Ly 

and, therefore, the containment of the adjustment problem within the 

passive response to terms-of-trade changes is replaced by strategic 

behavior which brings into sharper relief a product-specific market 

segmentation, which tends to reduce the elasticity of demand faced by 

domestic firms. The degrees of freedom in adjusting behavior 

contingent on intra-industry adjustment may not be available equally 

to all firms in the industry whose exit may mean that same inter- 

industry adjustment in response to foreign price change may be 

unavoidable. 

Most industrial adjustment in GEeD countries in the recent past, 

both in response to multilateral trade liberalization and to the 

formation of free trade blocs, such as the EEC, has in fact been of 
7 

the intra-industry kind. As a result, factor novements have been 

largely confined to their shift from one segment of the industry to 

the other, without large scale or prolonged factor migration. 

Retraining of workers and retooling of equipment - tasks which cannot 

be completely avoided in any adjustment - were justified as the price 

for "market-swapping" with trading partners and have clearly 

rationalized production. Intra-industry adjustment has also meant 

that no single element in the firm's cost function, e.g., wage costs, 

is the decisive factor in its competitiveness, and that the reasons 

for inter-firm cost differences go beyond international differences in 

factor and input prices. 
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A possible reason for the severity of adjustment problems in 

certain sectors - textiles, clothing, and footwear being pr irœ 

examples - is that linport competition in these sectors introduced 

structural probl~s of a kind that are different from those in oligo 

polistic manufacturing industries producing differentiated products. 

Foreign competition rendered large segments of the industries in 

question suddenly non-competitive, and seemed to require substantial 

noverents of resources out of them. Since these industries are 

invariably labor-intensive, the main brunt of adjustment was perceived 

to fall on labor groups. Oligopolistic types of behavior which could 

penn it continued viability without vacating the industry were, in 

general, not evai ï.able , The intensification of import, competition in 

labor-intensive manufactures represents a structural shift of profound 

implications for domestic producers in industrial countries. The 

collective inability to maneqe this structural change, rather than 

any marked deterioration in the flexibility of labor markets, as 

often claimed, is what lies behind the current rigidities in the 

adjustment process. Nonetheless, these developments enhance both the 

need and the potential for industrial adjustment. These same factors 

have doubtlessly involved the public sector ever more intricately in 

the adjustment process. 

~le of Goverrment 
Adjustment Policies 

Industrial adjustment in market economies is, as a rule, under- 

taken by f i.rms and households who bear the private costs of such 

adjustment, and appropriate the eventual gains fram it. This 

principle is finnly ~ted in market-detennined economic systems, and 

cannot be altered without redefining the limits of state intervention 
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in economic rnatters. Therefore, any direct involvement of the govern- 

ment in the process of industrial adjustment has to be expressly 

defended. A key question is whether there are distortions in product 

and factor markets, which prevent the attainment of a socially effi- 

cient adjustment outcome. The distortions can arise from a variety of 

sources, such as inadequate infonnation, absence of risk-bearing 

mechanisms, trade-union induced restrictions on wage flexibility, 

cultural and language barriers to labor mobility, and congestion in 

the process of search for new employment. If such distortions exist, 

the correct intervention policy is to "countervail" these distortions 

at their source, without direct intervention in the adjustment pro- 
8 

cess. A principal objective of government policy should be to create 

a market-determined environment in which private decisions lead to a 

capital markets. In terms of Figure l, the task of an efficient 

socially optlinal outcome by removing general distortions in labor and 

adjustment policy is to intervene in product and factor markets in a 

way that minimizes the present discounted value of welfare losses 
9 

along the adjustment path ACE. It is only when countervailing 

measures are either unavailable or give rise to by-product distortions 

of their own that a direct intervention in the adjustment process may 

be requ ired. 

A distinction between private and social costs of adjustment is 

crucial. Private decision-making units, whether firms or households, 

incur the cost of ëdjustment in the form of lost earnings as a result 

of temporary unemployment and redundancy, as well as the oost of 

retooling, retraining, and readaptation necessary for mobility and 

reemployment. The purely monetary oosts may be oornpounded by psychic 
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costs of dislocation, particularly when a change in the customary 

place of work and residence is involved. Social costs of adjustment 

accrue to the economy at large, and can be approximated by the diff 

erence between the potential value of national income at the predicted 

long-run equilibrium (such as at B in Figure 1) and the one that 

results from temporary unemployment, or employment in low-productivity 

occupations, during the process of adjustment. It is clear that 

social costs significantly depend on the speed with which adjustment 

takes place, and are susceptible to intervention policies themselves. 

It should also be noted that private and social costs do not always 

- I 

converge. Private costs do not disappear when social costs are 

eliminated and the long-run equilibrium is attained, and frequently 

require lump-sum compensatory transfers. By the same token, social 

costs may continue to be incurred if private costs are extirpated by 

the absence of required adjustment. 

Recent experience with adjustment difficulties in the wake of 

import competition, particularly in the TCF sectors, has demonstrated 

that private costs of market-determined adjustment are often quite 

high and fall disproportionately on labor groups which, for a variety 

of reasons, are unable to bear the full burden of their own adjust- 

ment. The costs are particularly onerous when the macroeconomic 

environment is one of recession punctuated with mild recoveries, 

misaligned exchange rates, and the absence of adequate non 

inflationary growth. As a result, labor markets have tended to become 

inflexible and less resilient to structural changes. Nonetheless, 

enhanced adjustment difficulties are due less to any marked deteriora 

tion in labor market flexibility, as argued in some quarters, but 

rather to the change in government intervention policies themselves 
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and in the political constraints within which policies are formulated, 

as argued later in this paper. 

It is now generally recognized that governments everywhere have 

the undisputed task of smoothing aut the course of industrial adjust 

ment. The linportance and the urgency of domestic industrial adjust 

ment is underscored by recent structural changes in the pattern of 

international trade and investment, whose speed itself is quickened. 

The question is no longer whether or not to intervene, but relates 

rather to the direction, nature, and the means of intervention itself. 

Insufficient attention has been paid to the task of formulating a 

constellation of intervention policies that are coherent, efficient, 

and adjustment-enhancing in the correct direction. It is clear that 

incorrect or slow adjustment can prolong the short-run disequilibria 

inherent in the process of adjustment and thereby increase both social 

and private costs. 

Both efficiency and equity, tempered by political expediency, are 

likely to figure among the justifications for direct government inter 

vention in the adjustment process. The notion of efficiency is 

generally unambiguous. A given constellation of resources yields the 

highest attainable level of national income if all factors of pro 

duction are employed in the activity of their highest marginal pro 

ducts, which are equalized in all activities. When markets are in 

operative or sluggish, government intervention and adjustment 

assistance promotes efficiency if it nudges factors of production to 

where they contribute most to the national income at given factor and 

product prices. Correct intervention not only countervails the wedge 
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between private and social values, but also reduces the private and 

social costs of adjustment. 

There is, nevertheless, the possibility that the economy will 

incur a disproportionately large social cost in undergoing adjustment. 

The discounted present value of transition costs can, under certain 

conditions, exceed that of the gains fran adjustment, due to the loss 

of potential output fran unemployment and dislocation. There are, 

however, not too many empirical results that support such a 
10 

possibility. Similarly, labor market congestion means that the 

ability of the market to reemploy displaced workers is affected by the 

size and distribution of unemployment in segmented labor markets. It 

is then possible to use protection as a means of slowing the pace of 

change. On the other hand, it could be argued that by-product distor- 

tions can be avoided if intervention is directed toward removing the 
11 

original distortions that give rise to labor market congestion. 

The notion of equity, on the other hand, admits of no simple 

interpretation, since it necessarily involves a comparison of inter- 

personal states of welfare. The tradeoffs between equity and 

efficiency, particularly as balancing acts for political expediency, 

lead to further oamplications. The most accessible interpretation of 

equity is the use of adjustment assistance as a redistributional tool 

in compensating factors tied to declining industries. It is in the 

nature of a "bribe" to the "losers", in an attempt to overcane the 

political opposition to less restricted trade. It presupposes that 

the terms-of-trade gain to the economy at large is higher than private 

losses incurred by same factors adversely affected by the change. 

This aspect of adjustment assistance has been extensively used to 

justify benefits to displaced workers in excess of customary unemploy- 
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ment and layoff benefits. 

The trade-off between efficiency and equity is frequently sought 

to be justified, with considerably less flair, in attempts to prevent 

adjustment on the ground that private costs 'MJUld be too high. The 

for subsidization of the movement of factors aut of low productivity 

most defensible argument for direct intervention in the adjustment 

process, and the one in which private and social purposes coincide, is 

employment in industries that have lost their long-run compet i t ive- 

ness. The speed of adjustment itself, which crucially depends on 

particular industrial characteristics, can be slowed down to minimize 

any residual private costs. There may also be valid arguments for 

redistributing income through tariffs, following an adverse terms-of- 

trade shock, from individuals with a low marginal utility of income to 

those with a higher marginal utility, or if the resulting distribution 
12 

of income is unacceptable. The overall costs of adjustment depend on 

the combination of the means of adjustment assistance, discussed in 

the next section, as we l I as on the sequence and coordination of the 

movement of labor and capital. There are no defensible arguments for 

preventing adjustment by inducing factors of production to remain in 

low-productivity employment. 

other possible interpretations of equity are less straight- 

forward. rf continuing and escalating trade barriers induce factors 

to remain tied to declining industries and welfare losses to consumers 

continue to mount, is it equitable to extract a penalty from factors 

that have become artificially" irrrnobile" as a result of government 

policies and compensate the consumers for their losses? And, the 

exporting groups that are likely to lose from trade-distorted relative 
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prices, exchange rate misalignments, and retaliation? Is it 

"equitable" to provide eœnpensat ion only to certain "special" pro 

ducers and not bD all producers across the board? When the economy 

suffers internal shocks (e.g., changes in technology, demand, and 

tastes) as against external ones arising fram tenns-of-trade change, 

the coalition of losers is generally less powerful bD block the 

change. Is it then equitable not bD oompensate them simply because 

they lack political power? Arbitrary notions of equity, divorced fram 

those of efficiency, are fraught with serious dangers of misuse. 

It has now become clear that sluggish adjustment, and often non 

adjustment, on the part of factors currently employed in import 

threatened industries arises in large measure from eXpectations of 

government assistance, and the consequent non-adjusting behavior be 

comes a prima facie ground for actual assistance. These expectations, 

whether rationally held or adaptively formed, frequently spawn 

lobbying and pressure groups and assorted coalitions of vested 

interests, and give rise to social costs (the counterpart of their own 

"rents") which are clearly avoidable. The "excess" cost of incorrect 

government adjustment policies is not confined to the sectors toward 

which such measures are directed, but extend bD other sectors through 

inter-industry repercussions, just as nominal tariffs on a range of 

inputs influence the degree of protection afforded to final goods 

industries. Moreover, through the expectations mechanism, they set 

dangerous political precedents that are difficult to resist. 

Adjustment Assistance Measures 

The purpose of the adjustment assistance measures undertaken by 

the government is to alter the conduct of economic activity with a 
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view to achieve an outcome different from the one that would result in 

the absence of adjustment. Accordingly, adjustment measures are de- 

signed to induce, directly or indirectly, a change in the relative 

(VERs); (2) direct and indirect financial subsidies to owners of finns 

price of goods or factors of production. Adjustment measures to 

assist tmport-threatened industries have taken a variety of fonns. 

(1) trade barriers can range fran tariffs, including countervailing 

duties, quota restrictions (QRs), and voluntary export restraints 

and workers, including investment grants, concessional loans, loan 

trade barriers) and from taxpayers (in the case of subsidies and 

guarantees, retraining and relocation grants, and compensation for 

separation; and (3) fiscal measures, such as investment tax credits, 

accelerated write-offs and depreciation, and favorable tax treatment. 

In addition, regional pol ic ies of investment, employment, and growth 

in designated areas may often be guided by trade policy. A common 

feature of all government adjustment measures is that they invariably 

give rise to a transfer payment from the consumers (in the case of 

fiscal concessions) to factors of production remaining in or moving 

fDDm affected industries. As such, they redistribute income in a 

selective and discriminatory manner. 

Trade barriers are, by far, the most cornnon form of government 

intervention for the support of TCF industries. While all trade 

barriers involve an implicit subsidy to the protected industry, they 

also give rise to a "by-product" distortion in the form of consumer 
13 

losses through higher prices of importables. A trade barrier that 

wholly or partly negates the fall in world prices prevents the exit of 

resources by raising the profitability of domestic production of 

importables, and thus hinders long-run adjustment. A frequent justi- 
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fication for trade barriers in declining industries has been that they 

provide the necessary "breathing space" for the industry beset by 

altered competitive conditions, and allow time for a gradual and 

orderly contraction. This may indeed be defensible if trade protec- 

tion is contingent on a gradual winding down of the industry, and an 

eventual removal of trade barriers. In practice, however, trade 

barriers in the absence of a clear time-table for their removal have 

provided incentives for maintaining production levels unchanged, even 

though factor substitution and other technological adaptations have 
14 

taken place. 

Recently, trade barriers which themselves have been increasing 

over time have been supplemented by direct and indirect financial 

subsidies for the imprecisely defined purpose of "restructuring" of 

the industries in question. Subsidies can be distinguished from each 

other according to where they produce the initial relative price 

impact. Subsidies can take the form of a production subsidy or a 
15 

factor subsidy either to capital or to labor. Two initial con- 

siderations need emphasis. First, a flow transfer payment to capital 

or labor initially employed in a declining industry and in the process 

of exit is very different from a flow transfer to capital and labor 

that remain employed in that industry. The latter type of transfer 

contingent on factors remaining in the declining industry seriously 

distorts the adjustment process. This is because the linking of 

transfer payments to the current location of the factor, rather than 

employed in its initial location. In fact, if the level of subsidy 

its potential relocation, creates an artificial incentive to remain 

were set equal to the differential between factor earnings in the 
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declining industry and in other sectors of the economy, then all 

incentives for movement would be removed and there would be no adjust- 

ment. Second, the presumed superiority of direct subsidies over trade 

barriers, often invoked in the adjustment literature, rests on the 

associated with trade barriers. Nevertheless, it is bnportant to 

proposition that subsidies avoid the gratuitous consumption losses 

recognize that subsidies give rise to efficiency losses of their own 
16 

by distorting product and factor prices. 

The arguments for intervention through factor subsidies generally 

rest on the existence of sane "specific" factor of production. Labor 

subsidy on efficiency grounds is justified if there is nominal (or 

real) wage rigidity which prevents re-anployment, or if the market- 

determined rate of unemployment, following the terms-of-trade change, 

is not optimal. Equity considerations, in turn, favor lump-sum trans- 

fers to labor if the subsequent redistribution of income within the 

economy is unacceptably large. The case for capital subsidies to 

owners of firms is considerably weaker. The divergence between 

private and social costs that could conceivably suggest a presumption 

in favor of capital subsidy has not been demonstrated. The capital 

markets provide the mechanism of insurance to owners of assets and 

stockholders to choose the extent of risk they like to assume. 

Furthermore, capital is not permanently sector-specific. If it is 

slow to respond to the differential between the rental earned in its 

customary employment and the one potentially available in an alterna- 

tive use, investment tax credits and interest rate subsidies (purely 

fiscal measures) may be necessary to rnove capital out of the low-rent 

to relatively higher rent industries. The argument that subsidies to 

firms are justified for maintaining employment confounds the issue; 
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intensive industry are liable to induce substitution of labor for 
17 

both capital and labor subsidies to finns in a protected labor- 

capital. 

The foregoing considerations reinforce the llnportance of co- 

ordinating the adjustment processes of labor and capital. It may be 

necessary to slow the speed of adjustment of one of the factors if it 

is not in step with that of the other. Investment plays a pivotal 

role in bringing about adjustment in market-oriented economies, and 

labor adjustment largely follows the lead of capital. If capital 

adjustment is thwarted, it is difficult to visualize smooth adjustment 

of labor. In the same vein, it must be recognized that tirre- 

minimiz inç adjustment policies of the "bang-bang" type which attempt 

to secure reallocation in the shortest possible ttme, without regard 
18 

to their coordinated movements, are unlikely to be practical. 

In judging the role of factor subsidies in the process of 

industrial adjustrrent, it is necessary to keep in mind the distinction 

between a declining industry and a growing (" infant" ) industry wi th 

dynamic externalities. Market failures and imperfections and, hence, 

the rationale for intervention, in the two cases are quite different 

fvam each other. The infant industry argument rests on dynamic 

allocative efficiency, and derives its cogency from the apparent 

failure of capital and labor to make socially optimal allocation 

decisions. In addition, the infant industry must demonstrate that it 

has an attainable potential cnnpetitive advantage, i.e., the present 

discounted value of benefits is higher than the current costs of the 

subsidy. The arguments for intervention in the case of a declining 

industry, on the other hand, seem to rest on the irreversibility of 
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investment which has created non-transferable, industry-specific 

assets. The asymmetry between declining and growing industries would 

indicate that the proper ~le of factor subsidies in the declining 

industries is to let them decline gradually and without unacceptably 

large private costs. At best, attempts to preserve an industry- 

specific factor's income in the event of a change in terms-of-trade 

may lead to an equity-based argument for intervention, in contrast to 
19 

the efficiency-based argument for growing industries. 

Another way to pose the problem is to ask the question as to 

whether the purpose of government intervention in declining industries 

is (a) to assist the industry to overcome a temporary distress; or (b) 

to assist it to decline in a gradual and orderly manner, rather than 

of production. Efficiency arguments for intervention, either th~ugh 

precipitately; or (c) to enable it to permanently maintain its level 

subsidies or through trade barriers, can be invoked to support 

objective (a) if it enables the industry to overcome its temporary 

difficulties by means of restructuring of production. Both efficiency 

and equity grounds of subsidization coalesce in favor of tax-subsidy 

intervention for adjustment of labor, but not necessarily of capital, 

if the purpose of the policy coincides with (b). If cap i tal is 

specific to the declining industry, it no longer has an opportunity 

cost to the economy and, in general, requires no intervention. The 

absence of contingency markets for risk-bearing may, in special cases, 

lead to a case for compensation on equity grounds. There appears to 

be no valid basis, either on efficiency or equity grounds, to support 

objective (c), viz., the maintenance of the status quo. The grounds 

are quintessentially political. 

It should also be noted that the use of subsidies for the attain- 
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ment of a legit~te domestic objective rests on the ~plicit 

assumption that non-distortionary means of financing the subsidy are 

available. In practice, this is seldan the case. Fiscal measures to 

finance subsidies give rise to distortions of their own, with adverse 

incarne and price effects. In addition, subsidization frequently 

entails "excess burden" over and above the cost of financing. Excess 

burdens signify further losses in efficiency resulting fram sub 

optimal and non-adjusting postures merely to take advantage of the 

subsidy. Subsidies lead to what Boulding has termed the "dependency 

trap", Le., subsidies designed to meet a temporary need create such a 

successful adaptation to them that the need becomes pennanent. The 

continuing receipt of subsidies may give rise to, more or less, 

permanent losses through inappropriate measures undertaken as part of 

the adjustment process, while trade barriers, at least in principle, 

are removable. If non-distorting revenue sources are unavailable or 

if budget deficits are rrounting, the levels of subsidy must be 

modified to reduce their by-product distortion. 

we have so far discussed the role of government adjustment policy 

in cases where the terms-of-trade change is irreversible and reflects 

a structural shift in the pattern of trade. By their very nature, 

these changes are long-run in character, but pose a problem of identi 

fication, since they seldom occur in sudden and discrete jumps, In 

particular, they are liable to be confused with other short-run 

changes in relative prices. The effect of the latter on terms-of- 

trade may be indistinguishable fram that of the more permanent shifts 

in comparative costs of production, but policy prescriptions are 

markedly different. 
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Two such short-run influences on tenns-of-trade may be noted 

here. First, cyclical variations in demand and output of 

internationally-traded goods periodically change the terms-of-trade 

between groups of products. These changes alternate in unison with 

phases of the bus iness cycle, and quickly reverse themselves without 

any perceptible long-run trends. If so, no long-run rove, such as 

f~ point A to B in Figure l, is indicated. In general, no policy 

intervention is called for, except that which is directed toward 

smoothing out the business cycle itself by means of macroeconomic 

pol ic ies , Second, the dumping of foreign-produced goods or their 

subsidization by foreign governments may abruptly lower their relative 

prices. Again, no long-run adjustment is called for. If dumping is 

carried out in a predatory fashion, the correct policy is the use of 

countervailing trade barriers, in order to neutralize the effect of 

dumping or state subsidization on the cost of bnports. In either 

case, it is bnp:>rtant to avoid the ambiguity concerning pennanent and 

transitory changes in tenns-of-trade. 

Political Factors in Eoonamic Adjustments 

Political op)X>sition to adjustment necessitated by economic 

upheavals is not new. But the organized exercise of political 

pressures through durable coalitions of narrow interest groups has 

recently emerged as a powerful deterrent to economically desirable 

adjustment. Political lobbying for rent-seeking, super-bnposed on the 

purely technological and economic hindrances to orderly adjustment, 

transform essentially routine economic matters into contentious poli 

tical issues. The availability of protection and other means of overt 

subsidization bears no necessary relationship to legitimate difficul- 
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ties of adjustment. In reality, protection and subsidies are both 

detennined as the outcome of a oamplex political process which shapes 

the demand for and the supply of uncœmon privileges. The motivations 

underlying the pressure of interest groups in seeking insulation fram 

market forces is clear enough. Trade barriers and direct subsidies in 

the fonn of unrequited transfers to the industry mean increases in 

producers surplus, and the demand for such rents varies inversely with 

its price in terms of resources spent in lobbying. The goverrnnent' s 

response to, and its ability to cope with, protectionist pressures, 

which may loosely be termed the supply of protection, is not quite so 

straight forward. 

It is not simply that the government passively reacts to these 

demands in securing its overriding objective of getting re-elected. 

Neither do governments actively choose to dole out protection to 

maxbnize their own self-interest. Several mutually reinforcing 

factors tend to oomplicate the process. First, the government's 

response is conditioned by political and ideological traditions which 

themselves are shaped by political spectrum of the party in power or 

through a bi-partisan consensus. The propensity to cosset particular 

industries fram market forces would be less in countries where 

liberalism in econanic matters is the prevailing consenus, and a 

positive adjustment bias is ingrained in public policy. On the other 

hand, in countries where providing public support to vocal industry 

groups is not considered a political liability, the susceptibility to 

pressures for intervention would be correspondingly higher. Where 

intervention is invoked, the premise usually is that public interven 

tion can promote adjustment in a less disruptive manner than the one 

achieved by market forces. These predilections and partiality toward 
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public assistance measures, rooted in the political decision-making 

process, more than anything else, have played an important part in 

shaping industry-government relations. Oonsequently, demand for pro 

tection is likely to find a sympathetic and ready response in the 

supply of protection. Although the determinants of the ability to 

adjust are far fram clear, there is little doubt that flexibility in 

this regard is greatly influenced by overall policy orientation. 

Second, when the need for adjustment arises because of an 

internal shock, there usually are strong producer and consumer lobbies 

within the country in favor of the change, and act as decisive 

counter-weights to the coalition of the losers. When the need to 

adjust lies in a change in the level of imports, it is usually 

possible to shift, at least, a part of the burden of adjustment (and 

most of the blame) to the trading partners. It then becomes difficult 

to assemble a coalition of interest groups that favor the change and 

are willing to lobby for it. Trade barriers linpose direct costs on 

consumers through higher prices, and indirect costs on export-oriented 

industries and regions through aver-valued exchange rates, negative 

protection through higher input prices, and through other allocative 

inefficiencies. It is well-known that consumer interests are too 

diffuse and fragmented to pose a countervailing force to protectionist 

elements which, by contrast, are highly organized. r-t.Keover, when 

trade-barriers are sector-specific and are not generalized to a 

majority of linports, their price effects on a per capita basis may 

appear too small, in a:xnparison with the highly localized and con 

centrated impact on producer interests in protected industries. 

Similarly, a coalition of exporters against protectionist measures 
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that reduce the profitability of exports indirectly is also difficult 

to establish, because the adverse impact of sector-specific pro 

tectionist measures on any single export-oriented interest would be 

marginal or, at least, would be seen in that light. In countries with 

a liberal econamic philosophy, consumer and exporting interests have 

relied on the government to safeguard their interests vis-a-vis those 

of special industries. 

The threat of international retaliation and other disruptive 

behavior on the part of trading partners, which is by far the ITOSt 

potent barrier to protectionist pressures of sectional interests, is 

generally absent in the case of negotiated trade barriers. Negotiated 

export restraints not only reduce international conflict and obviate 

the need for canpensation under Article 19 of the Gl\TT, but are also a 

facilitating device for collusion among the exporting and importing 

firms. Firms in exporting countries that capture the export licences 

are able to expropriate the quota rent to themselves and are able to 

adjust by other means, though not costlessly, such as quality changes, 

upgrading of the value-added of exports, and sheltering fram competi 

tion fram new producers. In general, the burden of adjustment tends 

to be shared between importing and exporting countries. TO that 

extent, linporting country governments are less inhibited in their 

grant of protection. 

Finally, problems of adjustment are, as a rule, approached exclu- 

sively 

adjust. 

in terms of costs, without any discussion of "willingness" to 

Same countries (and industries) might make more adjustment by 

introducing new products and new methods of production than others 

because of a greater willingness to adjust rather than because of 

lower costs. A positive approach to adjustment, and to its inherent 
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risks, is what determines whether to adjust or not at a given level of 

adjustment costs. 
I I • II. TRADE Bl\RRIERS .AND AIXJUS'Do1ENl' 

Trade barriers have been, by far, the nost important policy 

instruments in the textiles, clothing and footwear industries in 

Canada, although their particular form and transparency has varied 

the imports of footwear. The VERs in the case of textiles and 

fran sector to sector. While negotiated (voluntary) export restraints 

have been the major trade restricting device in the textiles and 

clothing industries, global quantity restrictions (QRs) have governed 

clothing and QRs in the case of footwear are super-imposed on statu- 

tory tariffs which, despite gradual reductions during the Kennedy and 

Tokyo Rounds, remain significantly higher than the average for the 

manufacturing as a whole. The purpose of this chapter is to analyze 

the consequences of trade barriers for adjustment in the three sets of 

industries, with particular reference to the differences in their 

economic and market structure. 

All trade barriers are designed to reduce the foreign supply of a 

product to a particular market. The lower levels of imports raise 

domestic prices and, depending on the price elasticity, reduce the 

domestic demand. The domestic industry is presumed to benefit both 

fram the increase in domestic price which raises the profitability of 

the firms, as well as a rise in the industry's market share vis-a-vis 

imports. The change in market shares, however, cannot be inferred 

merely from the size of trade barriers, and further assumptions about 

the industry's market structure have to be made. Protection-augmented 

prices enable marginal producers, who were unable to oampete at world 
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prices, to ~ain in the industry, while infra-marginal, lower-cost 

producers experience a rise in their cost-price margins. Both factors 

cambine to raise the proportion of domestic demand supplied by 

danestic industry. These effects are true, by and large, when trade 

barriers take the form of tariffs and QRs. VERs and other organized 

marketing arrangements, on the other hand, induce complex shifts in 

foreign supply which, at least partially, offset the intended effects 

of trade barriers, and influence the ensuing adjustment process in the 

danestic industry. The three most nnportant shifts in foreign supply 

that are pertinent to this study are (a) the inter-country shift in 

the source of import.sj (b) the inter-ccmnodity shift in the cx:mposi 

tion of import.sj and (c) the change in the "quali ty" or value-added of 

linports that are subject to quantity ceiling. All three types of 

shifts have been important in the Canadian textiles and clothing 

industries where VERs have been extensively used. Global quotas, such 

as those on footwear imports, are by and large inmune to such shifts, 

al though changes in the" quali ty" of imports are presumed to have 

occurred. 

Trade barriers in textiles and clothing have three further c0m 

plicating effectso First, trade barriers in textiles induce inter 

fiber substitution between yarns and fabrics made fram natural fibers 

and those made fran synthetic materials. Second, since the textile 

and clothing canplex includes a chain of different products embodying 

different degrees of processing, viz., yarns, fabrics, and clothing, 

tariff barriers in one product category are bound to have repercus 

sions for the other. Third, there is a two-way relationship between 

individual firms within the group as a source of inputs and as a 
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destination for their own outputs. This vertical interdependence of 

domestic producers at different stages is llnportant in understanding 

the structure of protection and its evolution over time. It is also 

important in explaining the adjustment behavior of firms since the 

existence or otherwise of a domestic source of supply of inputs and 

their prices relative to campeting imports are important determinants 

of costs and competitiveness. 

Trade Barriers in Textiles and Clothing 

Negotiated export restraints have a particularly long history in 
20 

textile and clothing industries in Canada. Canada was a signatory 

to the Short-Term lIqreement (STA) negotiated in 1961, and the the 

LOng-Term Arrangement in Cotton Textiles (LTA) fram 1962 until the end 

of 1973. The LTA was directed primarily against imports of cotton 

textiles fram Japan. While the LTA did have a restraining effect on 

imports fram Japan, it did not prevent the continuous growth of total 

imports fram all other sources. In addition to the LTA provision for 

a modest automatic annual growth of imports, three other factors had a 

major influence on the subsequent evolution of the trade pattern. 

First, the decline in imports fram Japan was more than compensated for 

by the rapid and phenomenal increase in imports from the as yet non- 

restrained countries, chiefly Hong Kong and Taiwan. Second, the 

inter-fiber shift from cotton to synthetics, partly fostered by the 

world-wide development of petro-chemical industries, accounted for 

rrost, of the growth in imports. Third, exporters barred from the 

markets for yarns and fabrics attempted to move increasingly into 

export;s of clothing, where import regimes were free of quantitative 

restrictions. The subsequent evolution of trade barriers in the 
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textile and clothing sector is a string of ad hoc measures instituted 

to deal with the "loopholes" that were the unanticipated results of 

discrüuinatory trade barriers themselves. 

The first œmprebens ive MJlti-Fiber Arrangement (MFA) was 

negotiated in January 1974 for an initial period of four years, 

bringing textiles and clothing made from wool and synthetic fibers 

within the purview of export restraints. Since the MFA-~posed 

ceilings on nnport levels are based on past levels, there was a built 

in incentive to keep current llnport levels as high as possible. It is 

not surprising then that there was a sudden surge of linports of 

clothing from the "low wage" countries, while textile irnport.s had a 

nore stable growth. This sudden surge, which was nonetheless pre 

dictable, prompted Canada to Impose a global quota under Article 19 of 

the GATT on virtually all clothing llnports from all sources. The 

global quota remained in place until the end of 1978, with a ceiling 

of approximately 90 per cent of actual 1975 üuport levels. 

The 1977 renewal of MFA II brought in nore countries and roore 

products in its purview in order to overcame trade diversion and 

inter-commodity substitution which had by now established a recogniz 

able pattern of their own. The extent of trade diversion depends, in 

particular, on the ease with which producers can enter or exit the 

market in response to cost differentials created by discriminatory 

quantitative barriers. In the textile and clothing sector, where 

variable costs dominate total costs and sunk costs are not high enough 

to deter entry, trade diversion encouraged the development of new 

sources of supply among the unrestrained countries. This latter is 

often claimed as a by-product benefit of the MFA to non-major 

supplying countries. Discriminatory restraints on established 
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suppliers were quickly offset by the emergence of new sources of 

supply, without a significant change in the domestic industry's market 

share, despite the probability of restrictions being extended to new 

suppliers as well. In a sllnilar fashion, systematic incentives were 

generated for import patterns to shift toward products that were not 

restrained or were restrained less severely. 

The extent of trade diversion and inter-product shift were sought 

to be countered by extending the country and product coverage through 

progressive tightening of the MFA provisions, such as "reasonable 

departure" and "anti-surge" clauses. The "reasonable departure" 

clause of MFA II meant that if imports were deemed to cause serious 

injury or threat to a particularly sensitive domestic sector, the 

growth rates and other flexibility provisions (viz., carry-over, 

carry-forward, and swing) could fall below those stipulated in the 

Protocol or be suspended altogether. The anti-surge clause in MFA III 

negotiated in 1981 abolished base-year guarantees of import levels in 

"sensitive" products, and permitted only naninal growth in others. 

Through successive renewals of the MFA, the generalized system of 

discrllninatory imports was extended to a majority of all non-OECD 

sources and to virtually all product categories. Quite in line with 

its increasingly restrictive stance, MFA N was renegotiated in the 

summer of 1986, and has now brought silk and ramie fibers and 

clothing under restraints as well. 

curing the period 1960-1975, the various negotiated export re 

straints covered mainly yarns and fabrics, but since 1976 they have 

covered mainly clothing. In 1983, only 7 per cent of Canada's imports 

of textiles were covered by bilateral agreements, in contrast to 75 
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per cent of clothing. The data on imports are presented in Tables 15 

through 19, while Tables 23, 24, and 25 show exports of textiles and 

clothing. 

protection 

Unlike the clothing sector, the main thrust of textile 

is directed against a small number of large-volume 

exporters, viz., Hong Kong, SOUth Korea, Taiwan, Poland, and, to a 

lesser extent, sane of the ASFAN countries. In 1984, 51 per cent of 

total primary textile imports în Canada originated in the United 

States, and were subject only to an MFN tariff. Nonetheless, imports 

fran "low cost" countries have been increasing steadily since 1975, 

particularly in cotton and polyster yarns. The bulk of Canada's 

imports is in man-made fibers (SIC 183), which accounted for over half 

of total ÙTIports in 1983. Canada is also a sizable eXJDrter in this 

category: man-made fibers accounted for 56 per cent of textile exports 

in 1983. 

Several overlapping kinds of evidence confirm the gradually 

increasing size and coverage of trade restrictions on imports of 

clothing since the beginning of the first MFA in 1973. First, as 

shown in Table 57, successive MFA's have brought a larger number of 

countries as well as a làrger number of product categories under their 

purview. The restrictive drift is most pronounced in clothing, 

particularly between MFA I and MFA II, presumably to counteract trade 

diversion toward non-restrained countries as the restraint levels for 

major suppliers themselves gradually became more binding. However, 

these data by themselves do not tell whether bilateral quota levels 

and the available degree of flexibility, and not demand and other 

influences, were the major factor restricting imports of specific 

products. 

One way to ascertain this is to oampute the extent to which 
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restraint limits on particular products and the volume of imports of 

that product which were not subject to restraint have changed over 

time. The premise of this exercise is that if most of those limits 

were filled, then imports wœld have been greater in the absence of 

restraints. Extensive simulations of restraint levels on disaggre- 

gated product categories reveal that the limits to which individual 

quotas of major exporting countries to Canada were filled rose drama- 

tically during the life of the second MFA in 1978 to 1981, and have 

remained uniformly high since then. The major restraining influence of 

quotas is evident in winter ooterwear, mens shirts, and mens tailored 

suits. This is where the major "surge" in imports appears to have 

occured. The utilization of restraint levels, i.e., actual exports as 

per cent of restraint ceilings, for non-major suppliers were consider- 

ably lower. Hence, in principle, exports were free to increase fram 

these sources and bilateral quotas with the latter do not appear to 

restrain imports fram them. Duport restraint utilization levels in 

textile products during the 1979-83 period (shown in Table 31) present 

a mixed picture. In yarns and fabrics, the two major import, items, 

the utilization levels during the period have actually fallen. 

Finally, the ratio of all restrained im!X>rts of clothing to total 

imports in Canada rose fram an average value of 69 per cent during the 

1974-77 period to an average of 84 percent during the 1978-81 period. 

The growth of the ratio is more moderate fram the second to the third 
21 

MFA, i.e., fram 84 per cent to 86.5 per cent. 

The inter-country substitution of sources of supply inherent in 

the MFA did not significantly change the market share of the Canadian 

textile industry, although it woold be misleading to suggest that 
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trade restrictions did not reduce overall llnports. The bnport pene 

tration ratio in the textile sector as a whole ~se by 8 per cent 

during the 1971-1982 period, while the corresponding change for the 

clothing sector during 1975-1984 period was 17 per cent. But neg0- 

tiated export restraints have had an uneven and haphazard product 

incidence. within the overall protected sector, the degree of re 

strictiveness typically has varied greatly among products. As a 

result, the primary impact of protection seems to have been on the 

composition rather than on the total volume of llnports. The change in 

import penetration ratios in the disaggregated product categories 

shows a large variance fran the mean, as the data in Tables 27, 28, 

and 29 reveal. In the textile industry during the 1971-82 period, the 

change in the import ratio varied from 468 per cent (SIC 1870, cotton, 

jute and canvas bags) to -68 per cent (SIC 1852, pressed felt mills 

product). The domestic industry's market share appears to have 

increased significantly only in felt mills product (SIC 1852), cotton 

yarns and cloth mills (SIC 1810), and in carpet manufactures (SIC 

1860). Dnport restrictions in the clothing industry have not 

increased the market share of the domestic producers in any of the 

major disaggregated product groups. The change in the import penetra 

tion ratio during the 1975-84 period ranges from a low of 3 per cent 

(pants, shorts, overalls) to a high of 79 per cent in outerwear, as 

seen in Table 29. 

Protection and Prices 

~spite any appreciable change in market share, damestic 

producers have benefited from above-normal increases in import prices 

over their free-trade values. The progressive narrowing of trade 

diversion "loopholes" in successive MFA's has aggravated the upward 
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pressure on import, prices, because the less restricted sources, in 

general, produce at a higher average cost than the restricted ones. 

An analysis of unit llnjX)rt value indices suggests that the wedge 

between domestic and world prices in the clothing industry is 

explained largely by the differential in the supply price between 

relatively more and less restricted sources of UnjX)rts. The index of 

import prices seems to have risen most in products where the utiliza- 
22 

tion levels of quotas of low-cost producers have the highest values. 

Shifts in the composition of imports have involved still further 

increases in imjX)rt prices, as a result of relative price changes 

within the protected group. The inter-commodity shifts Unply that 

price increases in disaggregated product categories are not 

projX)rtional. This is particularly evident in the case of the 

clothing industry, where severely restricted countries have moved "up- 

market", leaving the supply of lower-priced varieties to newer 

entrants in the market and to domestic producers, who have higher 

costs of production. This shift, together with the effects of reduced 

supply, increases the price of the lower-quality products 

proportionately more than that of the higher-price products. This 

relative price shift also means that clothing protection in Canada has 

cost lower-income households more than their higher-income oounter- 
23 

parts. 

The inter-ccmnodity shifts described above, Le., fran the more- 

restricted to less-restricted ones, are accompanied by further cam- 

positional changes. Since export quotas of foreign producers are 

typically quantity-based, there is a systematic tendency to substitute 

higher value-added products for lower value-added ones, and products 
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with lower demand elasticity for those with higher demand elasticity. 

This shift is facilitated by the fact that the ad valorem tariff 

equivalent of a VER 00 a higher-priced item is lower than that of the 
24 

lower-priced one. Exporters of higher value-added product cate- 

gories also have an incentive to raise prices above competitive 

levels, because the firms' elasticity of demand is lower. 

In the absence of nonopoly in consumption, danestic prices of 

imports generally rise by the full amount of tariff or of non-tariff 

equivalents. As regards prices of competing domestic output, they may 

or may not rise proportionately as large as the rise in nnport prices, 

depending on the degree of substitutability between nnports and domes- 

tically-produced goods. For a given degree of substitutability, the 

rise in prices of domestic goods is contingent on the ability of the 

domestic industry to raise prices without attracting new producers in 

the market. In competitive industries, such as clothing and footwear, 

any attempt to raise domestic prices induced by tariff protection may 

be short-lived as the entry of new producers in the industry exerts a 

downward pressure on prices. As a result, even though prices of 

domestic goods are likely to rise in symbiosis with prices of nnports, 

the rise tends to be moderate. 

A detailed analysis of industry selling prices, wholesale 

prices, and consumer price indices enables the following broad gener- 

alizations. In general, the selling prices of clothing products 

during the 1976-79 period, rœst notably in the mens clothing industry, 

increased at a slower rate than average prices for all manufactured 
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goods. The industry selling prices were also lower than the whole- 

sale prices of all clothing, which includes imports. A significant 

part of the rise in price that did occur appears to be due to higher 
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input prices as a result of protection of yarns, fabrics, and other 

inputs. The rise in industry selling prices since 1983 has averaged 
26 

5.5 per cent per year, Finally, the increases in the clothing 

component of the consumer price indices during the 1980-84 period have 

been smaller than those for the overall index, as well as that for 

non-durables. There is, of course, no reason why prices of all goods 

in an inflationary setting should rise in the same proportion over the 

base year prices. In fact, a general rise in the price level is 

same prices rise at a faster rate than others. It is, therefore, 

always accompanied by changes in relative prices of pairs of goods, as 

misleading to suggest that a smaller proportionate rise in retail 

clothing prices signifies that protection did not matter. 

The pricing behavior in the textile industry is markedly differ- 

ente The industry selling prices of all textile products, and parti- 

cularly of yarns, during the 1976-79 period rose at approxnnately the 
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same rate as that of nnports. In comparison with the clothing and 

footwear industries, domestic textile producers were able to take full 

advantage of tariffs and other trade barriers in their pricing 

behavior, presumably due to relatively higher level of industry 

concentration. 

The pricing behavior in the footwear industry is quite similar to 

that of the clothing industry. The rise in the industry selling 

prices during the 1977-83 period appears to be considerably lower than 

that of ilnport prices, as measured by the wholesale price index. In 

fact, Hazeldine (1981) estimates that domestic output prices during 

1976-79 even failed to keep pace with the rise in the price of the 

industry's major input, viz., leather. However, during the two years 
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1978-1980, industry selling prices DOse at a higher rate than linport 

prices. From 1980 to 1984, domestic and linport prices appear to have 
28 

grown at approxlinate1y the same rate. 

The rise in footwear linport prices is moderated to a certain 

extent by a "trading oown" effect of lower unit-value importa, as a 

result of shifts in the product-mix of linports toward lower-priced 

footwear. The price (and capacity) linplications of quality changes in 

footwear imports are opposite to those in the clothing industry, where 

there is widespread evidence of a continual upgrading of linports. 

Trade Barriers in the Footwear Industry 

The nature of trade barriers, and indeed the pattern of trade 

itself, is markedly different in the footwear industry. Non-discrim- 

inatory global quotas (ORs) on the majority of footwear imports were 

first imposed in 1977, and were designed to limit overall imports to a 

max Imom of 32.5 million pairs per year. The QRs were ini tiall y non- 

transferable between narrowly-defined products. In 1981, ORs were 

extended for a further period of three years. The 1981 renewal 

brought canvas and rubber footwear within the purview of ORs for the 

first time, but lifted import restrictions on leather footwear, on the 

grounds that domestic manufacturers could easily compete in leather 

footwear which were imported primarily from the developed countries. 

However, the contraction of demand in 1982 prompted the re-imposition 

of leather footwear quotas in July 1982. The 1981 extension also 

witnessed same relaxation through an increase in the size of the 

quota, and the provision of "swing" in product categories. Olotas 

were further extended to March 1986, to coincide with the termination 

of the Canadian Industrial Renewal Board (CIRB). QRs on men's and 
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boys' shoes were lifted in the fall of 1986, while an annual growth 

rate of 6 per cent per year was pennitted in quota limits for women's 

shoes. 

Until 1975, Canada imposed both an ad valorem tariff on footwear 

and a "valuation uplift" surcharge, which raised the c. 1. f. value of 

imports for duty purposes. The latter practice was discontinued after 

the introduction of the Gl\TT system of valuation based on the "trans- 

action" price of the good in question. The bulk of footwear imports 

in Canada (approximately 90 per cent by value in 1983) is subject to 

MFN tariff of 23.4 per cent, while the rest is subject to a general 

tariff rate of 40 per cent. The General Preferential Tariff (GPT) for 

developing countries was withdrawn in 1976. 

The existing QRs on women's shoes include intermediate products, 

such as leather and non-leather uppers, beyond a certain stage of 

fabrication. The 6 per cent growth in quota limit is allocated 

primarily to domestic manufacturers, rather than to importers, who are 

now able to import a larger quantity of uppers for final assembly by 

attaching soles in domestic plants. Since close to 50 per cent of the 

cost of finished footwear is attributed to the cost of the uppers, 

this change in the allocation of quota is expected to result in a 
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substantial cost reduction. 

Import competition appears to be most intense in women's foot- 

wear, as well as special purpose footwear, such as ski boots , athletic 

footwear, and ice and Daller skates (Tables 30 and 32). These t\«:> 

categories represent, by far, the largest share of total imports, both 

in volume and value terms. The import vulnerability in women's foot- 

wear is reflected in the fact that, of the five broad product categor- 

ies, it is the only product whose percentage share in total imports 
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this increase. In the special footwear category, the strongest import; 

increased between 1981 and 1984. Non-leather footwear, particularly 

the injected molded plastic footwear "jellies", largely accounted for 

thrust since 1970 has occurred in athletic shoes, while importa of 

skating footwear have experienced a rapid decline since 1980. 

In volume terms, Taiwan is Canada's major source of footwear 

imports , accounting for 33 per cent of total, followed by SOuth Korea 

(21 per cent), and Italy (11 per cent). Data on imports of footwear 

are presented in Tables 20, 21, and 22, while Table 26 shows exports 

of footwear. The picture changes slightly when one looks at the 

distribution of import shares in value tenns. Italy contributes the 

largest share (26 per cent), followed by Taiwan (23 per cent) and 

South Korea (17 per cent). ïmport.s fran Taiwan and South Korea consist 

primarily of non-leather footwear, while those fran Italy are exclu- 

sivel y leather. Brazil, wi th 9 per cent of total import; value, is the 

only developing country which supplies a significant quantity of 

leather footwear to the Canadian market. The shares of im}X)rts from 

different countries since the imposition of QRs in 1977 have been 

remarkably stable, the only exception being the rise in the relative 

share of Taiwan and Korea, largely at the expense of developed country 
30 

exp:>rters. 

The QR regime in the footwear sector had a more predictable 

effect on the market share of the domestic industry. The import 

penetration ratio for total im}X)rts, shown in Table 30, remained more 

.or less stable during 1977-84; it rose by only 3 percentage points. 

The market share of the domestic industry increased by a sizable 

percentage (33 per cent change during 1977-84) only in the lower- 
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priced category of slippers and house footwear. 

overall Assessment of Trade Barriers 

The evolution of trade barriers in textiles and clothing indus 

tries exhibits the classic case in which new and more comprehensive 

restrictions are imposed to deal wi th "by-product" distortions created 

by the earlier ones. Despite its increasingly restrictive stance, the 

MFA did not permit the domestic industry any significant increase in 

its market share. However, significant inter-product substitution 

through MFA-induced relative price changes book place in the textile 

industry, which have had the effect of bringing the domestic produc 

tion closer to a more specialized range. In the production of man 

made fabrics, which is the largest single component of domestic produ 

ction in Canada, the domestic industry's market share has remained 

remarkably stable since 1978. In the clothing industry, despite the 

restraining influence of the MFA, the domestic industry has consis 

tently lost ground to imports. This is perhaps the clearest measure 

of its long-run non-competitiveness, which not even the most absurd 

set of trade restrictions can be expected to reverse. Moreover, the 

protective mechanisms embodied in the MFA did not encourage selection 

and concentration of domestic production on those market segments 

where it had the greatest relative strength. 

Protection of the Canadian footwear industry, by contrast, has 

had a less untidy course due to several mutually reinforcing factors. 

First, the agencies responsible for regulating footwear imports had 

initially a more realistic assessment of the industry's problems and 

potentialities. The impact of the ~s and its costs were looked at in 

a wider economic framework, which included the changing pattern of 

world trade. The concepts that guided the Canadian Import; Tribunal in 
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determining the degree and causation of "serioos injury" fran Imports 

were less bnprecise than those that seem to underly the protective 

mechanisms in clothing and textile industries. Second, the nature of 
• 

protective rreasures employed, viz., global quotas, avoided many of the 

problems inherent in bilateral ex~rt restraints, not the least of 

which is that they confer valuable scarcity rents abroad and increase 
31 

the over-all cost of protection to the economy. Third, special 

protective measures were accompanied by a oammitrrent for phasing out 

over time in line with GATT provisions of periodic monitoring and the 

.~ recess.i ty to pay campensation if they were to be continued 

indefinitely. Finally, protection policies allowed domestic producers 

considerable scope to adapt to ~rt competition. The protection 

~licies, along with direct assistance measures discussed in later 

chapters, were largely responsible in shaping the adjustrrent behavior 

of domestic producers which underlined concentration on those market 

segments in which they had the greatest competitive strength. 

Econanic Costs of Trade Barriers 

Trade barriers in an industry producing a final consumption good, 

e.g., clothing, ~se two different sorts of econamic costs: (a) 

"welfare" losses arising fram distortions in oonsumption when damestic 

prices are raised above their free trade level; and (b) "efficiency" 

losses through distortions in production when competing goods are 

produced domestically at a higher resource oost than obtaining them 

through ~rts. These losses are simply the expenditure of additional 

domestic resources in producing the protected output. The sum of the 

two losses is estimated by netting out pure transfers, such as 

revenues to the government and implicit subsidy to domestic producers, 
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from the total loss of consumer surplus caused by the trade barrier. 

Hence, the efficiency and welfare losses to the econany are generally 

smaller than costs to consumers, since a large part of the latter are 

reflected in higher producer incomes. When trade barriers are levied 

on intermediate goods as well, such as fiber and textiles, the result 

ing structure of protection becomes more complicated, and requires the 

determination of "effective" rates of protection for a more canplete 

specification of the costs of protection. 

In general, both consumer welfare losses and departures from 

production efficiency are higher in the case of non-tariff barriers, 

including VERs, than in the case of tariffs. This is because QRs, by 

creating an artificial scarcity of the good in question, give rise to 

both a price and a quantity effect causing economic costs to increase, 

while a tariff has no ceiling on linports and gives rise to only a 

price effect. Furthermore, negotiated bilateral restraints, such as 

those under the MFA, subject the domestic economy to an additional 

loss because the quota rent, i.e., the difference between dcrnestic 

and export prices times the quantity linported, normally accrues to the 

exporters. This is equivalent to a terms-of-trade loss for the domes 

tic economy. 

The estlination of economic costs of a trade barrier from actual 

data is not as straightforward as it may seem. The magnitude of 

efficiency and welfare losses depends on the predicted behavior of 

prices and danestic outputs which, at best, can be estimated 

linprecisely. The extent to which quota rents are lost to the domestic 

economy depends on the way restraint agreements are administered and 

whether a "market" for trading export licences exists. In a deeper 
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sense, price and quantity effects of trade barriers significantly 

depend on the market structure of the industry in question. The 

extent to which purely domestic factors, such as costs, the elasticity 

of a firm's demand curve and the elasticity of substitution between 

competing goods, are explanatory variables for domestic price changes 

can be estimated only with a wide margin of error. 

Economic costs of protection can also be expressed as the cost of 

employment created or "saved". An ostensible reason for Canadian 

trade barriers in the TCF sectors is to protect employment. If 

protected output increases employment (or prevents it from falling), 

the real cost of this employment can be ascertained by comparing the 

increase in employment wi th the net (of transfers) economic costs of 

trade barriers. The cost per job "saved" is simply the ratio of net 

economic costs to additional employment ascribable to protection. The 

employment effect of a trade barrier is generally calculated on the 

assumption that the ratio of labor to output (i.e., the labor coeffi 

cient) remains unchanged after the imposition of trade barriers. This 

is a reasonable assumption in the short run. But over the longer run, 

if trade barriers induce productivity changes that mean the use of 

less labor per unit of output, the employment effects are smaller and 

the per job cost correspondingly higher. 

Despite considerable conceptual and measurement difficulties, the 

estimated costs of protection do provide useful orders of magnitUde. 

The two comprehensive estimates of the economic costs of protection 

relevant to our study are those of Jenkins (1980) and Hazeldine 

(1981). Hazeldine's estimates are derived from a comprehensive econo 

metric model with explicit specification of the behavior of prices, 

outputs, and capacities in each of the industries. Jenkins' esti- 
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mates, by contrast, are based on a detailed micro analysis of import, 

prices and quota charges of selected Canadian imPJrts from three major 

developing country suppliers. 

Hazeldine estlinates of the net economic costs of protection in 

(minus SIC 2390, knitting mills, which is really part of the textile 

textiles, clothing, and footwear industries are summarized in Table 

54. The annual economic cost of protection in the clothing industry 

industry) are estimated to be $49 million in 1978 prices. Most of 

the estimated value of quota rents appropriated by foreign exporters, 

this is generated by the loss to consumers unable to purchase clothing 

at its opportunity cost. With the inclusion of nearly $52 million as 

the net cost of protection amounts to $101 million. The corresponding 

Jenkins' estimates of the economic cost of protection in the 

cost for the textile industry (including knitting mills) is $164.8 

million. The net cost per job saved in the clothing and textile 
32 

industries is estimated to be $45,000 and $14,877, respectively. 

clothing industry are shown in Table 55. Subtracting the accrual of 

revenue to federal government ($98.2 million) and the transfer to 

domestic producers through higher industry profits ($267.1 millions), 

the annual net economic cost of tariffs and quotas on clothing imports 

from Hong Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan amount to $107.5 million in 

1979 prices. Approximately 38 per cent of this cost is attributable 

to quota rents transferred to foreign suppliers. The table also shows 

that 57 per cent of the total estimated cost to consumers through 

higher prices is a subsidy to clothing producers in Canada ($267.1 

million) • Jenkins' analysis also highlights the fact that the 

bilateral clothing quotas are a remarkably inefficient instrument of 
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protection. Compared to the net economic costs of tariffs alone 

($20.9 million), the additional costs attributable to bilateral quotas 

is over four times larger, i.e., $86.5 million in 1979 prices. Table 

56 shows protection (tariffs plus quota charges) as per cent of both 

Fœ prices and net landed costs. Q'l an average, protection of cloth 

ing raises net landed costs in Canada by 40 to 50 per cent. 

Jenkins' estimate of per-job cost of approximately $35,000 (in 

terms of consumer costs, not net of transfers, Table 7, p. 39) is 

considerably lower than that of Hazeldine. The wide difference in the 

two estimates is due wholly to differences in the estimate of jobs 

saved as a result of trade barriers - 13,500 by Jenkins versus 2,300 

by Hazeldine. This difference, in turn, is due to differences in the 

underlying models; Jenkins assumes an infinite elasticity of substitu 

tion between import's and danestic œtput, while Hazeldine assumes that 

imJXlrts and domestic goods are only imperfect substitutes for each 

other. As a result, a given change in tariff (or VERs) leads to a 

higher domestic production in Jenkins' model than in Hazeldine's. 

The net economic cost of protection in the footwear industry 

(also shown in Table 54) is $16.3 million, or about 3 per cent of the 

industry's 1978 production. This is broken down as loss to consumers 

from higher prices ($100.9 million) minus revenues to government 

($49.0 million) and higher profits to Canadian manufacturers ($35.6 

million). Adding the economic costs of quota allocations, the total 

net annual cost of protection of the footwear industry amounts to $46.6 

million in 1978 prices. Estimates of the cost of per job saved vary 

fram $9,400 if quota rents are captured domestically as industry 

profits to $26,900 on the assumption that all quota profits are 

dissipated in higher domestic costs. 
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If the estimates of annual cost of protection were to be added up 

for all the years that TCF industries have been protected by trade 

barriers, their totals would add up to a staggering cost borne by the 

Canadian economy. The costs of per job saved, particularly in the 

clothing industry, appear to be considerably higher than normal 

industry wages. Despite their high Unplicit costs, trade barriers 

save remarkably few jobs. The Canadian economy could recoup same of 

these losses by simply paying a direct subsidy to workers in the 

absence of trade barriers. Finally, the estimates show that the 

substantial transfer of quota rents to foreign producers in the 

clothing industry serves as tacit compensation to foreign producers. 

Trade Barriers and AdjustJœnt 

Trade barriers in non-competitive industries are prbnarily 

devices for maintaining status~; any resulting adjustment is 

uncertain and dubious. The "breathing space" that they presumably 

provide is usually sufficient to afford a precarious existence. 

However, in cases where there is a clear time-table for the gradual 

phasing down of trade barriers, protected industries can gain same 

measure of viability by scaling down the size of the industry through 

elimination of non-oompetitive firms, products, and processes. There 

is a wide variety of ways in which firms and industries adjust to 

import; competition, but they all involve down-sizing, either through 

reduced output or through a smaller variety of products, in same 
33 

significant ways. There is no clear evidence of down-sizing through 

reduced output either in textiles or in clothing - both have been able 

to maintain real output, at least, since 1976, although with 
34 

pronounced cyclical variations due to changes in demand. A major 
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domestic demand and exports, which itself results fram the high 
35 

constraint on the growth of output has been the slow growth of 

domestic prices induced by trade barriers. Textile producers, while 

maintaining the value of ootput in real terms, have adjusted to a 

certain extent by concentrating production on a lllnited range of 

products, e.g., man-made fibers and industrial textiles. Only the 

footwear industry exhibits significant downsizing, roth through 

reduced ootputs and through reduced variety. 

While down-sizing has played little or no role, continuing pro- 

tection (and direct goverrment assistance, as discussed in later 

chapters) has led to significant changes in capital investments, 

chiefly in textile mills, but also in clothing and footwear production 

in varying degrees. The direction of adjustment set by the firms has 

been to initiate a process of restructuring with emphasis on capital 

investment, capital-intensity of production processes, rise in labor 

productivity, and increased seller concentration through mergers and 

acquisitions. Government policies have actively assisted in this 

process of restructuring, roth by strengthening the protective 

measures and by providing direct financial subsidies. It is doubtful 

whether such restructuring has resulted in any significant fall in the 

average costs of production, because of the heavy initial costs of 

investment. What is clear is that this sort of defensive adjustment 

is quite different fram the sort that relies on exit of resources fram 

the industry in question. It is not, therefore, a question of whether 

adjustment has been slow, but rather of whether it has been in a 

direction which increases the probability of TeF industries being 

viable without extensive protection. 
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One by-product of protection in the textile group that should be 

rrentioned is the inter-industry repercussions of trade barriers. The 

I - 

I 

protection of fibers and textiles materially influences the competi- 

tiveness of the clothing industry, which is determined not only by 

relative wages rut also by costs of its major input. In addition, the 

limited range and quality of domestically-produced textiles forces 

clothing producers to either rely on a restricted assortment of 

domestic fabrics (which are themselves produced with yarns obtained at 

protected prices) or to use Impor-ted supplies at high protected 

prices. As a result, the implicit rate of protection of value-added 

in the clothing sector is less by the extent of protection of fabrics 
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and yarns, and adversely affects its costs of production. The 

consequent decline in the market share of clothing producers reduces 

their demand for domestically-produced fabrics, thereby reinforcing 

the lack of oampetitiveness and, hence, the demand for higher protec- 

tion in the textile industry. But that simply enhances the collective 

non-competitiveness of both. 

III. POO'IK'TlOO, IABOR EMPIDYMENl', 
AND AOOUS'IMENT 

The principal rationale for, and the source of import restric- 

tiens and direct subsidies in the TeF sectors, and most of its 

political support, has been the desire to preserve employrrent. The 

TeF sectors represent a not insignificant part of total manufacturing 

employrrent and real domestic product. As shown in Table 14, they 

account for roughly 11 per cent of total employrrent, of which close to 

half is in the clothing sector. It is generally believed that labor 

adjustment in this sector is difficult and adjustment costs are high. 

If protection increases employrrent in these industries, it is argued, 
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it can significantly reduce costs of adjustment by slowing down the 

outward flow of displaced workers in congested labor markets. 

Ho....ever, the links bet....een protection, the level of danestic output, 

and labor employment are more aarnplex than appears at first sight. 

First, as was argued in the previous chapter, the impact of trade 

restrictions on the output of the protected industry can be blunted by 

trade diversion, conpos i t ional changes in import;s , and by price- 

induced reductions in demand. Second, even if OOmestic production 

rises, labor employment does not necessarily rise. This is because 

increases in labor productivity as a result of shifts in factor 

intensity and increases in total factor productivity as a result of 

autonomous technological changes may either reduce the size of the 

increase in employment, or may, in fact, Iower the level of employ 

ment. Third, the productivity-enhancing factors may alter the camro 

sition of employment in a manner that the new jobs that are created do 

not go to those that are displaced as a result of import pressures. 

It is, therefore, incorrect to assume that each percentage 

increase in domestic output as a result of imrort restrictions will 

lead to an equal increase in employment. In fact, there are 

systematic influences on the production process that imply an actual 

fall in employment. In the short run, a fuller utilization of 

capacity mitigates against employment of additional labor or capital. 

OVer the longer run, the enhanced profitability of firms and the 

accumulated rents fram protected markets may increase the stock of 

capital and, hence, p:>tential employment of labor. Ho....ever, in the 

context of slow industry growth, investment will generally go to 

replace existing plant capacity, rather than for expansion. The new 
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investment, as a rule, is in equipment anbodying technological 

improvements that permit higher labor productivity. In addition, the 

"restructuring" strategies in labor-intensive sectors typically aim at 

reducing labor costs. This is due to the fact that, as shown in 

Chapter I, at least a part of the industry's rent fram protection 

accrues to its labor force as higher wages, which increases the 

capital for labor. Government grants for capital investments 

relative price of labor, and, hence, the incentive to substitute 

accentuate the capital-deepening process by actually encouraging the 

scrapping of older labor-intensive plants. Provision of investment 

funds at subsidized rates, as well as loan guarantees on funds secured 

fram private capital markets, effectively decrease the cost of capital 

relative to labor in the industry by socializing part of the risk of 

inves tmen t , 

Restructuring strategies in the textile industry, and to a lesser 

Labor Productivity and Employment 

extent in the clothing industry, have resulted in a rapid growth of 

labor productivity throughout the entire range of output produced. 

Labor productivity, as measured by value-added per production worker, 

in the textiles and knitting industries grew on an average by 2.4 and 
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2.9 per cent per year, respectively, during the 1971-1982 period. 

Highest productivity growth rates appear to have occurred in cotton 

and wool cloth mills, hosiery, and carpets. In the clothing industry, 
38 

product i vi ty growth averaged only 1. 3 per cent per year. These 

gains are due almost entirely to a shift in the mix of factor inputs 

toward capital equipment, accentuated by faster speed of production 

and other technological improvements "embodied" in newer vintages of 
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machines. Changes in total factor productivity are negligible, 

signifying a relatively insignificant contribution of new technology. 

Textile and knitting industries had an ambitious program of capital 

investment in the modernization of production facilities, which grew 

at the rate of 7 and 3.1 per cent per year respectively, during the 

1971-1985 period. capital investment in the clothing industry 

averaged 7.1 per cent per year during the same period, as shown in 

Table 42. £l.lring the nore recent years, e.g., 1980-85 capital 

investments in the textile industry. have grown dramatically, while 

they have not grown at all in the clothing industry. 

A comparison of the relative rates of decline of domestic output 

and of employment suggests that a greater part of the fall in employ- 

nent was due to increases in labor productivity, rather than to the 

direct effect of changes in ùnport penetration. The attribution of 

employment decline to its "cœnponents" shown in tables 51 and 52 

reveals that the increase in labor productivity was by far was the 

most nnportant contributory cause of unemployIœnt, followed by changes 

in import penetration, while the effect of export growth has been 
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neutral. Employment-dampening effects of productivity growth, even 

under constant import, penetration, were so large as to swamp the 

employment-creating effects of the growth of domestic demand. 

Clearly, the pressure of nnports provided strong incentives for 

textile firms to increase productivity to remain oampetitive. The 

growth of labor productivity was, in no small rœasure , induced by 

innovations in textile machinery industries themselves. But it is 

questionable whether capital-deepening at the observed pace and scale 

(capital-labor ratios rising from well below the manufacturing average 

in the 1960s to close to average now) could have been attained in the 
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absence of public intervention through trade barriers and overt 

subsidies. 

Another factor that limits long-tenm employment gains through 

protection is the change in the composition of jobs. A majority of 

jobs "saved" by Ionq-iterm protection do not go to those who face the 

greatest adjustment burden. New employment created as a result of the 

introduction of Unproved equipment goes to better-trained workers from 

an entirely different segment of the labor market, rather than to the 
40 

manual workers they are replacing. In view of the occupational 

shift, it is difficult to argue that workers who benefitted fram 

productivity shifts, and hence indirectly from protection, If,QJld 

otherwise have incurred a disproportionate adjustment burden. Protec- 

tion rarely provides a safety net for workers who have the greatest 

adjustment difficulties, and, to that extent, is a blunt instrument as 

an employment-sustaining policy. It may, under certain ci.rcumstances , 

slow down the rate of decline of employment, relative to what it 

otherwise If,QJld have been, but this impact is likely to be small, and 

occurs where it is least needed. 

Labor FOrce Characteristics 
and Problems of Adjustment 

Labor adjustment in the TCF industries is believed to be 

difficult, because of low average level of skills, and high regional 

concentration which limits alternative job opportunities. For the 

clothing sector, in particular, workers are aged and married females, 

which further reduces flexibility. There are no empirical studies 

that throw light on the question as to whether labor mobility in 

general is positively or negatively correlated with skill or regional 
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concentration. It could easily be argued that relatively Inw-wage, 

low-skilled labor in the majority of production activities in the TCF 

sector is relatively easier to shift than would be the case with high- 

wage, specially-trained workers in such sectors as automobile, 

speciality steel, and ship-building. 

In order to focus on the problems of adjustIœnt in the TCF indus- 

tries, it is necessary to analyze with seme precision the salient 

characteristics of the labor force currently employed in, or expected 

to move from, these industries. An obvious characteristic of the 

labor force in the TCF sectors in Canada is its geographic concentra- 

tion in Q,lebec and Southern O1tario. Most prùmary textile production 

takes place in mid-sized towns, while clothing production tends to 

concentrate in larger metropolitan areas for the design, grading, 

cutting, and shipping. The actual assembly of garments takes place in 

satellite plants located in rural areas. As a result, close to 40 per 

cent of the labor force in textiles and clothing industries is located 

in rural regions, where the rate of turn-over is considerably smaller 

than in large cities. 

The fact of geographical concentration, however, is not particu- 

larly unique to textile and clothing industries. Most manufacturing 

industries, unlike services, tend to cluster in spatial "nodes" 

because of agglomeration economies, as highlighted by economic base 

and growth pole theories. In fact, textiles and clothing industries 

are not as concentrated as might seem at first sight. Textile and 

clothing plants exist in 71 out of 75 federal constituencies in Q,lebec 

and in 86 out of 95 in Ontario. Moreover, on a national basis, 

textile and clothing production takes place in 230 of the 282 federal 
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ridings that elect members of Parliament. Far from being concen- 

• I 
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trated, the dispersion of textile and clothing over a large part of 

the manufacturing belt in Canada accounts for their enduring political 

support. It is difficult to argue that geographical concentration 

plays a particular DOle in adjustment difficulties of the TCF sector, 

any more than for other manufacturing industries. 

Adjustment difficulties arising fram low educational levels, 

traditional skills not readily transformable, and the high proportion 

of married women and aged individuals are only a problem for sewing 

machine operators, where no major technological change, except perhaps 

the speed of newer machines, has taken place. on the other hand, con- 

siderable upgrading of skills and wages has taken place in the textile 

labor force, which is directly attributable to rising capital-labor 

and capital-output ratios in the industry. The textile industry has 

already shed a large proportion of that part of its work force tradi- 

tionally believed to have abnormal difficulties. Similar trends can 

be observed in the clothing industry. Few unskilled workers remain in 

pattern-making, grading, and cutting of fabrics for final assembly 

into garments. 

The labor force in the footwear sector with respect to educa~ 

tional levels and skills is quite similar to that in the clothing 

sector. But unlike the textiles and, to a lesser extent, clothing, 

there is an extremely high turn-over of footwear workers, which is 
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estimated to lie between 56 and 230 per cent per annum. The high 

turn-over rate reflects partly cyclical swings of demand, and partly 

the attraction of better-paying employment alternatives, particularly 

in large metropolitan centers. In a sample study of worker character- 

istics in the footwear industry, dislike of job as the reason for 
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~--------------------------------------- - ---- 

Any adjustment effort in the TCF sector must came to grips with 

leaving is cited with greater frequency than any other single 
43 

reason. 

labor force characteristics and the associated difficulties of adjust- 

ment which, though often exaggerated, nonetheless remain non-trivial. 

But two observations are in order. First, the adjustment difficulties 

persist precisely because neither the industry nor the government has 

made any significant effort toward resolving legitimate adjustment 

difficulties. The latter has been merely used as a justification for 

protection, whose major not ivat ions lie sanewhere else. The industry 

has never been required to retrain and redeploy, at least, a part of 

its p:>tentially redundant labor force, as a quid pro quo for its long 

enjoyment of uncamrnon privileges of trade barriers and direct grants. 

The stance of the various labor adjustment policies, as we discuss in 

a later chapter, has been overwhelmingly on the side of compensation, 

presumably on grounds of equity and political containment, and only 

marginally on adaptation. Such efforts as are add up to less than the 

sum of their parts. 

Second, quite apart fram the fact that protection is a blunt 

instrument for creating employment, same segments of the TeF sectors 

provide, at best, jobs that are below standard and, therefore, there 

are no efficiency grounds for artificially creating conditions that 

keep them in place. The equity case for such policies is not particu- 

larly convincing, either. The protectionist argument that rests 

essentially on the poor quality of labor in the TeF sector is 

particularly weak, and not necessarily in the long-run interest of the 

labor force. It is precisely because of the lower quality of employ- 

ment in certain segments of TeF industries that better policies toward 
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adaptation of labor are required. 

New and challenging emplo~nent opportunities are created only in 

economies that have efficient and well-trained work forces. Recent 

structural and technological changes throughout a wide spect~n of 

economic activities have rapidly transformed the qualitative demand 

for laoor. Low-wage jobs are fast disappearing, as unskilled workers 

tend to be replaced by machines and robotics. Occupational adjustment 

of the laoor force through better industry- and government-sponsored 

programs of adaptation and adjustment is more crucial than ill-design- 

ed attempts to preserve sub-standard jobs. The only adjustment policy 

that has any long-run future (and is not a non-starter) is the one 

that confronts the employment rigidities in the TCF sector and devises 

ways for dealing with it. None of the current adjustment programs has 

faced the basic issue that concerns large segments of the workforce in 

the TCF sector, viz., structural unemployment whose causes lie not so 

much in changes in the trading pattern, but in the redundancy of 

previous skills and training. 

IV. OOVERNMENT INTERVENTlOO IN 
nIE ADJUS'lMENT PROCESS 

The important role of the Canadian government in assisting the 

TCF industries consists of the provision of trade barriers, as well as 

associated programs of direct subsidies. Although bilateral 

restraints on textiles and clothing imports v~re utilized throughout 

the 1960s, it was not until May 1970 that the first coherent "textile 

policy" was fonnulated and implemented by the Textile and Clothing 

&::lard (TCB). The implementation of the Iblicy envisaged elements of 

commercial policy (tariffs, VERs, and anti-dwnping and countervail 
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legislation), financial support measures for approved restructuring 

plans for the industry, and financial assistance to displaced workers. 

The task of adjustment, perceived by the TCB and enunciated in the 
- I 

"textile policy", was to "provide oonditions within which the textiles 

and clothing industries can plan, invest, and develop wi th a greater 

degree of oonfidence toward viable lines of production on increasingly 
44 

canpetitive basis internationally". This policy was the first step 

toward institutionalizing "special" protection and related assistance 

measures for the textile and clothing industries in Canada. This 

perception of the problem of adjustment, which has remained essential- 

ly unaltered since then, cubninated in three inter-related programs of 
45 

action. 

First, the "textile pol icy" provided legitimacy and coherence to 

the hitherto haphazard process of negotiating progressively restric- 

tive bilateral restraint agreements within the protocols of the MFA. 

In invoking special measures of protection, the TCB relied exclusively 

on "suoden surges of Import.s" and declining import, prices fran the 
46 

"low cost" countries in defining "injury" to dcrnestic industry. In 

recœmending protection, the TCB seldan examined the question of 

"viability" of dcrnestic production in lines where imports were 

beccrning ccrnpetitive, in order to assess the industry's ability to 

adjust by means of clear measurable criteria, eventually without traoe 

restrictions. In other words, protection oould be stretched to suit 

the "needs" of all production activities subject to injury, regardless 

of their potential survivability. 

Second, the aims of the "textile policy" went beyond the pro- 

vision of temp:>rary protection, and involved assistance to firms for • I 

the purposes of "restructuring" through productivity improvements and 
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other internal adjustrrent;s , This assistance, initially administered 

by the General Adjustment Assistance Program {(~P), provided direct 

government loans, government insurance of loans fram the private 

sector, and cash grants to cover a proportion of the cost of con 

sulting services to develop restructuring proposals. These measures 

were supplemented by additional funding from the Program to Enhance 

Productivity (PEP), and the rEpartrrent of Regional Economic Expansion 

(DREE). The focus of the latter programs was also on improvements in 

labor productivity, modernization and expansion of capital equipment. 

During the decade of the 1970s, close to $65 million were disbursed 

as grants of which the major beneficiary was the textile industry. 

Third, the "textile policy" also initiated a program of 

assistance to labor, v iz , , the Adjustment Assistance Program (AAB), 

whose sole purpose was to provide compensat ion to workers permanently 

laid off as a result of trade dislocation. The adjustment assistance 

was in the fona of pre-retirement benefits, last-resort income main 

tenance, and supplementary unemployment benefits in excess of normal 

Ule payments. Apart from the compensatory nature of benefits, the AAB 

had no visible mechanism for encouraging worker nDbility and adapta- 

tion. 

A major new step in the federal government's involvement in the 

TCF industries came with the establishment of the Canadian Industrial 

Renewal Board (CIRS), as a result of the "new" textile and clothing 

policy announced in June 1981. All adjustment assistance activities 

for the TCF sector, undertaken by a variety of government agenciès, 

were henceforth to be coordinated by the CIRB, while the TCB continued 

to retain the task of detennining import injury and of recommendations 
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with respect to trade barriers. The establishment of the CIRS under- 

scored the need for (a) coordination of adjustrœnt activities 

scattered over a wide spectrum of programs; (b) sharper focus on the 

"special" problems of the TeF sector; and (c) additional funding. The 

CIRS was established in 1981 with an initial funding of $350 million 
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for a 5-year period. 

The CIRS' s program of assistance consisted of three major <XIn- 

ponents i (1) Sector Firms Program (SFP) for the "revitalization" of 

the TeF sector through "restructuring, m::xiernization, and consolida- 

tion" ; (2) the strengthening and diversification of the econanic base 

of the regions dependent on TeF production, by means of the Business 

and Industrial [Evelopment Program (SlOP); and (3) the adjustment of 

TeF Labor force through the Labor Adjustrœnt Program (LAP), which was 

to be administered by the Canada Employment and nnmigration Oammission 

(ŒIC) • 

The following paragraphs provide a brief discussion of the three 

oamponents of the CIRS's program, before returning to an evaluation of 

their impact on the adjustment process in the later part of this 

section. 

1. Sector Firm Program 

The major part of the CIRS's total funding was earmarked for 

assisting the firms in the TeF sector through capital grants and loans 
48 

for modernization of investment. The SFP also provided loan insur- 

ance for costs associated with mergers and acquisition. The .assist- 

ance pol ic ies of the CIRS, as reflected in the SFP, had a number of 

features which represented a significant departure fram the past. 

First, the focus of attention, particularly in the textile sector, 
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tended to shift from the "need" for assistance to JX)tential for "via- 

bility" and ccxnpetitiveness of individual firms. This meant 

effectively that the Program focused its attention on "stronger" 

firms, selected on the basis of proven performance and financial 

resources. By definition, it excluded from the purview of ~1e Program 

newer entrants into the industry, regardless of need or JX)tential. 

This focus was defended on the ground that government supJX)rt of 

stronger finns could strengthen the international ooml~titiveness of 

the industry as a whole. Second, the government supJX)rt of the firms 

was predicated on their oommitment to restructuring, as reflected in 

the ability to provide "matching" internal funds. ~rationally, this 

meant that the assisted firms had to commit at least 75 per cent of 

their after-tax profits to the activity in question. This provision 

was designed to ensure that the assistance provided by the CIRB was 

additional to that internally mobilized by the finns themselves. 

Of the total assistance disbursed under the SFP, 92 per cent was 

given for capital expenditures, 5 per cent for financing the consul- 

ting services, and the rest for consolidation and merger· of firms. 

Within this allocation, the primary emphasis was clearly on the tex- 

tile industry. PrL~ary textiles received 54 per cent of the total 

funding, follo\~d by clothing (36 per cent), and footwear (9 per 
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cent) • In all sectors, the bias toward investment in machinery and 

equipment is reflected in the fact that of the total capital expendi- 

tures, 89 per cent was spent for the purchase of new equipment, 6 per 

cent for buildings, 3.5 per cent for consulting sèrvices, and 3.5 per 

cent for the support of R&D activities. The reach of the SFP can be 

judged by considering the fact that the Program was able to provide 

financial assistance to finns whose ccxnbined sales accounted for 65 
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figure for assisted firms in the clothing and footwear sectors was 40 

per cent of total sales in the textiles industry. The corresponding 

per cent and 50 per cent, respectively. 

2. Business and Industrial 
Developnent Program 

The purpose of the BIOP was envisaged as the strengthening and 

diversification of the econamic base of the oammunities where TCF 

production activity represented at least 20 per cent of the area's 

manufacturing activity and 5 per cent of its employment. In 1982, 

seven special areas were designated as highly vulnerable to the 

erosion of production activity and were eligible for priority treat- 

ment. The program included in its assistance firms and enterprises 

engaged in manufacturing or other business activities that are either 

already located in, or are willing to nove to, the special areas. 

During its tenure, the CIRB approved BIOP assistance to 376 projects, 

of which 252 were capital investment projects, expected to generate 

5,400 new jobs. Most of the assistance went to small and medium 

businesses already established in the special areas, while only a 

handful were attracted fram outside the area. 

3. Labor Adjustnent Program 

The LAP, administered by the CEIC as part of its general labor 

adjustment programs, did extend the scope of the earlier labor-related 
50 

programs under the TCB in a number of respects. These were the 
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introduction of "port.able" wage subsidies, enriched rrobi l.i ty assist- 

ance up to three times the regular CEIC rate, and training allowances. 

Nonetheless, only 7 per cent of total CIRB expenditures were desig- 

nated for labor adjustment purposes. The largest part of this ex pen- 



diture ($51.3 million out of a total of $51.6 million) supported the 

regular CEle prograrnning, in particular the early retirement benefits 

under the Labor AdjustIœnt Benefits Program (lABP) instituted in 1982. 

The l'special adjustIœnt rneasures" available under the eIRS involving 

worker training and mobility allowances benefited relatively few 

under $300,000. The LAB programs are discussed later in this chapter. 

workers. The total cost of these measures is estimated to be just 

Assessrœnt of the eIRS 

The eIRS represented a major policy initiative in the sphere of 

government intervention in the TeF sectors. Its one notable acoam- 

plishment was to bring diverse adjustIœnt programs under one umbrella 

and, thus, to provide sane measure of coordination. But, by the same 

token, it also became the focal point of interest groop lobbying and 

vulnerable to industry pressures. Its bias toward capital investment 

is reflected most clearly in its mandate fram the Textile Policy of 

1981 that the "rejuvenation" and "restructuring" throuqh capital 

support is the most appropriate adjustment strategy available. In 

fact, neither the TeB nor the eIRB ever provided a clear and measur- 

able definition of "rejuvenation" (and "restructuring") against which 

the future evolution of the industry could be judged. In practice, 

restructuring simply meant a drive to achieve high growth of labor 

productivity, without regard to its predicted effects on the average 

costs of production. The artificial cheapening of the relative price 

of capital through public subsidization had the effect of dramatically 

shifting the capital-labor input combination, particularly in the 

textile and clothing industries, without any significant reduction in 
51 

the average costs of production. The emphasis on capital deepening 
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industry, over and above those dictated by normal market oonsidera- 

~ld have been defensible if it were accanpanied by "down-sizing" of 

the industry. The contrived increase in capital-labor ratios in the 

tions, had the effect of increasing the labor market congestion, 

which the CIRB's own meager allocation toward labor adjustment was 

unable to cope with. TO that extent, it may have hastened the rate of 

separation of the workers, relative to what it wa.tld have been as a 

result of rising llnport penetration alone. 

1he CIRB's anphasis on "stronger" firms, and possibly a bias 

toward larger size, has its partisans and detractors. There are 

argtnnents for and against such an emphasis, and a subsequent appraisal 

by Price Waterhoose, Inc., was unable to provide conclusive evidence 
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for or against. This merely underscores the difficulty of a public 

agency in picking winners and losers outside of the normal market 

criteria. It is clear, however, that whatever bias there was toward 

stronger firms reflected in its financial disbursement may have 

contributed to the rise in the industry concentration and barriers to 

entry, in addition to those arising fran econanies of scale and 

capital-intensity. 

The CIRB program undoubtedly succeeded in hastening the speed and 

timing of capital investment in the industry, rroat.Iy in the renewal of 

existing capacity. The "incrementality" of CIRS-sponsored capital 

investment appears, however, rather limited. An analysis of the Price 

Waterhouse sample of firms suggests that over 62 per cent of invest- 

ment by recipient firms would have been eventually undertaken without 

the CIRS assistance. Similarly, close to a third of the non-recipient 

firms claimed to have realized their investment plans without the CIRS 
53 

assistance. Nonetheless, the CIRS program had a modest incremental 
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multiplier on capital expenditures in both textile and clothing indus- 

tries. Its major impact was not so mien through funding, rut nore 

crucially through fostering improved planning environment within the 

firms. 

The labor adjustment program is discussed in the following 

section. The BIOP, despite its relatively small scale, must be judged 

as a partial success in its own right. Participation level under the 

Program was consistently high, and led to the establishment of perma 

nent production activities, rather than :rœrely "make-work" ginTnicks. 

Nonetheless, the BIOP recipients did not in general employ displaced 

TCF workers, with the exception of one of the seven designated areas 

where 29 per cent of the new jobs created went to former TCF 

employees. This underscores not only the inherent unemployablity of 

the TCF workers whose skills are not readily transferable, rut also 

the fact that the BIDP did not specifically address this problem. 

Further, the additionality of SlOP grants in creating new employment 

must be questioned. It is not clear as to whether there was any 

significant difference in job creation rates of the BIOP recipients 

and non-recipients. Nevertheless, the rate of job creation by the 

non-recipients may itself have been influenced by that of the reci 

pient firms as a result of the income multiplier effect. 

GoveIT'J'nent Programs for tabor Adjustment 

An early attempt to deal with the problem of worker adjustment to 

trade-related changes in the TCF sectors began with the Adjustment 

Assistance Program (AAS) in 1972, as a direct result of the implemen 

tation of the "textile policy" of 1970. Its objective was to assist 

older (54-65 age) workers with industry-specific skills laid off due 
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the normal UIC payments stopped to when the retirement benef its 

to non-cyclical causes, who had no immediate prospect of employment 

with or without further training or relocation assistance. The assis- 

tance took the form exclusively of compensatory payments fram the time 

a:::mnenced. 

In 1981-82, the then existing AAS designations were subsumed 

under the Labor Adjustment Benefits (lAB) Act, which sought to bring 

the adjustment assistance criteria for the TCF workers in line with 

those of the other programs, and in the process made them nore flex- 

ible. In particular, benefit eligibility was extended to relatively 
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yrunger workers. Despi te increased flexibility, however, the lAB 

programs remained primarily last-resort income maintenance for workers 

permanently laid off, without re-employment options. To the extent 

that it provided security of incane maintenance after severance, it 

probably dlininished resistance to being phased out. In general, the 

TCF firms 00 not offer early retirement benefits (as 00 firms in many 

other industries), and the ready availability of the LAB program may, 

in fact, have teen an inducement not to offer such benefits. What 

seems also plausible is that the LAB's existence may have prompted the 

textile firms to layoff a larger number of older workers than they 

otherwise would have. The tendency to layoff older workers as part 

of the adjustment strategy is believed to have been aggravated by the 
55 

CIRB. 

A detailed examination of the LAB involvement in the TCF layoff 
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profile would require extensive data and would te time-consuming. 

However, a few pertinent facts may be briefly noted here. Close to 80 

per cent of total layoffs certified by LARS (DOughly 50,000 workers) 



during the 1980-85 period were in the TCF (inclusive of tanning) 
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industries. The upsurge in the LAB certification activity in 1982- 

83 coincided with the restructuring programs undertaken by the CIRB. 

The proportion of CIRB-related employees among the total laid-off 

workers eligible for LAB assistance rose from 14 per cent in 1982-83 

textile and clothing industries accounted for 35 per cent of their 

to 42 per cent in 1984-85. According to LARB (Labor Adjustment Review 

Board) certifications issued between 1980 and 1984, the layoffs fram 

work forces, while the corresponding figure for the footwear industry 

is 19 per cent. A large proportion of these layoffs involved ol~er 

(54-64 year of age) workers. Another noteworthy feature is that the 

bias toward the layoff of older workers is more pronounced in larger 

establishments of over 500 employees. The last resort inoarne- 

maintenance character of LAB programs was sought to be preserved 

through periodic reviews of each claimant's reemployment prospects. 

The available data confirm the absence of any significant re-entry of 

LAB recipients into active labor market. The LAB program did not 

attempt to influence the direction of adjustment, except as indicated 

below; it merely served the need for compensation after it had 

occurred. 

Although the LAB program objectives did not include any direct 

involvement in the employment policy of individual firms, the 

particular use of its certification program meant effectively that the 

private cost of changing the age and skill oomposition of labor force 

in individual firms and enterprises was shifted to the government. 

Given its overall mandate, the LAB program had a built-in flexibility 

in the sense that the characteristics (and not merely the number) of 

potential claimants were greatly influenced by the layoff behavior of 
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designated firms and enterprises. By the sarre token, the layoff 

behavior of firms themselves could be, at least partially, attributed 

to the existence of the LAB. The layoff behavior can be reconstructed 

fran the limited, rut often quite detailed, claimant profiles in the 

LARS certification records. In general, layoffs fram textiles and 

clothing establishments represented a larger proportion of older (age 

54-64) workers, with pronounced industry-specific skills, and lower 

levels of schooling, relative to lLAP (Industrial and Labor Adjustment 

Program) aimed at specific industries in designated communities. 

Sixty seven per cent of all workers laid off during the 1981-84 period 

emanated from textiles and clothing industries. Moreover, there was a 

rising trend in the proportion of older workers laid off from textiles 

and clothing, which rose fram 7 per cent in 1980-81 to 26 per cent in 

1Y84-85. The rising trend is particularly pronounced since 1983-84, a 

period which coincides with the preponderance of eIRB-assisted firms 

in LAB designations. 

Worker Experience in Adjustment 

Available descriptions of "downside" labor adjustrrent processes 
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in the textile and clothing industry provide same insights. During 

the period 1974-76, available data on worker lay-offs suggest that 

younger and relatively junior employees were more likely to be laid 

off than senior, experienced workers. Of a sample of 753 laid-off 

workers in the clothing industry during the two-year period only 78 

(roughly 10 per cent) were 55 years of age and older. The proportion 

was even smaller in the case of the textile industry where only 250 

out of the sample population of 2664 were 55 years and older. As 

pointed out in the previous section, the tendency to lay-off older 
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workers was, ~ver, accentuated by the introduction of the lAB 

which served as a surrogate for the firms' early retirement programs. 

The percentage of older workers in total lay-offs in the textile and 

clothing industry rose fram 7 per cent in 1980-81 to 26 per cent in 

1984-85, while in the footwear sector, it remained stable around 11 
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per cent. Pennanently laid-off workers in the footwear sector were 

10 years younger than the average worker in the industry. It is 

cammon in the footwear industry for the majority of workers to 

experience frequent spells of unemployment alternating with re-employ- 

ment in the industry. After a temporary lay-off, few workers seek re- 

employment outside of the industry. 

Close to a quarter of the laid-off workers in clothing and 17 per 

cent in textiles left the labor force altogether. The majority of 

these were either females or 55 years of age and older. The propor- 

tian of laid-off workers during the 1974-76 period, who had found re- 

employment by rnid-1977, was 62 per cent in clothing and 67 per cent in 

textiles. The majority of those that remained unemployed were 55 

years and older individuals and females. Of the older, undiscouraged 

workers that remained in the labor force, 56 per cent in clothing and 

42 per cent in textiles had found another job by the time the Survey 

was undertaken in mid-1977. 

The data an duration of unemployment of those that had found 

alternative employment outside the textile and clothing sector is 
59 

summarized below: 
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Sector Duration of Unemployment 

Clothing rœan 22 weeks 
median 7 weeks 

I 
Textiles 21 weeks - I rœan 

median 8 weeks 
60 

Textile and Clothing rœan 12.5 nonths 
median 7.3 nonths 

average worker tœan 5.4 nonths 
older worker tœan 12-13 nonths 

The Tracking Study underlines the fact that unemployment duration 

is shorter for workers with higher wage levels. In both textiles and 

clothing industries, there is a five-week difference in average 

unemployment duration between higher- and lower-paid workers. Of the 

workers displaced and subsequently re-employed, 90 per cent found work 

ruts ide of the textile sector, compared to 63 per cent in the clothing 

sample. The average unemployment spell was shorter for workers who 

frund re-employment in the sane sector, rather than rutside: 18 weeks 

as against 25 in the clothing industry, and 17 weeks versus 21 in the 

case of textile workers. The majority of workers who found re-empioy~ 

ment after a period of lay-off recorded a wage increase. Those who 

achieved a higher wage rate in reemployment also reported shorter 

durations of unemployment of only 2-3 weeks. 

Incarne losses, estUnated as the difference between after-tax 

income the worker would have received if employed and after-tax in- 

cane, including the OIC benefits, after lay-off, over the three-year 

period after the textile plant close-rut, are estimated to be $2,100 
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in 1977 prices. A snnulation analysis of delaying the lay-off for 

5, 10, and 20 years estimated the maxinun econanic gain per worker in 

textiles to be $15,400, $24,970, and $40,630, respectively. 

These studies confirm that both the private and social costs of 
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the unemployment/reemployment sequence are likely to vary with socio- 

econanic characteristics of the work force. Am:mg these, age, sex, 

education, and mari tal status appear to be the import.ant ones, roth 

with respect to the duration of initial unemployment and the speed of 

the effect they have on the duration of unemployment, there were no 

subsequent re-rernployment. What is noteworthy, however, is that, 

after allowing for differences in socio-economic characteristics and 

systematic or significant differences according to the industry of 
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layoff. If the results of this study are any guide, the unemploy- 

ment difficulties are not unique to TCF sectors and occur in other 

industry. Begun in 1974, under the administration of the GAAP Board, 

sectors that exhibit siroilar labor force characteristics. 

Governnent Assistance Measures 
in the Footwear Industry 

The Footwear and Tanning Industries Adjustment Program (FI'IAP) is 

the centerpiece of the government's assistance to the footwear 

the objective of the program was to provide financial assistance to 

firms for productivity improvements and for strengthening the manage- 

ment structure. A total of $17.9 million were spent during the life 

of the Program (1974-81), of which the bulk ($15 million) was 

disbursed as loans for capital renovation. The FI'IAP also offered 

management development and training programs, particularly for small 

finns, which are ccmnon in the footwear industry. In addition, the 

Enterprise Development Program (EDP) also provided grants and loan 

assistance, particularly for high-risk projects with emphasis on 

product and process innovation. 

Assistance under the FTIAP and the EDP was available to firms in 
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had failed. While the Program contributed significantly to enhanced 

clear financial distress, without discrLmination with respect to size. 

Of the 12 firms that were given loans during the 1974-80 period, 4 had 

failed, representing roughly 45 per cent of total loan disbursements. 

The firms that had opted for a professional audit had a better record 

of survival; only 7 of the 46 firms that unden.ent operat ionaf audit 

labor and management productivity, there was little visible change in 

the rumber of firms, their scale of production, or average employment. 

Even though the Program had anticipated a 10-20 per cent reduction in 

the raaroer of firms as a result of restructuring, the absence of 

barriers to entry and of economies of scale meant that the floating 

population of firms at the end of 1980 was virtually the same as in 
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1974. 

The FTIAP was revised in 1981 and was placed under the overall 

purview of the CIRE, with an initial capital of $17 million to be 

administered along with the ClRE's program for textile and clothing 

industries. A total of $22.8 million was spent during the life of the 

CIRE (1981-86), with 93 per cent being spent for Irodernization of 

plant and other production facilities. It is estimated that CIRE' s 

initial grants and loans generated a further matching investment of 

$50 million from within the industry. The firms that received 

assistance by the end of March 1986 accounted for 60 per cent of the 

total industry sales. The industry did not make any use of the ClRE's 

program of assi~tance for mergers and acquisitions, presumably because 

large-scale operations through consolidation were not considered a 

viable adjustment option. 

A comparison of the relative performance of the FTIAP and the 

CIRB's component for the footwear industry reveals same differences. 
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First, the proportion of total CIRB funds earmarked for footwear 

industry were insignificant in oamparison with those for the textile 

industry. Second, the CIRB's sector assistance program supported 

firms that were already doing well, a fact which had undermined to a 

large extent the additionality of its own assistance in total industry 

"strength" of the firm played no decisive role. Finally, the CIRB 

investments. By contrast, the willingness and commitment to restruc- 

ture were the major criteria for assistance under the ITIAP, and the 

placed almost exclusive emphasis on assistance for costly new equip 

ment, while the ITIAP had a nore balanced strategy that included 

management training and education of junior executives. 

The Extent of Government Aid 
to '!CF Industries 

can be given here. During the decade of 1974/75-1984/85, the federal 

The extent of government's financial assistance to the TCF 

sectors is shown in Tables 47 and 48, and only the briefest details 

government spent close to $500 million at current prices for assisting 
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the '!CF sector. The largest part of these expenditures were under- 

taken during the 1981-85 period, which coincided with the life of the 

CIRB. Out of this total, roughly 60 per cent ($300 million) 

represented grants for capital investments to firms, and only 25 per 

cent for labor adjustment. The textile industry accounts for the 

and tanning industries (9 per cent). However, looking at it fran a' 

largest part of capital grants during the 1981-85 period (57 per 

cent) , followed by the clothing industry (34 per cent), and footwear 

different perspective, government grants amounted to 54 per cent of 

total investment in the clothing industry during the 1981-85 period, 
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textile industry. Capital grants as a proportion of sector value- 

26 per cent in the footwear industry, and only 12 per cent in the 

added by capital again puts the textile industry in the leading 

pos it.ion (2.3), followed by footwear industry (2.2), and clothing 
- I 

u.sr. It is clear that while the textile industry accounted for the 

largest allocation of public funds, it also brought forth the largest 

part of total investment ($1.2 billion) fram its internal resources. 

Assistance to labor clearly played a secondary role in the 

government's financial assistance. As a proportion of value-added 

contributed by labor at 1.4, it was well below the corresponding 

proportion of 2.1 for capital assistance to fions. Nonetheless, the 

average financial assistance per displaced worker in the TCF sector 
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during the 1981-85 period amounts to $13,000 in current prices. 

V. OOVERNMENI' INTERVENl'IOO, lNOOSTRY 
STRœTURE, AND mE AIlJUS'IMENl' 
PRXESS 

Adjustment to changes in market conditions, including those 

emanating fram foreign trade, is undertaken primarily by fions and 

workers. Government intervention in the foon of trade barriers and 

direct subsidies can either facilitate or thwart these adjustment 

efforts. The nature of adjustment by the fions is, in turn, 

influenced by structural characteristics of the industry in question. 

It is customary to lump TCF industries together in analyzing their 

adjustment behavior because of large similarities in their 

characteristics. In oomparison with other manufacturing industries, 

the TCF sector is relatively labor-intensive, producing fairly uniform 

and haoogeneous goods, in a market structure where canpetition among 

producers is strictly on the basis of costs and prices. Despite these 
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sbnilarities, however, there are notable differences in their economic 
I 
I • and market structure which have profoundly influenced their adjustment 

behavior and ultimate outcome in different ways. 

While the TeF sector as a whole is characterized by a cost struc- 

ture dominated by wage costs, the relative capital-intensity and the 

minbnum efficient scale is relatively higher in the production of 
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primary textiles. The high sunk costs and the associated economies 

of scale impl.y significant barriers to entry and exit, as well as the 

likelihood of above-normal profits. The clothing and footwear 

industries, by contrast, are inherently labor-intensive, and are 

likely to remain so at all relevant factor prices. Their market 

structure closely corresponds to fully competitive markets with price 

competition, weak barriers to entry and exit, fragmentation into a 

large number of relatively small firms, high rates of firm turn-over, 

limited product differentiability, and, in general, the absence of 
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oligopolistic behavior. The clothing industry has a virtual sub- 

industry within - camprising of contractor shops, subsidiary firms and 

jobbers that rely on secondary labor markets. 

These characteristics, more than the extent of government inter- 

vention, have influenced the direction of adjustment in each of the 

industries. The rationale for trade barriers in the TeF sector has 

been that they wculd provide the necessary "breathing space" to firms 

in pursuing restructuring and adaptation to enhanced foreign competi- 

tion. It is clear, however, that the particular type of adaptation 

envisaged in the TeF sectors was biased from the beginning toward 

internal strategies for survival, rather than for exit. Imporf con- 

troIs were never designed to facilitate a scaling down of the 

industry, consistent with a relatively protection-free trading 
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envirornnent. In fact, ÙTIport controls create rents for domestic 

producers, which in a ronpetitive narket are dissipated either throogh 

expansion of ClJt~t by existing firms, or by the entry of new firms. 

Individual firms can succeed by sharply ÙTIproving their ronpetitive- 

ness through cost reductions, selective specialization, product 

development, and process innovation. A high degree of industry 

concentration may enable firms to prevent entry, and keep their own 

profitability high. But the less profitable firms, with industry- 

specific assets and the lack of transferable physical and financial 

resources, may also be able to survive at the margin. It is clear 

that protective measures alter the balance between optiOns for 

adjustment for firms with varying degrees of profitability. 

Restructuring Strategies in the Textile Sector 

The strategies followed, and the degree of success, have ptedict- 

ably differed between the textiles, clothing, and the footwear 

industries. The basic strategy adopted by the textile industrY is an 

ant>itioos program of capital investIœnt for renewal of capacity, which 

in same years has been higher than the average for manufacturing 

sector as a whole. The emphasis has been on raising capital-intensity 

throogh extensive autanation of production processes, and a prbnamced 

reduction in labor costs. TI1ese strategies have drawn on a wave of 

innovations in the textile machines industry, which has significantly 
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altered the production structure of knitting and weaving operations. 

Technological innovations have been embodied into all newer equipment, 

with the use of electronic and computer technology in designing 

products and monitoring production. Computerization is also evident 

in such support activities as inventory control, delivery systems, and 
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general accounting. It is estimated that technological changes have 

affected 65 per cent of production processes in the textile 
69 

industry. The shift in product cœnpos i.t ion toward high value-added 

industrial products in the textile industry, with possibilities of 

these developments would probably have taken place sooner or later, 

non-price a::mpetition, also appears to have taken place. Many of 

but their speed has been quickened by abnormally high trade barriers 

and overt government subsidies, as shown elsewhere in this paper. 

These developments have had a marked influence on the structure 

of the industry. The exit of smaller, less efficient producers has 

meant a rise in industry concentration. Cotton yarns and cloth mills, 

fiber and filaments, thread mills, and automobile fabric production 

are highly concentrated, with the 4-firm leading enterprise con- 

93 per cent. The concentration ratios markedly increased during the 

centration ratios based on value of shipments ranging between 84 and 

1970-80 period in woollen yarn and cloth mills, fiber processing 
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mills, carpet manufacturers, and hosiery. 

The abandonment of unprofitable products has led to an improve- 

ment in the oompetitive position of the industry vis-a-vis im~rts. 

Nonetheless, the textile industry in Quebec remains particularly 

entrenched in basically undifferentiated segments of the market, 

producing primary textiles for the apparel industry. In these 

segments of the industry, efforts to improve productivity have not 

been particularly successful and capacity remains chronically under- 

utilized. The restructuring attempts have over-estimated the extent 

to which production costs of standardized products can be reduced 

through rising capital-labor ratios. 
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Existing technology does not seem to permit sufficient reductions 

in labor inputs to elûminate wide cost differentials related to lower 

wages in non~ECD countries. The prime reason is the canpetitive 

nature of the textiles machines industry which sells essentially 

identical equipment in a worldwide market. Thus, identical technology 

for high-speed and high-volume production is freely available to all 

countries, including those that continue to retain sizable advantage 

of cheaper labor. The speed of international diffusion of textile 

technology has been unusually rapid. Producers in low-cost countries, 

e.g., Taiwan and South Korea, despite sizable differences in factor 

endowments, employ essentially the same technology and same factor 

proportions in the production of standard products, with the result 

that the international competitiveness of the Canadian industry has 

not changed materially in segments which produce standard fabrics for 

use in the apparel industry. 

The textile industry's strategy based on investments in capital 

intensive equipment has had, therefore, a mixed record of success. 

tonç-run canpetitiveness has been secured in the differentiated, high 

value segments, producing chiefly industrial textiles and home 

furnishings. These segments are relatively more capital-intensive 

than the production of standard textiles, involve high labor produc 

tivity, and also high skill-intensity of occupations. It seems clear 

that this segment offers the greatest potential for specialization and 

growth of the Canadian textile industry without high levels of protec 

tion. It is estimated that the high-value, up- market segments 

account for close to a third of total demand and offer the greatest 

survival potential for the domestic industry. 

Another strategy, with great unutilized potential, is foreign 
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investment and internationalization of production. The expansion of 

international activity is usually pursued through foreign acquisi- 

tions, joint ventures, and cooperative marketing arrangements. In 

particular, the possibility of shifting labor-intensive operations to 

textile producers comprise an increasing geographical and product 

low-wage locations has created opportunities for a variety of world- 

wide sourcing patterns, and should be part of a strategy to maintain 

overall profitability. International operations of large Canadian 

base. Initially, the difficulties in the Canadian market led to 

investments and acquisitions in the United States, followed by 

investments in Europe and in Hong Kong. In 1985-86, Damtex owned 22 

plants in Canada, 7 in the United States, 5 in Europe, and one in Hong 

Kong. Of its total sales in 1985-86, 62 per cent were in Canada, 

followed by 27 per cent in the Uni ted States, and 11 per cent in 

Europe and Asia. A little over 30 per cent of its labor force is 

employed in overseas plants. Investment in overseas facilities at 

$24.6 million in 1985-86 was higher than in Canada ($21 million). In 

that year, overseas activities achieved record sales and revenues, 

while north-American facilities were responsible for a net loss of 
71 

revenues. 

Adjustment in the Clothing Industry 

The adjustment strategies in the clothing industry, by contrast, 

have had little visible success, due largely to the industry's 

fragmented structure. Not surprisingly, the strategy based 

exclusively on increasing labor productivity has also dominated in the 

clothing industry. But the opportunities for reducing costs of pro- 

duction through increases in capital-intensity are vastly more limited 
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in clothing production than in textiles. The major technological 

innovations embodied in better machines have centered on the pre 

sewing roan œerat ions , viz., design, cutting, and grading, where the 

use of sophisticated capital equipment and computer-assisted opera 

tions is now fairly cammon. Advances in knitting and the introduction 

of non-stitching techniques have pennitted a notable increase in the 

capital-intensity of certain types of gannents, such as synthetic 

knitted apparel and hosiery. However, apart from of the automated 

sewing machines in the production of jeans, the large majority of 

sewing roam operations ~in highly labor-intensive and outside the 

scope of further automation and economies of scale. 

Despite inherent technological difficulties, the Canadian 

industry seems to have relied primarily on cost-cutting through sub 

stitution of capital for labor. As a result, and not unlike textile 

producers in the standardized segment, they remain single-minded in 

attempting to seek oost oompetitiveness through capital acquisition in 

a highly labor-intensive industry, where wages dominate the oost of 

production. This particular channel of adjustrœnt, therefore, offers 

little further potential for survival. The outlook is unlikely to 

change in the near future, unless technological innovations radically 

alter the production process in the sewing roam and assembly opera 

tions. To the extent that adjustment has occured through this route, 

it has merely resulted in a large scale displacement of labor, as 

discussed earlier in this paper. 

Difficulties of adjustment in the clothing sector are compounded 

by the fact that the scope for product differentiation, though not 

entirely absent, is limited. Yet, the clothing industry oontains a 
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Si~8 is variously estllnated to be between 25 to 33 per cent. Design, 

wide variety of market segments, with pronounced non-hamogeniety of 

products, and wide variations in demand elasticity. While price 

competition does not altogether cease to be critical, its degree 

varies fram segment to segment. One clearly distinct segment is the 

fashion-oriented and design-sensitive component of the market, whose 

quality, non-nnitation, and constant flux are chief attributes of this 

market segment. Another is the athletic wear segment which is rapidly 

growing, where new product development and bnage (appropriately 

blended with youthfulness, beauty, and sex) is the major competitive 

device. Still another is the home furnishing market, where product 

differentiation is a viable market strategy. 

The distinguishing feature of the fashion segment is that 

capital-intensity and scale economies offer no decided advantage. 

Flexibility in smaller establishments and rapid adaptation to vagaries 

of fashion are decisive factors. However, established traditions of 

commercial ventures are necessary for adopting this strategy. It is 

creating new designs and of translating design innovations into 

arguable whether the Canadian clothing industry can muster the minimum 

critical effort needed to make this strategy viable, but it remains a 

credible adjustment option. A major factor that has mitigated against 

the successful adaptation of this strategy is paradoxically the trade 

barriers themselves. The actual operation of the MFA has meant a 

continual upgrading of exports into higher-pr.iced, higher-quality, and 

higher value-added products. This is essentially because the tariff 

equivalent of MFA-sponsored quotas is lower for higher-priced products 

than for lower-priced ones, and provides the exporters an incentive to 

move up-market. As a result, the Canadian industry finds itself 
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priced clothing at high cost behind protective barriers. This "low 

progressively locked up in the lower end of the market, producing low- 

quality" trap is unlikely to change withwt a conversion of VERs into 

tariffs. 

Another potential strategy is to reduce costs of production 

thrwgh foreign processing ("sœrcing") by means of joint production 

with foreign producers. These involvements can range fram direct 

foreign investments in production and assembly operations to 

parcelling of production of either certain products or a part of the 

production process of one product to foreign producers. This 

adjustment option has been successfully used by clothing industries in 

Germany, Japan, and ~therlands, and increasingly in the United States 

under Item 807 of the u.S. Tariff Schedule. The internationalization 

of production llnbedded in these approaches leads, not only to an 

efficient use of production resources, rut also to a cooperative 

alliance against proliferating trade barriers. 

The involvement of the Canadian clothing industry in foreign 

swrcing is almost non-existent. The option of direct foreign 

investment is clearly Illnited by the lack of financial resources at 

the disposal of the Canadian clothing industry. Offshore sa.ircing, on 

the other hand, has been hampered by the lack of flexibility in the 

tariff system. The more recent enactment of duty remission schemes is 
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a beginning in that direction, rut is limited to rœn' s shirts. 

Moreover, it is unlikely to provide much adjustment, because it is 

contingent on maintaining an equal and similar domestic production in 

Canada. It is possible to devise better duty remission schemes e.g., 

duty remission on fabrics imported by clothing manufactuirers, which 

I 

l 
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will allow for greater flexibility and rationalization of production, 

and to nnprove long-run campetitiveness. It is possible that more 

camprehensive arrangements, e.g., those involving export of textiles 

linked to importa of clothing, will be opposed by particular labor 

The Canadian footwear industry is quite slinilar to the clothing 

groups. 

MjustIœnt in the Footwear Industry 

industry in its structure: high labor intensity, ease of entry, small 

size (20 to 200 workers) of enterprises, short production cycles, and 

chronic over-capacity. The 4-finn leading enterprise concentration 

ratio based on value of shipments has in fact declined slightly fram 

0.25 in 1970 to 0.21 in 1982, as shown in Table 36. The concept of 

capital investment in the industry is itself ambiguous in that the 

industry makes extensive use of leased equipment. It is estimated 

that 60 to 70 per cent of the dollar value of equipment in the foot- 

wear industry is leased, and the proportion has remained stable over 
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the years. The conventional practice of leasing equipment has 

decided advantages in tenns of flexibility during cyclical swings of 

demand, avoidance of high sunk costs and the fact that even small 

producers can take advantage of better equipment. The unifonnly small 

size of establishment allows the firms in the industry to respond 

quickly to changes in fashion and market conditions. It also allows 

easier adjustment through down-sizing of the industry, since indivi- 

dual finns own relatively smaller stock of industry-specific equip- 

ment. 

The industry does not appear to have followed any single dominant 

strategy. The overall restructuring has been both pragmatic and 
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comprehensive, involving all phases of production and management. The 

major renewal of capital stock took place between 1974-77, when the 

industry unprotected by quotas engaged in a rapid process of moderni- 

zation. It is nearly nnpossible to arrive at consistent measures of 

the sector's capital intensity, due to the widespread use of leased 

equipment. Capital stock measured in constant dollars appears to have 

declined in the period after 1977, nnplying a decline in the 

industry's capital intensity, with insignificant change in labor em- 

ployrnent. Yet, value-added per enployee shows a gain in all subse- 

quent years, as shown in Table 41. If labor productivity is measured 

in volume (pairage) terms, the index of œtput per enployee declined 

f~ 23.3 in 1974 to 21.2 in 1983. If, lnwever , product i vi ty is 

measured in constant dollars, the Œ>P per employee rose by 17 per cent 
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during the same period. Evidently, the discrepancy in the two 

measures is due to a qualitative shift in products. 

The evolution of new technology, exclusively the result of 

independent R&D activities of international equipment manufacturers, 

is constrained by the preponderance of traditionally labor-intensive 

tasks that cannot be fully mechanized, and exmsiderably reduce the 

scope of econanies of scale. The introduction of II injection rroulding" 

is virtually the only new process which is highly capital-intensive 

and requires large production runs to realize the econanies of scale. 

Without the development of sizable export markets, this technology 

does not appear feasible for canadian producers. 

The search for identifiable market niches in which to develop 

specialization has proved to be difficult for the Canadian footwear 

producers. The production of wanen's shoes, centered nost.Iy in 

CUebec, has been devastated by particularly fierce canpetition fran 
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established fashion producers in Italy. A majority of firms that have 

the Canadian industry. A majority of Canadian producers concentrate 

vacated the industry since 1979 were producers of women's footwear. 

It is clear that the manufacture of footwear that requires mature 

craftsmanship with high labor-intensity is not a realistic option for 

on high-value leather footwear for men and low-price basic footwear 

for children. This market, however, has witnessed only modest growth 
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during the 1980-84 period. One reason is the high cross- 

elasticity, and the consequent substitution, with casual-athletic type 

of footwear made with canvas and other materials. Large-scale substi- 

initially excluded from the 1977 global QRs. This II loophole II was 

tution from leather footwear to canvas took place between 1977-80, due 

both to a shift in consumer taste toward casual footwear and a sub- 

stantial increase in lower-priced canvas footwear imports which were 

closed by impos inq QRs on canvas shoes and sandals in 1981, rut the 

demand for leather footwear has not recovered from its 1982 level. 

By 1985, the industry has shown good overall performance and 

flexibility in whatever it produces, and appears to be fairly oampeti- 

tive in the production of basic, good quality, non-fashion footwear. 

Lack of fashion changes allows large production runs. The withdrawal 

of quotas on men's footwear in 1986 did not lead to any major increase 

in the flow of imports. The adaptation to changed market conditions 

is reflected in a decrease in the number of establishments employing 

more than 200 workers. The number of establishments declined rapidly 

throughout the 1970s, but seems to have stabilized in more recent 

years. One reason for the decline in the size of establishments is 

that footwear manufacturers rely increasingly on purchasing comp::>nents 
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they used to produce themselves. This has also allowed the component 

manufacturers to utilize the economies of scale resulting from 

specialized production. It is noteworthy that the change in output 

patterns and the change in the structure of the industry which have 

occured since 1980 have taken place without any overall increase in 

the constant dollar net capital stock of machinery and equipment 

available to the producers. 

The general infeasibility of large-scale production means that 

consolidations or mergers and acquisitions are not considered as 

workable adjusting strategies. In fact, the footwear industry did not 

make any use of the eIRB's program for assisting consolidation. A few 

large footwear manufacturers integrated forward into retailing, or 

diversified into textiles and clothing but no backward integration 

into tanning operations has occurred. The industry has adjusted 

basically by reducing its size through exit, and llnprovement in 

management and information systems. Another innovative departure has 

been the garnering of external economies through cooperative purchase 

of inputs. These economies are est.imated to have resulted in a 50 per 

cent reduction in the cost of transportation, insurance, and other 
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services. 

OVerall Adjustment 

The adjustment patterns of the three industries discussed in the 

previous paragraphs can now be interpreted in a broader and 

comparative framework. we look at the behaviour of labor 

productivity, employment, and investment in each of the sectors, 

relative to their corresponding values for the manufacturing sector as 

a whole. This relative picture is shown in Table 53. Labor producti 
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vity measured in constant prices has been higher than the average for 

the manufacturing sector as a whole in all sectors, with the exception 

of clothing where it is quite close to the manufacturing average. The 

differential in the growth of labor productivity during the decade of 

1971-82 has been the highest in knitting (1. 4 per cent), fol Iowed by 

textile fabrics production (0.9 per cent), footwear (0.5 per cent), 

and clothing (-0.2 per cent). Total factor productivity in the TCF 

sectors cannot be compared with that of the total manufacturing sector 

for lack of ready availability of data. 

The sustained, long-term growth of labor productivity in all 

sectors is matched by a long-term decline in the level of employment, 

relative to the growth of employment in the total manufacturing sec 

tor. The differential in the rate of fall of employment is highest in 

knitting and footwear sectors (-2.3 per cent each), followed by tex 

tiles fabrics (-1.8 per cent), and clothing (-1.3 per cent). The 

differential between sectoral rates of investment and the manufactur 

ing average is negative in all cases, linplying that investment in the 

TCF sectors has not kept pace with the manufacturing average. It 

should be pointed out that investment in the TCF sectors, though 

positive and increasing in current dollars, shows a rapid decline when 

expressed in constant prices. In any event, its rate of growth has 

been considerably slower than that of investment in the manufacturing 

sector as a whole, whether expressed in current or constant prices. 

The foregoing comparison of TCF sectors with the manufacturing 

averages suggests that their sectoral developments during the decade 

of the 1970s are not totally devoid of change. Some minilnum 

adjustment has indeed taken place, but it is significantly short of 
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the one that would be necessary for attaining competitiveness without 

continuing high trade barriers. The adjustment that has taken place 

consists essentially of a movement of labor out of the sectors, and a 

decline in real terms in the rate of investment in the industry. In 

relative terms, the magnitude of adjustment has been higher in knit 

ting textiles, and footwear, while it is much less pronounced in the 

clothing sector. Only the footwear industry exhibits significant 

inter-industry adjustment through phasing out. Same intra-industry 

adjustment through internal reallocation within the industry and the 

firms has also taken place. 

• I 

VI. CDNCWSIOOS, RF.AH>RAISAlS AND J:..ESSœS 

One major difficulty in evaluating the effectiveness of govern 

ment po l ic ies is that objectives such as "rejuvenation" and "inter 

national canpetitiveness" were never clearly defined in terms of 

measureable criteria, é¥Jainst which future performance could be 

judqed, In particular, the link between varioos restructuring devices 

SJX)nsored by government intervention and the preservation of employ 

ment in the '!CF sector was not fully understood. In retrospect, to 

the ultimate effectiveness of government policy in the TCF sectors may 

be judged on three counts: (a) the progress on restructuring stra 

tegies whose Linch-pin was new capital investment: (b) the conse 

quences for employment of Iabor and its adjustment: and (c) the 

internal consistency of these objectives themselves. The discussion 

in the following pages is designed to throw light on these three 

inter-related questions. 

The strategies that emphasized new investment in the industry 

confused the direction of causation. The investment in these 
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industries was low or non-existent because of lack of profitability, 

rather than, as was assumed, the lack of profitability being due to 

lack of investment. Moreover, the objective of regaining inter 

national competitiveness was ~rkable for its lack of realism, since 

Canadian textiles and clothing industries have seldom been inter 

nationally competitive, and have always been protected by means of 

above-average trade barriers. Despite protection, a secular decline 

has been occuring for a long time. Their distress became more 

pronounced in the 1970s, not because terms of trade shifted abruptly 

against them, but because historical levels of protection became 

progressively more inadequate with the emergence of new competitive 

sources of supply. The situation would have been different if linport 

competition had threatened to reverse well-established comparative 

advantage. 

The clarity with respect to means of adjustment was blurred by an 

underlying lack of perception as to the causes of the domestic 

industry's distress and its lack of competitiveness. This cognitive 

failure, rather than any inherent shortcoming of policy linplementa 

tion, seems to have led to the adoption of inappropriate means of 

intervention which retarded adjustment and may even have altered its 

direction. Adjustment should have been a consistent, coherent and 

comprehensive domestic policy designed to facilitate appropriate 

structural change in the industries in question. These policies 

should be evolved in a framework which acknowledges the global context 

of change and transformation under way, and reorients domestic produc 

tion accordingly. Sector-specific approaches, dominant in the TeF 

sectors, that do not include consideration of their by-product 
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distortions in the rest of the economy are unsatisfactory, because the 

cost of such distortions may well swamp the nore irnnediate and, at 

best, questionable benefits to the sector concerned. In addition, 

they tend to develop a tunnel vision, with exclusive focus on 

partisan, short-run interests of a few large firms in the industries, 

which themselves becane part of the interest groop coalitions that 

lobby against adaptive adjustment. Their response to adjustment thus 

becanes "endogenous" withoot visible links to a coherent overall 

policy. 

• I 

Adjustment for Survival 

Nevertheless, it would be incorrect to conclude that Canada's TCF 

industries have been devoid of change. The dominant strategy in the 

textile and clothing industries based on ah infusion of capital and 

technology was not only endorsed but was actively supported by the 

federal government through financial assistance fram a variety of 

different programs, and nose notably by the CIRB between 1981 and 

1986. A large part of this financial assistance, particularly to 

large textile producing firms, was sUnple unrequited transfer pay 

ments, perhaps justified by their catalytic role in eliciting further 

and matching investments from retained earnings in the industry and 

from private capital narkets. It is difficult to confirm, ho\Ever, as 

to whether the bulk of these transfers represented additional invest 

ments in the industry or merely took the place of those that would 

have been undertaken in its absence. In any event, the financing fram 

public funds of investments that increase private profitability and 

earning in a market-oriented economy have to be defended in a less 

perfunctory manner than was the case. 
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Capital investments in newer equipment embodying latest technolo 

gical advances and rising labor productivity have been able to prevent 

the decline of the textile industry, particularly in the knitting 

segment. The same solution applied to the clothing industry has had 

less visible success and is unlikely to be feasible in the future. 

The reason is the inherent labor-intensity of apparel production, 

where no radical transformation of the sewing roam operations has 

occured, without which large scale automation remains infeasible. 

Moreover, the diffusion of new technology to apparel producers in low 

wage countries, the main source of Canadian competition, has been far 

more rapid than in textiles. 

Apart fram efforts to raise labor productivity through capital 

investments, there are significant differences between the adjustment 

behavior of the textile and clothing industries. The textile industry 

has made visible progress toward developing fiber and product special 

ization by discontinuing production of less profitable lines. This 

specialization by larger finns in the industry has enabled them to 

rationalize production and to trim costs. By contrast, in the 

clothing industry, product specialization and the development of 

market "niches", which appear to be vital to its survival, have not 

figured at all in the adjustment pattern. The clothing industry has, 

in fact, sought to acquire oampetitiveness throughout the entire gamut 

of apparel production, without regard to comparative oosts of produc 

tion, demand elasticities, and the pattern of international trade. 

The inability to develop ooncentration on narrower range of products, 

relative to textile, can be traced to the fragmented nature of the 

industry's structure, as well as to faulty corporate strategies. But 
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the major reason is the proliferation of negotiated export restraints, 

encompassing an ever-increasing number of products (and countries of 

origin) which were successively brrught under the purview of the MFAs. 

The gradual extension of protection to virtually the entire range of 

apparel production artificially raised the profitability of domestic 

p~uction over a wide spectrum and concealed the opportunities for 

specialization. In fact, the protective nechanisrns imbedded in the 

MFA provided built-in incentives for foreign exporters to continually 

move up the ladder to products of higher value-added that cammand 

higher prices and are relatively price-inelastic in the canadian 

market. The result of this up-grading of imports has been to lock up 

a large part of Canadian producers into the lower end of the market 

which is crowded by "low-cost" producers, and where competition takes 

place an the basis of price alone. 

International wage differences, viewed exclusively as a threat by 

the textile and clothing industries, nevertheless provide opportuni 

ties for direct foreign investments and other foreign engagements of 

varying degrees of involvement. Indeed, they are essential for 

ensuring optimal production loci in the highly interdependent world 

economy. The Canadian textile industry has only recently begun to 

utilize this particular route toward adjustment, but the clothing 

industry has not utilized even such straight-forward wage-cost reduc 

tion measures as foreign "sourcing", which has been steadily growing 

in the u.s. apparel industry. Dnport-threatened industries that have 

been able to restore competitiveness and have flourished are the ones 

that are able to respond quickly and efficiently by locational shifts. 

In an environment where overall profitability in an industry is 

declining, only firms operating fran least-cost locations can maintain 
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earnings by 'enlarging their share of a shrinking market. Such loca 

tional shifts, rroreover, need not be acccmpanied by absolute reduc 

tions in capacity. Frequently, relative changes in its international 

distribution are sufficient to restore profitability. Despite same 

progress, under-investment overseas is part of the textile industry's 

current problems. 

These and other differences in the adjustment behavior between 

the textile and clothing industries have led to marked differences in 

their profitability, which are masked by the oamrnon practice of 

lumping them together. A majority of firms in the textile industry 

have noticeably Unproved their initial poor performance by means of 

competitive strategies involving capital renewal, selective special 

ization, and direct foreign investments since 1983. However, the ill 

advised emphasis on capital-intensity, inability to develop special 

ization, absence of product developnent, and absence of locational 

shifts has not materially altered the competitive position of the 

clothing industry. 

As was pointed out earlier, the footwear industry was able to 

adjust fairly adequately without massive infusions of capital and 

technology. The main ingredients in its success were adjustment in a 

"downward" direction reinforced by intra-industry specialization in 

selected market segments and the development of managerial skills. 

The course of adjustment was facilitated by a more realistic govern 

ment policy that eschewed indefinite support programs. The Canadian 

Import; Tribunal, which was responsible for guiding the footwear import 

policy during the early 1980s, correctly perceived that a gradual 

liberalization would enable the industry to adapt to import oampeti- 

I 
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that "lOOdernization" throogh capital equipnent alone is not always a 

tion. The lesson fran the experience of the footwear industry is also 

correct strategy. 

Restructuring and Empl.~t 

Declining shares of domestic producers in apparent domestic oon- 

sumption need not necessarily result in unemployment. The level of 

employment in an industry falls when either (a) the volume of domestic 

production falls, or (b) the labor coefficient, Le., the éIOOUnt of 
77 

labor required to produce a unit of œtput, falls. The major part 

of employment declines, particularly in the textile industry, is due 

less to falling dcrnestic production, and nore to up-grading of skill 

requirements due to change in capital-intensity, and the fact that new 

jobs do not go to workers displaced as a result of the change in 
78 

production methods. The textile industry's strategy to gradually 

modernize production facilities and replace existing equipment with 

nore productive machinery was probably inevitable, and wruld have 

happened without the active support of the government through capital 

subsidies and other indirect measures which not only lowered the 

relative price of capital to firms but also externalized the risk. The 

goverrment's financial subsidies, hoINever, did influence the speed and 

the timing of capital invest:rœnts. The Sector Firms Program (SFP) of 

the CIRS played a central role in hastening the process of equipment 

The CIRS strategy was to support dynamic firms in a declining 

modernization and, hence, of labor displacement. 

industry as part of the rationalization process. This strategy is not 

without its merits, even thœgh the task of identifying dynamic firms 

is difficult and, at best, subject to a wide margin of error. The 
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bnplicit and perhaps indirect bias of the sector Firm Program against 

smaller firms, which tended to equate dynamism with large size, has 
79 

neither theoretical nor empirical support. Smaller firms, particu- 

larly in the clothing sector, would probably have displayed more 

resilience and innovation in adapting to import oampetition. If so, 

it would also have been possible to trade off slow-downs in labor 

productivity for a more orderly decline of employment in the sector. 

This postulate has same empirical support, as shown by the clothing 

industries in Italy and Germany. A judicious blend of design and 

craftsmanship can make production of same labor-intensive goods feasi- 

ble in mature industrial countries. 

Subsidies to firms in declining industries may be justified on 

efficiency grounds if they facilitate the required outward movement of 

capital and investment and their relocation elsewhere in the economy. 

In fact, there is an interdependence between movements of capital and 

labor. Investment plays a key role in the adjustment process, and its 

own movement acts as a catalyst for the movement of labor. Firm 

subsidies under the aegis of the TCB and the CIRB were given to enable 

them to continue to produce an unchanged output with a smaller labor 

force. As a result, there is little evidence of a net movement of 

resources out of the textile and clothing industries. The attrition 

of labor, largely as a result of vigorous capital-labor substitution, 

was nearly offset by the influx of capital resources into the 

industry. It is also clear that the investment of new capital in the 

industries would have been less in the absence of the government's 

direct and indirect capital subsidies to firms. 

Neither the TeB nor the CIRB paid adequate attention to the 

problem of adjustment of labor. Government aids to textile and cloth- 
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ing industries were ÙDplicitly and explicitly justified on the grounds 

that they WOJld prevent unemployment. In reality, however, the CIRB's 

adjustIœnt assistance to firms under the SFP deepened the problem of 

unemployment and quickened its rate of change. Its policies and 

procedures influenced the layoff behavior of CIRB-assisted firms and 

contributed to the redundancy and separation of a largé proportion of 

textile workers, particularly in the older age group. 

The government assistance to firms by prcm:>ting survival . rather 

than exit, therefore, is the opposite of that to the worker. The AAS 

and LAB programs were almost exclusively geared toward providing 

compensation to workers separated for reasons of old age or other 

causes of redundancy. In fact, the lAB was never nore than a geneI'CAls 

early retirement benefits program for the textile industry, and may 

have contributed to increased layoffs of the older workers whose 
80 

separation tacitly became a part of the adjustment process. The 

justification of the lAB programs for the textile industry on grounds 

that it dÙDinished the resistance to adjustment misses the point by 

equating the layoffs of the older workers with adjustment. The separ- 

ation of older workers in pursuit of rising labor productivity enabled 

the firms to rationalize their production processes, but did not 

assist in bringing about long-run adjustnent through scaling down of 

industry capacity and inter-industry IlOvement. It merely facilitated 

the process of substitution of capital for labor, without a net out- 

ward movement of resorrces , resulting inevitably in a change in the 

occupational structure within the industries and a net loss in employ- 

ment. 

The generally low estimates of wage losses as a result of 

separation of older and technologically redundant workers led to the 
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conclusion that private losses arising fran adjustment were· small 

enough to be offset by lump-sum compensation. The argument is 

essentially correct, but is still second-best on two counts. First, 

it is not clear as to why public assistance should be provided to 

enable certain firms to increase their private profitability through 

upgrading of occupational skill in their production processes without 

bearing any of its major costs. Moreover, the benefits of this sort 

of adjustment continue to remain totally and exclusively appropriable 

by the firms and have no spill-over benefits to the economy at large, 

except in a perverse sense that their absence would have resulted in 

higher trade barriers and, hence, higher econany-wide welfare losses. 

Second, the efficiency losses to the Canadian economy resulting from 

the potential loss of output in alternative employment could have been 

avoided if the process of displacement of workers fran the textile 

industry were to be coordinated with a publicly-assisted program of 

re-employment through enhanced mobility and retraining. In other 

words, the labor adjustment programs inherent in the AAS and LAB would 

have been more intrinsically defensible if their focus were to be 

placed in correcting the labor market linperfections by promoting 

adaptive adjustment, and not merely assisting the firms to achieve 

their "restructuring" objectives at publ i.c cost without any redeeming 

social benefits. 

In addition to standard dead-weight losses in production and 

consumption, government policies to assist textile and clothing indus 

tries had other undersirable consequences. One such consequence has 

been that the protection of the industries' output was not sufficient 

to protect employment. The prlinary explanation lies in the substitu 

tion of capital for labor, which is due to the effect of capital 
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subsidies being super-linposed on long-run protection. The wage rates 

of those that remained in the industry increased, relative to what 

they would have been in the absence of protection. The net effect of 

changes in output; and inJXlt prices has been to reduce total demand for 

labor. 

Nor has the oontinuation of protection and subsidies encouraged 

structural adjustment aimed at making production oampetitive at world 

prices. Assistance by means of protection fram linport competition has 

provided incentives to maintain inefficient production. There have, 

of course, been plant closures, consolidations, merges and other 

structural adjustments within the industry. But the quasi-permanent 

nature of protection, reinforced by overt subsidization, has renoved 

nost of the incentives for the firms to become competitive with 

producers in other countries. Large sections of the industry remain 

non-competitive, and are expected to remain so. 

Thus the high level of protection accorded to textile and 

clothing industries since 1970 has failed to achieve its two 

ostensible objectives, viz., protecting employment and encouraging 

nore efficient production. When net subsidy-equivalents of protection 

are added to direct government grants, they amount to a sizable 

transfer to the industries. By contrast, adjustment has been tenta 

tive and minimal. One of the unforeseen consequences of protection 

and assistance measures has been their unwitting anti-labor bias. 

Protection failed to protect jobs, while direct government assistance 

merely subsidized owners of capital assets. 

Political Influences 

Any analysis of protection and direct subsidization of the 
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textile and clothing sector would be grossly incomplete without a 

parallel analysis of the underlying "pol it.Ical market," in which demand 
81 

and supply of protection is determined. It would indeed be futile 

to attempt to explain the generally high levels of protection in the 

TCF industries and their rising trend and durability, exclusively in 

terms of economic variables. But to recognize this is not to assert, 

as is often the case, that only }X)litical motives and constraints have 

exclusive claim to legitimacy and relevance. To do that would be to 

undermine the essential properties of a market economy, and would open 

the door to all sorts of inefficiencies in the name of political 

expediency. While there is a legitimate role for government interven- 

tion in Impor t+re Lated adjustment, as was shown in Chapter I, such 

intervention must complement rather than supplant the underlying 

market forces. Furthermore, in instances where adjustment and reallo- 

cation is costly, unsure, and difficult, there are valid arguments for 

"Ieaninq against" the market by slowing down the speed of adjustment, 

but not for maintenance of the status-guo or, at worse, for 

frustrating adjustment. The price signals provided by labor and 

capital markets are necessary and des~.rable for correct adjustment and 

should not be tampered with. Finally, tactical behavior involving 

sub-optimizing in the light of political constraints, while defensible 

in the short-run, should not be considered a permanent and unalterable 

constraint. Tb do so would imply that political institutions and 

processes that give rise to such constraints are themselves optimal 

and should not be changed. The search for better adjustment policies 

must include a reappraisal, and if necessary a mitigation, of these 

political constraints themselves. 
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The oost rote-worthy pol It ical "constraint" that appears to have 

played a part in the design of Canadian protection policies boward the 
82 

TCF sectors is the political voice of the textile lobby. Strong 

political pressure exerted by the textile industry exhibits an 

intriguing display of narrow sectoral issues being elevated to 

national bnportance. The fact that such political pressures were 

incommensurate with their intrinsic merit is explained by two factors. 

First, the textile industry has been successful in keeping textiles 

and apparel together for garnering larger political support, but in 

fact rising bnports have been a problem only for the apparel sector. 

In fact, protection for the textile industry reduces the effective 

protection afforded to value-added in apparel production, and is not 

an insignificant factor in the latter's lack of competitiveness. 

Second, owners and managers of firms in both the textile and apparel 

industries have forged an improbable alliance with organized labor 

groups in demanding protection and overt subsidization, even thoogh 

corporate strategies of "rest.ructur inq" are against the enploynent 

interest of workers. This alliance is explained paradoxically by the 

trade barriers themselves. Trade barriers result in an increase in 

producers surplus, i.e., rronopoly profits and the distorted wage 

differential accruing to a smaller number of workers, and rrotivate 

both factors to act in roncert. 

But the crucial question eoncerns , not the existence of powerfu l 

sectional interests of the textile industry, but rather the govern- 

ment's response to it. It wruld be bnplausible to argue, as is fre- 

quently done, that the "suppl.y" of protection on the part of decision- 

makers was merely a passive reaction to }X>litical pressures. It is 

evident that democratical1y-elected governments, both at the federal 
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and provincial levels, are vulnerable to political pressures fram 

industries employing a significant number of workers with a marked 

regional orientation. But the fact that the process of acoammodation 

to political pressures is selective (same and not all political 

pressure are listened to) and trade barriers are not accorded across 

the-board to all those who "demand" it suggests that the decision 

making process was much more oamplicated than is generally recognized. 

The whole array of government interventions in this sector cannot be 

dismissed as mere poli tical opportunism, even thouqh the industry 

pressure for protection may have provided a convenient band-wagon for 

political parties and individual politicians. Other systematic 

factors were at play. 

The distress of the textile and clothing industries in Canada 

attributed to import competition is real and has not been conjured up 

to garner higher "rents". But the causes of this distress are located 

elsewhere. They are explained by a syndrome of the long history of 

protection, the absence of adjustment throuqh phasing rut of non 

competitive firms, and a long-term secular decline which is aggravated 

by the emergence of highly competitive sources of supply, initially 

from Japan in the 1950s and fram a small number of NICs since then. 

It is inconceivable that any government would have totally avoided 

intervention in the light of deteriorating competitiveness of the 

industry and the consequent need to do something. This is reinforced 

by international pressures arising from simultaneous intervention in 

all major industrial countries and the increasing institutionalization 

of organized marketing arrangements in international trade in textiles 

and apparel. The major failures of government policy directed toward 
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tive due to the lack of capital investment in the industry. Third, 

this sector are due not to intervention per se but to incorrect and 

perverse intervention which is itself traceable to an incorrect 

perception of the problem and the solutions. 

The perception of the problem, viz, the distress of the textile 

and clothing industries, rested on the following assumptions. First, 

the industries were non-competitive because of "low wages" and govern- 

ment subsidization in developing countries, and the state-trading 

practices in East European countries. Second, they were non-canpeti- 

that these industries would disappear altogether if protection and 

other life support systems were discontinued. This perception of the 

problem was basically that of the industry itself but had permeated 

all echelons of government policy-making. The real political puzzle 

is to explain as to how a self-serving industry position carne to be 

widely shared by policy-makers and formed an almost exclusive basis 

for government intervention. 

The adjustment policies, and their supporting rœchani sms, first 

enunciated by the Textile Policy of 1970 and continued unchanged since 

then, reflect no independent analysis or empirical verification of the 

key questions. The policies of the Textile and Clothing Board were 

shaped in large part by what was generally believed to be the dominant 

industry position, which was never subjected to close public 
83 

scrutiny. The TeB never seriously investigated the contention of 

the textile industry that Canadian imports of textiles were subsidized 

by governments of exporting countries. If this was indeed true then 

the nature of intervention in the form of oounter-vailjng duties in 

line with the GÀTT code of subsidies would have been markedly differ- 

ent than the one which was actually undertaken. The perception of the 
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import and adjustment problem by the TCB fram a narrow perspective 

resulted in a situation in which intervention policies relevant to 

sectors in which Canada has actual and potential international 

comparative advantage were applied to industries that are unlikely to 

regain their pre-1960 status and be competitive without indefinite 

protection and subsidization. 

Lessons for the Future 

If the success rate of adjustment efforts is to be raised, better 

policy packages need to be devised. The newer policy packages for 

the TCF sectors should evolve in a broader context encompassing a few 

essential preconditions. First, the TCF policies should be placed in 

the context of a oamprehensive and consistent domestic policy designed 

to facilitate structural change in Canada's industry and employment. 

Such a broader framework must necessarily deal with the question of 

"declining" industries in a global context of multilateral and 

bilateral trade relations. The sector-specific framework necessary to 

identify sectoral problems must be supplemented with the more 

comprehensive framework suggested here to avoid losing sight of the 

interrelatedness of the econamy and to curb the propensity of sector 

specific approaches to create negative externalities fram their own 

narrowly-based policies and actions. Second, it would be desirable to 

evolve a policy-making environment which relies less on government 

intervention and more on "indicative" signals that prompt firms to 

mold their strategic responses to changes in market conditions and 

competitive environment. Intervention would still be required, but 

should be undertaken only when markets work imperfectly, such as in 

the case of sluggish labor markets and regional disparities. Such a 
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market-oriented framework for intervention should not focus 

exclusively on short-run costs of adjustment to the neglect of its 

long-run benefits. Such an orientation of government intervention 

policies would allow an explicit recognition of the fact that a given 

industry's market structure significantly affects the ways in which 

firms in the industry bring about adjustment. This enhanced 

understanding of the close connection between market structure and the 

nature of firms' adjustment will allow a more judicious blend of 

various aampeting forms of trade barriers, and of trade barriers and 

direct subsidies. 

Given the over-all focus, viz., a aamprehensive policy-making 

framework which relies more on market-induced mechanism and less on 

intervention, the contours of desirable intervention in the textile 

and clothing sectors may now be summarized. 

Broadly defined, there are three alternative responses by the 

federal government to import-related problems in the TCF sectors and 

correspondingly divergent adjustment paths. The first of these is a 

total reliance on markets and a oamplete absence of sector-specific 

protection and direct subsidies, but with general, nation-wide 

assistance programs such as the UIC (unemployment insurance 

oammission) and the Canada Manpower Training and Mobility programs, as 

well as the various provincial assistance programs. The adjustment 

path generated by this option will be characterized by a rapid 

adjustment of the "bang-bang" type with a drastic curtailment of 

output and capacity, particularly in the clothing industry. The 

market will bring about a speedy adjustment but the cost of adjustment 

will be high, though confined to a shorter time period. 

The second alternative is to maintain the status quo and the 
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existing capacity and size of the two industries, while the actual 

output levels may fluctuate with cyclical swings of demand. The 

resulting adjustment scenario linplies an indefinite maintenance of 

protective structures, though not necessarily of direct subsidies. 

The protective structure would still allow possibilities of substitu 

tion between tariffs, QRs, and negotiated voluntary export restraints. 

Neither ORs nor tariff-equivalents of VERs are very likely, however, 

as long as textile and clothing trade is governed by the MFA (and its 

future extensions?) and is thus outside of the normal GATT rules. The 

continuation of protection will mean continuing welfare losses to 

consumers, and continuing net loss of anployment opportunities in the 

sector accompanied by gradual changes in the occupational structure. 

The change in occupational structure and the net employment loss will, 

however, be less rapid than in the past, prlinarily because possibili 

ties of capital -labor subst~tution and of introducing new technology 

are very nearly exhausted. Nonetheless, continuing protection will 

have the effect of condemning a sizable proportion of Canadian labor 

force to low-productivity employment. Despite protection, the goal of 

achieving "international canpetitiveness" will remain as unrealistic 

as it was when first enunciated, even though the canpetitive pressure 

fram the NICs may lessen as they diversify their economies away fram 

textiles and clothing. But the clothing industry is likely to remain 

crowded with producers as export platforms vacated by the NICs are 

filled up by the entry of would-be NICs, most notably China. 

The third possible response is that of affirmative adjustment 

where underlying market forces are supplemented by correct adjustment 

policies in producing a long-run equilibrium with a gradual elimina- 

I ~ 
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tion, or at least a substantial reduction, of trade barriers. The 

adjustment path associated with this scenario is markedly different 

fran those of the other two, althoogh the final equilibrium will 

coincide with the one resulting from reliance on unfettered markets. 

The distinguishing features of this path are a moderation of the speed 

of adjustment to minllnize its short-run private costs without affect 

ing its direction, and sharply-focused government intervention 

policies based on same mixture of efficiency and equity and a smaller 

number of instruments. In addition to achieving more normal levels of 

protection, it would also seem important to redress the tendency 

toward protection-induced inappropriately capital-intensive modes of 

production. There is a potentially llnportant role for policy in 

increasing the employment content of adjustment measures supported by 

the government. The trade-off between slower productivity growth and 

higher employment retention may make down-size adjustment more palat 

able. OVerall, this adjustment scenario implies a political cammit 

ment to gradually scale down the size of the clothing and textile 

industries to a level compatible with the elllnination of the more 

blatant forms of protectionism. It also irnpl.ies no "free lunch" to 

powerful sectional interests and a restoration of normal price signals 

and economic motivations in the sector. An linportant by-product for 

the government would be to avoid getting caught in a vicious circle 

where incorrect policies to deal with an existing disequilibrium 

generate other distortions which provide a rationale for further 

intervention which will likely entrench and aggravate the existing 

disequilibrium. 

The analysis in this study suggests that all three industries 

have adjusted to varying extents and in different ways. The adjust- 
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rrent in the footwear industry is nearly canplete, and no further 

government intervention is required. The textile industry is farthest 

along in adapting to changing circumstances. As a result, government 

intervention in this sector is quickly approaching a point of 

dlininishing returns. The "need" for textile industry protection 

should, therefore, be reassessed in the light of a possible Canada-USA 

bilateral free trade agreement. Depending on this particular assess- 

ment, some protection through moderate tariff levels seems adequate to 

ensure its future viability along competitive lines. The scaling down 

of protection in the textile industry is bound to have a favorable 

effect on competitiveness of the clothing industry by freeing the cost 

of its major input from protection-induced increases. The cost of 

fabrics is nearly 50 per cent of the total cost of production of 

clothing, and a significant reduction in this cost will enable apparel 

production to increase its profitability. In addition, there is the 

further need for tariff-induced measures for promoting off-shore 

processing activities. Any continuing trade barriers in the industry 

must relinquish their comprehensiveness, and should instead become 

selective in order to provide incentives for product specialization. 
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Table 2 

Clothing: Value of Shipments of Goods of Own Manufacture, 1975-1982 
(thousands of dollars) 

Camodity 
Classification 
SIC Gode 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Men's 
Clothing 
Factories 877.9 1015.6 1041.1 1171.5 1378.1 1513.4 1511. 6 1364.4 
SIC 2431 

Men's 
Clothing 

Contractors 65.2 74.2 77.3 103.1 121.6 112.9 131.2 150.2 
SIC 2432 

~n's 
Clothing 
Factories 847.0 913.5 958.4 1311.4 1338.6 1467.6 1467.6 1471.9 
SIC 2441 

v.anen's 
Clothing 

Contractors 76.8 86.9 84.4 119.9 144.2 138.8 154.3 176.5 
2442 

Children's 
Clothing 
Industry 171.0 177.5 174.4 217.7 264.0 287.0 292.2 306.3 

245 

Foundation 
Gannent 
Industry 68.8 74.2 83.3 87.8 96.2 104.0 114.7 109.0 
SIC 2480 

(1) 
1btal 2106.3 2342.0 2418.9 2819.7 3315.6 3494.8 3671. 5 3578.3 

tbte (l) 1btal may not add up due to rounding. 

Source: Statistics canada Catalogue No. 31-203. 



Table 3 

Clothing: Value of Shipments of Goods of Own Manufacture, 1982-1984 
(million dollars) 

SIC Code 
1980 Category 1982 1983 1984 

2431 Men's & Boys' Coat 
Industry 198.0 189.0 229.6 

2432 Men's & Boys' Suits 
& Jackets 342.0 345.5 355.8 

2433 Men's & Boys' Pant 
Industry 445.5 490.4 461.8 

2434 Men's & Boys' Shirts 
& Underwear 401.2 436.5 450.3 

2435 Men's & Boys' Cloth- 
ing Contractors 135.7 129.9 155.1 

2441 Wcmen' s Coats 
& Jackets 244.2 256.3 261.2 

2442 W:men's 
Sp::>rtswear 552.9 594.8 627.7 

2443 Wcmen's 
Dresses 298.2 319.9 318.2 

2444 Wcmen's Blouses 
& Shirts 148.6 153.5 152.4 

2445 WOmen's Clothing 
Contractors 182.1 188.3 217.6 

2450 Children's 
Clothing 326.9 348.0 364.4 

2490 Other Clothing & 
Apparel Industries 1348.7 1439.0 1580.8 

1bta1 Clothing 4624.2 4891.1 5174.9 

Source: Statistics canada Catalogue No. 31-203. 



Table 4 

(a) 
Footwear Industry: Shipments, 1971-1984 

Year Shipments 

1971 242.2 

1972 252.4 

1973 286.3 

1974 320.9 

1975 351.2 

1976 396.9 

1977 389.9 

1978 461.5 

1979 600.4 

1980 618.7 

1981 704.4 

1982 728.9 

1983 766.0 

1984 856.4 

Note: (a) 1970 SIC Code applies until 1981. The 1980 SIC code applies from 
1982 onwards and includes Rubber footwear. 

Source: Statistics canada Cat. No. 31-203. 
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Table 8 

Apparent Consumption of Clothing, 1975-84 
(million 9annents) 

Average Annual 
Rate of Growth 

Cat~o~ 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 in .2!£ cent 
All clothing 
(control nos. 32, 
37 to 50) 523.2 511.6 524.7 515.2 534.0 497.9 536.5 577.9 1.0 

'~inter 
CUten.ear 7.9 7.7 7.6 6.2 5.7 6.2 5.2 4.8 -5.0 

Pants, shorts 
and overalls 73.9 82.7 82.9 84.4 82.1 76.0 88.5 89.5 2.0 

Blouses, shirts, 
t-shirts and 
sweatshirts 117.5 112.3 111.3 100.8 119.3 113.2 123.3 134.3 1.4 

Sleepwear, 
bathrobes, and 
dressing 
Çpwn5 31.7 28.5 33.2 34.7 39.0 35.2 35.5 37.6 1.7 

Dresses, skirts, 
suits, sets and 
coordinates 51. 7 48.9 55.1 56.4 54.5 52.7 63.5 67.1 '2.6 

Fbl.mdation 
Garments 24.9 21.9 21.1 20.5 21.1 16.9 19.5 19.4 -2.5 

Unden.ear 106.5 108.8 114.7 117.2 118.6 103.0 103.9 111.7 0.5 

CUter jackets, 
coats and 
shopcoats 13.2 11.7 13.5 12.6 14.2 14.7 15.2 19.1 3.8 

Sportscoats, 
blazers and 
fine suits 4.2 4.6 4.3 3.9 3.6 3.2 2.9 3.1 -3.0 

Tailored collar 
shirts 26.2 32.6 31.9 30.6 26.4 26.7 25.6 28.4 0.8 

Sweaters, 
po l Iovers and 
cardigans 56.1 42.9 38.4 37.7 39.5 36.9 41.2 44.4 -2.3 

Source: Canada, Textile and Clothing Board (1985), Textile and Clothi!!9 In9.!:!i!:ï, 
Vol. 2, Ottawa • . . 
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Table 11 

Clothing: Production and Related WOrkers, 1974-1982 
(thousand persons) 

SIC Percentage 
Code Change 
1970 Category 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1974-82 

2441 \'bnen's 
Clothing 

Factories 25.7 26.8 26.7 25.9 26.0 26.9 25.3 25.4 24.2 -5.8 

2442 \tOnenls 
Clothing 

Contractors 9.8 9.2 9.4 8.1 10.6 10.7 9.6 9.6 9.9 1.0 

2431 Menis 
Clothing 
Factories 32.2 32.3 33.4 30.6 30.7 29.5 28.1 27.2 24.2 -24.8 

2432 Menis 
Clothing 

Contractors 7.7 7.3 7.3 6.8 8.1 8.0 7.1 7.9 7.9 2.6 

2450 Children's 
Clothing 
Industry 6.3 5.9 5.6 5.0 5.2 5.7 5.6 5.2 5.5 -12.7 

2480 Foondation 
Gannents 
SIC 2480 3.4 2.9 2.8 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.2 -35.3 

'lOfALS 85.1 84.4 85.2 78.9 83.1 83.1 77.9 77.9 73.9 -13.2 

Source: Statistics Canada, Cat. Nos. 34-217, 24-216 



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Table 12 

Clothing: Production and Related Workers, 1982-1984 
(thousand persons) 

SIC Code Percentage 
1980 Category 1982 1983 1984 Change 

2431 Men's & Boys' 
Coat Industry 3.9 3.9 4.1 5.1 

2432 Men's & Boys' 
SUits & Jackets 6.3 6.1 6.3 0 

2433 Men's and Boys' 
Pant Indus try 7.2 7.7 6.5 -9.7 

2434 Men's & Boys' Shirts 
and Unde~ar 7.6 8.1 8.5 12.0 

2435 Men's & Boys' Cloth- 
ing Contractors 7.2 7.8 8.6 19.4 

2441 Wcrnen's Coats & 
Jackets 4.4 4.2 4.2 -4.5 

2442 Wcrnen' s Sportwear 8.6 8.4 8.1 -5.6 

2443 Wanen's Dresses 4.3 4.3 3.8 -11.6 

2444 WCInen's Blouses 
& Shirts 2.3 2.5 2.3 0 

2445 Women's Clothing 
Contractors 10.4 11.7 12.4 19.2 

2450 Children's 
Clothing 6.1 6.5 6.7 9.8 

2490 Other Clothing & 
Apparel Industries 24.5 25.4 26.0 6.1 

Totals 92.7 96.6 97.4 5.1 

Source: Statistics canada Catalogue Nos. 34-216, 34-217, 34-218. 
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Table 17 
Clothing Emports, 1975-1984 

(million garments) 

Category 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

All clothing 
(control nos. 
32, 37, 50) 180.9 163.7 167.3 141.3 165.5 166.4 202.4 237.3 

winter 
QJterwear 2.0 1.6 2.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.6 

Pants, shorts 
and overalls 27.5 23.7 23.4 21.3 25.0 24.9 32.5 34.3 

Blooses, shirts, 
t-shirts and 
sweatshirts 62.6 60.1 57.9 43.5 53.4 52.2 60.9 70.7 

Sleepwear, bath- 
robes and 

dressing gowns 4.9 4.5 6.2 3.9 5.0 4.9 6.3 7.7 

Rainwear 1.2 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.7 2.3 

Dresses, skirts, suits 
set and oo-ordinates 14.8 13.1 15.4 12.8 16.2 16.0 23.7 29~4 

Fo..mdation 
gannents 2.5 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.1 1.5 2.8 3.1 

SwirrMear 3.0 2.5 2.9 2.8 2.9 3.0 4.3 6.6 

Underwear 14.5 13.0 14.6 13.4 14.4 14.2 16.3 19.3 

orter jackets, 
coats and shopcoats 5.1 4.3 5.2 5.3 7.4 8.7 9.2 13.4 

Sportsooats, blazers 
and fine suits 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.7 

Tailored 
col lar shirts 12.5 12.5 13.4 12.2 11.8 14.1 14.4 18.3 

Sweaters, p • .1ll- 
overs and cardigans 29.5 24.1 20.5 20.4 23.9 23.1 28.0 29.7 

Source: Canada, Textile and Clothing Board (1985), Textile and.Clothing Inquiry, 
vol. 2, Ottawa. 
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Table 19 

Clothing Imports, 1975-1984 
(million pieces) 

SaJrce 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

Imports fran 
~ve1oped 
Countries 25.3 18.6 20.5 18.2 18.5 16.8 16.7 20.3 

Imports fran 
the u.s. 10.7 7.2 9.2 9.8 10.0 7.7 6.8 6.7 

Imports fran low- 
cost oountries 151. 7 143.2 144.4 121.7 146.0 148.6 184.6 213.9 

'Ibta1 Imports 180.9 163.8 167.3 141.3 165.5 166.4 202.4 237.3 

Source: Canada, Textile and Clothing Board (1985) , Textile and Clothi~ 
Inquiry, Vol. 2, Ottawa. 
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Table 22 
Dmports of Chi1dren's/Infants' Footwear, 1973-1985 

(million dollar) 

Year Boot and Shoes Boot and Shoes Sandals, Except Total 
leather NES Beach Type 

1973 2.0 0.4 0.5 2.9 

1974 2.9 0.9 0.7 4.5 

1975 2.7 0.8 0.8 4.4 

1976 3.3 1.4 1.5 6.2 

1977 3.5 1.2 1.8 6.5 

1978 2.6 2.1 1.7 6.4 

1979 2.2 3.0 2.5 7.6 

1980 1.9 2.7 1.8 6.4 

1981 2.6 3.3 1.9 7.8 

1982 2.9 3.7 . 2.0 . 8.6 

1983 2.5 4.3 1.1 7.9 

1984 2.6 4.9 1.5 9.0 

1985 3.4 5.7 0.9 10.0 

*'Ibtals may not add up due to rounding. 

source : Canadian Import; Tr Ibunal. (1985), Re~rt Respecti~ the Canadian Footwear Indust!::i£ Ottawa. 
Statistics Canada Cat. No. 65-203. 
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Table 29 

Clothing: Import Penetration Ratios, 1978-1984 
(in percent) 

low oost HK/ JRve10ped 
Total countr ies SK ASEAN camtries others 

All Clothing 
1978 32 28 13.0 0.6 3.6 .3 
1980 27 24 9.8 1.3 3.0 .2 
1982 33 30 13.0 1.9 3.0 .1 
1984 41 37 13.0 4.6 3.5 .5 

Winter OUterwear 
1978 20 19 17.0 .4 1.0 
1980 24 22 19.0 1.6 1.5 
1982 26 22 19.0 .6 3.6 
1984 32 30 23.0 1.9 2.1 

Pants 
1978 29 25 10.0 .1 2.4 .9 
1980 25 21 7.9 .4 3.2 .7 
1982 33 29 7.8 2.9 3.3 .4 
1984 38 35 11.3 4.9 3.0 .2 

Blooses 
1978 54 50 22.5 .6 3.6 .1 
1980 43 39 12.9 1.8 3.8 
1982 46 43 16.7 1.2 3.3 
1984 53 49 16.0 5.5 3.0 .2 

SleepNear 
1978 16 14 .5 .3 1.5 
1980 11 10 .3 .4 1.1 
1982 14 13 .5 .5 1.0 
1984 20 19 1.4 3.1 1.3 

Rainwear 
1978 57 51 18.0 9.3 5.2 
1980 51 48 16.0 3.4 
1982 54 51 15.0 3.4 
1984 65 63 12.0 .2 2.2 

Dresses, Skirts 
1978 27 19 7.9 2.0 7.4 .2 
1980 23 17 5.3 3.4 5.0 .2 
1982 30 24 6.1 4.1 6.0 .2 
1984 44 38 6.6 8.5 5.0 .4 

contd •••••• 

, . 
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Table 29 (cont'd) 

lDw Cost HK/ Developed 
Total countries SK ASEAN countries others 

Foondation Garment 
1978 9 5 2.2 3.1 3.8 
1980 10 5 1.9 2.9 4.6 
1982 9 6 2.8 1.5 3.1 
1984 16 11 6.0 1.0 5.0 

SwilThYear 
1978 42 30 20.0 .2 10.0 1.4 
1980 40 31 9.4 .1 8.6 .8 
1982 39 32 5.9 .3 6.8 .8 
1984 55 50 11.0 8.0 4.2 .8 

Undetv.1ear 
1978 12 9 5.8 .3 2.5 .5 
1980 12 9 5.5 .2 2.6 .3 
1982 14 11 6.9 .5 2.5 .1 
1984 17 12 7.0 2.0 3.5 1.5 

CUter Jackets 
1978 37 29 22.0 .4 6.5 .7 
1980 42 35 17.0 3.0 6.5 .7 
1982 59 54 28.0 2.1 3.8 .2 
1984 70 66 37.0 6.4 3.9 .3 

S}X>rtscoats 
1978 15 12 6.4 2.5 
1980 17 14 6.5 .7 2.9 - 
1982 19 17 8.0 .4 2.2 
1984 22 19 8.8 .4 2.9 .3 

Fine Suits 
1978 18 16 9.2 1.6 
1980 18 16 7.6 .6 1.8 
1982 22 20 8.0 .5 1.8 .1 
1984 18 15 9.9 .8 3.3 .1 

Tailored Shirts 
1978 38 37 22.0 1.2 1.5 
1980 40 38 20.0 2.6 2.3 
1982 53 51 27.0 6.3 2.0 
1984 64 62 28.0 6.2 1.7 

SWeaters 
1978 56 50 25.0 .1 6.0 .2 
1980 54 49 26.0 .9 5.2 
1982 63 58 33.0 1.5 4.5 .4 
1984 67 61 34.0 3.2 5.9 .3 

SaJrce: Canada, Textile and Clothing Board (1985, Textile and C1othi~ 
InquiE,ï, Vol. 2, Ottawa. 
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Table 35 

Concentration Ratios in Clothin~ Industries, 1970 and 1980 
SIC Leading Enterprise Concentration Ratios 
Code Based of Values of Shipments 
1970 Industry 4 8 12 16 20 50 

2431 Men's Clothing 
Factories 

1970 12.0 19.6 24.9 29.8 34.0 54.7 

1980 20.6 27.3 33.1 38.3 42.7 64.1 

2432 Men's Clothing 
Contractors 

1970 16.8 27.3 35.6 43.0 49.2 77.0 

1980 16.4 26.6 35.5 42.8 48.6 76.1 

2441 W::Jnen's Clothing 
Factories 

1970 8.0 11.7 14.9 17.8 20.3 35.6 

1980 6.4 11.9 16.4 20.5 24.0 42.7 

2442 WOmen's Clothing 
Contractors 

1970 8.8 14.9 20.1 23.9 27.3 46.8 

1980 6.9 11.9 15.6 18.9 21.9 39.9 

249 Children's Clothing 
Industry 

1970 13.1 24.6 34.1 40.8 46.8 78.6 

1980 21.0 31.9 39.8 46.3 52.6 84.1 

248 Foundation Garment 
Industry 

1970 54.6 72.1 83.0 91.1 96.9 100.0 

1980 66.3 88.8 96.8 99.7 100.0 

" Source: Statistics canada Catalogue No. 31-402 
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Table 37 

Herfindahl Indices (Value Added) for the Textile Sector 

SIC 
(1970 ) 1970 1980 

182 WOol Yarn and Cloth Mills 0.0556 0.0816 

1831 Fibre and Filament Yarn Manufacturers 0.2338 0.3384 

1832 Throwsters, Spun Yarn & Cloth Mills 

184 Cordage and TWine Industry 

0.0496 

0.2429 

0.0496 

0.1950 

1851 Fibre Processing Mills 0.0934 0.1594 

1852 Pressed and Punched Felt Mills 0.2039 0.1516 

186 Carpet, Mat and Rug Industry 0.0821 0.1037 

1871 Cotton and Jute Bags Manufacturers 0.1729 

1872 Canvas Products Manufacturers 0.0321 

0.1240 

0.0337 

188 Automobile Fabric Accessories Industry 0.2449 ·0.2775 

1891 Thread Mills 

1982 Narrow Fabric Mills 

0.3384 

0.1102 

0.2750 

0.0738 

1983 Eilt>roidery 0.0339 0.0587 

1894 Textile Dyeing and Finishing Plants 0.0462 0.0933 

1899 Miscellaneous Textiles 0.0838 0.0490 

231 Hosiery Mills 0.0336 0.0515 

2391 Knitted Fabric Manufacturers 0.0566 0.0408 

2392 Other Knitting Mills 0.0215 0.0212 

Source: Statistics Canada, Cat. No. 31-402 • 
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Table 39 

Clothing: Value-Added Per Production Worker, 1978-1982 
(thousand dollars) 

CaTrrodity Average Annual 
Classification Rate of Growth 
SIC Code 1970 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 (per cent) 

Men's Clothing 
Contractors 11.3 13.5 14.2 14.7 16.2 7.5 
SIC 2432 

Men's Clothing 
Factories 18.3 22.9 26.2 27.9 27.3 8.3 
SIC 2431 

WOmen's Clothing 
Contractors 9.9 11.8 12.8 14.4 15.6 9.5 
SIC 2442 

WOmen's Clothing 
Factories 20.0 23.1 24.5· 27.6 27.9 6.9 
SIC 2441 

Children's Clothing 
Industry 19.1 20.8 22.8 25.4 25.7 6.1 
SIC 2450 

FOundation Garment 
Industry 19.8 24.1 28.2 27.1 32.3 10.3 
SIC 2480 

Total Clothing 19.7 22.2 24.8 26.9 27.0 6.5 

SaJrce: Statistics Canada, Catalogue No. 31-203. 



Table 40 

Clothing: Value-Added per Production Worker, 1982-1984 
(thousand dollars) 

Average Annual 
SIC COde ·Rate of Growth 
1980 Category 1982 1983 1984 (per cent) 

2431 Men's & Boys' Coat 
Industry 26.2 24.5 27.5 1.6 

2432 Men's & Boys' Suits 
& Jackets 26.6 26.6 28.3 2.0 

2433 Men's & Boys' 
Pant Industry 29.2 32.0 35.1 6.3 

2434 Men's & Boys' Shirts 
& Underwear 26.0 26.6 26.0 0 

2435 Men's & Boys' Clothing 
Contractors 16.0 14.0 15.4 -1.5 

2441 \-Onen's Coats & 
Jackets 27.4 29.6 30.1 3.2 

2442 WOmen's 
Sportswear 29.9 33.9 35.7 6.1 

2443 WOmen's 
Dresses 29.9 34.5 37.9 8.2 

2444 WOmen's Blouses 
& Shirts 26.7 29.5 29.6 3.5 

2445 WOmen's Clothing 
Contractors 15.6 13.7 14.8 -1.6 

2450 Children's 
Clothing 25.2 26.0 26.9 2.2 

2490 Other Clothing & 
Apparel Industries 27.9 29.4 31.6 4.2 

1btal Clothing 25.4 26.3 27.6 2.8 

Source: Statistics Canada, Catalogue l'b. 31-203. 
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Table 41 

Value-Added per Production Worker in the Footwear Industry 
(thousand dollars) 

1970 7.8 

1971 8.1 

1972 8.6 

1973 9.7 

1974 11.4 

1975 11.9 

1976 14.5 

1977 16.5 

1978 17.9 

1979 21.1 

1980 23.2 

1981 25.3 

1982 27.4 
(1 ) 

1983 27.9 

1984 31.0 

Average Annual 
Rate of Growth 9.6% 

Note: (1) Observations for 1~83 and 1984 include Rubber footwear. 

ScAJrce: Statistics canada Cat. No. 31-203, 33-002 • 



Table 42 

(1) 
Investment Expenditures in Textile, Clothing 

and Knitting Sectors 1971-1985 
(million dollar) 

Average Annual 
Rate of Growth 

1971 1975 1980 1985 (per cent) 

Textiles 74.8 163.2 164.0 207.7 7.0 

Clothing 11.8 23.1 32.9 32.9 7.1 

Knitting 15.7 11.0 27.1 25.0 3.1 

lbtal 102.3 197.3 224.0 265.6 6.6 

Note: (1) Investment includes expenditures on construction, nachinery and 
equiprœnt. 

SClJrce: statis:tics Canada Cat. No. 61-205. 
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Table 44 

Size and Scale of Establishments in the Footwear Sector, 1970-1984 

Year Size· SCale·· 

1970 81 631 

1971 81 660 

1972 86 741 

1973 88 862 

1974 85 971 

1975 94 1119 

1976 92 1341 

1977 79 1304 

1978 84 1498 

1979 82 1717 

1980 82 1891 

1981 90 2280 

1982 75 2064 

1983(a) 82 2294 

1984 86 2643 

Note: (a) observations for 1983 and 1984 include Rubber Footwear. 
* Size equals the number of employees per establishment. 
** Scale equals value - Added per establishment in thousand dollar. 

SOUrce: Statistics Canada Cat. No. 31-203, 33-002. 
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Table 49 

Evaluation of Labour Assistance Programs for the 
Textile, Clothing, Knitting, Footwear and Tanning sectors 

(1) 
1981/82-1984/85 

(2) 
1972-1976 

(3) 
1972-1980 

Expenditure of labour 
adjustment programs 
(million dollars) 

122.3 18.4 10.20 

NI..lrTber of 
displaced workers 9265 

Labour assistance per 
displaced worker 

(cbllars) 
13,000 

Labour-generated 
value-added 

(million dollars) 
8595.7 

Assistance as percentage 
of labour generated 

value-added 
1.4 

capital and labour 
assistance as percentage 

of total value-added 
1.8 

Notes: ( 1 ) Programs include lAB and lAP. 
(2) Regular CElC assistance programs. 
( 3 ) lncane maintenance under the MS. 

Sa.lrces: see Table 48. 
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Table 52 

OVerall Change in Employment Attributable to Changes 
in Harne Demand, Exports, Imports and Productivity, 1978-1983(a) 

SIC Change in Change in Change in Change in Change in 
Code Employment Hone Exports Imports Product i- 
1970 due to: Demand vity 

174 Shoe Factories .02 10.79 0.21 -4.70 -6.28 

07 Clothing -5.70 39.04 2.10 -10.72 -36.13 

05 Textile -8.45 35.75 2.37 -7.72 -38.85 
(b) 

06 Knitting -1.77 7.30 0.04 -1.51 -7.60 

Notes: (a) Observations for 1983 are estimates based on the 1970 SIC code. 
(b) Time period for Knitting: 1978-1982. 

Sources: Own calculations. For rœthodology, see footnote 39. 

: 



Table 53 

Indicators of Adjustment in Textiles, Knitting, Clothing 
and Footwear Industries, 1971-1982 

(Based on Constant Prices 1971=100) 

Labour Total Factor 
Productivity Productivity Employment InvestTœnt(l) 

Knitting Per cent 
per year 2.9 1.3 -2.0 -7.5 

Manufacturing 1.5 0.3 3.2 
Difference 1.4 -2.3 -10.7 

Clothing Per cent 
per year 1.3 1.3 -1.0 -3.5 

Manufacturing 1.5 0.3 3.2 
Difference -0.2 -1.3 -6.7 

Textiles Per cent 
per year 2.4 1.8 -1.5 12.5 

Manufacturing 1.5 0.3 3.2 
Difference 0.9 -1.8 -5.7 

Footwear Per cent 
per year 2.0 1.4 -2.0 -10.0 

Manufacturing 1.5 0.3 3.2 
Difference 0.-5 -2.3 -13.2 

Note: (1) Investment in Machinery, Equipment and Buildings. 

Source: Own calculations, based on data in statistics Canada, 
Cat. Nos. 61-205, 13-001, 31-203, 61-213, 13,001. 



Table 54 

Net Econanic Costs of Protection in 
Textiles, Clothing, and Footwear Industries 

($ million) 

Industry and Net Value Value of Net Econanic 
Product Cost withoot of Cost, incl 

Classification COota COota COota 

CwrnING 

2310 Hosiery Mills 2.6 2.5 5.1 
2430 Mens Clothing 18.4 19.1 37.5 
2440 WCJnens Clothing 19.6 20.1 39.7 
2450 Chi1drens Clothing 3.8 4.2 8.0 
2480 Foundation Garments 1.7 0.3 2.0 
2490 Misc. Clothing 3.0 6. 8.4 

Total Clothing 49.1 52.4 101.4 

TEXTILES 

2390 Knitting Mills 65.9 
1810 Cotton yarn and cloth 14.8 
1820 vrol yarn and cloth 6 •. 3 
1830 Man-made fiber yarn and cloth 42.0 
1840 Cordage and twine 0.3 
1851 Fiber processing 0.8 
1852 Felt mills 1.0 
1860 Carpets, mats, rugs 11.2 
1891 Thread mills 1.4 
1892 Narrow mills 2.6 
1880 Auto fabric 18.5 

Total Textiles 164.8 

16.3 30.3 46.6 

Total for TeF Sectors 312.8 

.. 

Source: Hazeldine (1981) 



Table 55 

Estimated Costs of Protection 
(Tariffs and Bilaterial Quotas 

in the Clothing Industry - 1979 
(million dollars) 

QJterwear Shirts All other 'Ibtal of 
garments all garments 

Item Product Category 

1. Conswœr costs 36.2 56.4 374.9 467.4 
of which 

2. QIota rents 4.4 10.9 25.8 41.1 
to foreign 
suppliers 

3. Tariff Revenue 5.7 8.1 79.0 92.8 

4. Gain to 
Ibnestic 
Producers 20.0 27.2 220.0 267.1 

5. Economic 
Waste of 
Resoorces in 
Production 4.5 7.3 34.0 45.7 

6. Loss in Living 
Standard due 
to Reduced 
Consumption 1.6 2.8 16.2 20.7 

7. Net Econanic Cost 
(2+5+6) 10.5 21.0 75.9 107.5 

8. Transfer to Domestic 
Producers as percent 
of Consumers Costs 

(4-1) 0.55 0.48 0.59 0.57 

Source: Jenkins, (1980) 

-. 



Table 56 

Protective Effects of Tariffs and 
()Jotas 00 Clothing ImJx>rts fran 

Selected Developing Oountriesa 1979 

b 
Protect ion as percent of 

1. OJterwear 
2. Structure Suits, 

Blazers 
3. Shirts with tailored 

collars 
4. Blouses and Skirts 
5. Sweaters, Pullovers, 

and cardigans 
6. T-Shirts, Sweatshirts 
7. Trousers, Slack 

(Men's and Boy's) 
8. Trouser, Slacks 

(Women's and Girl's) 
9. OVeralls, Coveralls 
10. Dressesand Skirts 
11. Underwear 
12. Shorts 
13. Pyjamas, SleeÇMear 
14. Foondation Garments 
15. Swimwear 
16. Overcoats, 1bpcoats 

Rainwear 

:roB Net of Net Landed 
IlJty and C)Jota Costc 

0.68 0.60 

0.49 0.43 

0.99 0.74 
0.42 0.34 

0.39 0.33 
0.59 0.41 

0.49 0.33 

0.43 0.34 
0.59 0.37 
0.47 0.32 
0.60 0.41 
0.55 0.37 
0.30 0.24 
0.36 0.31 
0.50 0.35 

0.42 0.38 

Product category 

a. Hong Kong, SaJth Korea, and Taiwan 
b. Protection includes statutory tariffs and quota changes 
c. Landed oost is the sum of FOB values and freight, insurance, and foreign 

tuying costs 

SaJrce: Jenkins, (1980) 

_- 



TABLE 57 

CANADt\ 's t{)N-TARIFF RESTRlCTlooS 00 'lEXl'IIES AND 
CWIHI~ DŒORI'S mcM ras ŒVEI.DPI~ CXXJNTRIES 

(Figures in brackets show the number of categories 
subject to quotas or fixed consultation levels) 

Sector MFA I MFAII MFA III 

Yarn Brazil (1) Brazil (1) 
fbng Kong (1) S. Korea (1) 
S. Korea (2) Malaysia (1) 
Malaysia (1) Philippines (1) 
Philippines (1) Singapore (1) 

Article XIX quota 
on acrylic yarn, 
1976-78 

Fabrics Hong Kong (1) China (2) China (2) 
India (1) Hong Kong India (1) 
S. Korea (3) India (1) S. Korea (3) 

S. Korea (4) 

Article XIX quota 
on double knit 
fabrics, 1976-79 

Made-up China (1) China (4) China (4) 
Garments Hong Kong (1) Hong Kong ( 4 ) India (1) 

India (1) S. Korea (2) 
S. Korea (2) 
Pakistan (1) 

Clothing China (1) China (21) China (12) 
S. Korea (2) Hong Kong (24) Hong Kong (13) 
Singapore (1) India ,(6) India (6) 

S. Korea (19) Indonesia (1) 
Macao (10) S. Korea (15) 
Malaysia (2) Macao (7) 
Philippines (10) Malaysia (3) 
Singapore (7) Philippines (12) 
Sri Lanka (2) Singapore (8) 
Thailand (5 ) Thailand (7) 

Article XIX quota Article XIX 
on shirts 30.11. quota on 17 
1971 to 31.12. clothing items 
1978 29.11.1976 to 

31.12.1978 

-_ Salrce: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (1984) • 



1. The US-Canada Auto Pact of 1965 is the prime example of the long 
run rationalization of Canadian production facilitated by the 
Transitional Assistance Benefit Program (TAB) in place fram 1965 
to 1976 for worker adjustment, and the Autamative Adjustment 
Assistance Program (MA), later subsumed under the Enterprise 
Development Program (EDP) in 1977 for concessional loans to auto 
parts manufacturers. For details, see Matthews (1971), Langdon 
(1977), Robertson and Grey (1984), Department of Regional and 
Industrial Expansion (1985), and Trebilcock (1986). 

2. Theoretical discussions of the adjustment process, and of the 
means for achieving it, are scattered throughout the volumi 
nous literature on the theory of trade barriers and of 
domestic distortions. For recent developments, the reader 
is referred to Magee (1973), Corden (1974), Mayer (1974), Lapan 
(1976), Mussa (1978, 1982), Parsons (1980), Leamer (1981), 
Diamond (1982), Neary (1982), Flam, Persson and Svensson (1983), 
and Harris, Lewis and Purvis (1984). 

3. Market linperfections usually arise when market prices of goods 
and factors do not reflect their true scarcities and marginal 
products in optimal uses. The purpose of counter-vailing g0- 
vernment intervention is to restore the equality between private 
and social values. 

4. See Marvel and Ray (1983). 

5. For more, see Hazeldine (1981). 

6. Intra-industry specialization frequently results in "two-way" 
trade in similar products. But intra-industry trade is not 
strictly necessary for intra-industry adjustment of the kind 
depicted in Figure :2 to take place. As long as total dOIœstic 
market for all varieties of goods produced by an industry (xi, xj 
•••••• xnlx) is partitioned into submarkets for individual xjs 
distributed between domestic and foreign producers, all proper 
ties of intra-industry specialization remain valid. Any two-way 
trade is incidental. 

7. For empirical evidence, see Williamson and Bottri11 (1971), 
Verdoorn and Schwartz (1972), Pre\<KJ (1974), Truman (1975), and 
OWen (1976), among others. 

8. For a formal treatment, see Mussa (1982). 

9. The equivalent-variational measure of welfare loss at A vis-a-vis 
the long-run equilibrium at B, measured in good y, is given by 
the distance EF. Part of this "social" loss is unavoidable if it 
arises fram technical constraints, such as specific nature of 
factors. 

-. 
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la. See, for example, Baldwin and Mutti (1973). 

11. For a fuller analysis, see Parsons (1980). 

12. See, for example, Eaton and Grossman (1985), and Staiger and 
Tabellini (1987). 

13. The differences in the domestic economic impact of alternative 
forms of trade barriers are well-known and will not be repeated 
here. 

14. Factor substitution following a trade barrier is in line with the 
"Stolper-Samuelson" theorem: trade barrier in a labor-intensive 
industry raises wages relative to rentals and prompts firms to 
substitute capital for labor. 

15. Production subsidies, just like trade barriers, distort prices 
faced by producers, and shift production resources to subsidized 
industries or prevent their exit. The subsidy changes the rela 
tive rewards to factors of production, just like a tariff. Con 
sumers continue to trade at world prices, but suffer a con 
sumption loss due to income effects of changes in the output-mix, 
even though their loss is less than what it would be in the case 
of a trade barrier. The effect of a factor subsidy on unit costs 
is similar to the effect of an increase in the relative price of 
the good in question. Therefore", the effect of a factor subsidy 
on the wage-rental ratio and, hence, factor proportions in the 
subsidized industry, is also similar to that of a production 
subsidy and a trade barrier. A capital subsidy to a labor 
intensive industry, for example, lowers the cost of capital 
relative to that of labor in that industry. The effective in 
crease in the wage-rental ratio tends to raise the capital 
intensity of the subsidized sector. A labor subsidy to the 
labor-intensive industry reduces the wage-rental ratio, but capi 
tal-labor ratio still rises, because (as shown by Neary 1978) the 
Stolper-Samuelson effect tending to raise the wage-rental ratio 
is larger than the subsidy effect. 

16. Factor subsidies cause distortions in factor markets. Both capi 
tal and labor are drawn to the subsidized sector, the economy 
operates on a less efficient contract curve and "inside" its 
long-run transformation surface. As a result, the value of 
national incorne is below potent i al , 

17. For details, see Neary (1978). 

18. For a discussion of 'bang-bang' adjustment JX)licies, see Harris, 
Lewis and Purvis (1984). 

19. See Hillman (1977) and \\100d (1974). 

20. For a review of major developments, see Pestieu (1976) and 
Trebilcock (1986). 

21. OWn calculations. 
.: 
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22. High utilization levels of VERs in individual product categories 

linply that restraints are binding, and that Dnport prices would 
have been lower if quota ceilings were to be raised. In a simple' 
regression equation, close to 80 per cent of the variance in the 
index of import prices was explained by quota utilization levels. 

23. This conclusion is highlighted in Jenkins (1980) and Biggs 
(1980). 

24. See Hamilton (l984,1984a). 

25. For details, see Hazeldine (1981) 

26. Canada, Textile and Clothing Board (1985, p. 35). 

27. Hazeldine (1981). 

28. Canadian Import Tribunal (1985, Tables C-I0 and C-ll, pp. 217- 
218). 

29. See MacLeod (1986) and Kuryllowicz (1986). 

30. Canadian Import Tribunal (1985). 

31. These costs are discussed in the next section. 

32. These costs differ sightly from those cited in the text by 
Hazeldine (1981) because wè have recalculated them fram the 
larger tables in Appendix A, and have included the costs of SIC 
2390 in the textiles, rather than the clothing, industry. 

33. For a taxonomy and recent evidence from u.S. industries, see 
Hufbauer and Rosen (1986) and Hufbauer, Berliner and Elliott (1986). 

34. OWn calculations, based on data contained in Tables 1,2,3,5 and 
6. 

35. See Tables 7 and 8, for the growth of apparent consumption. 

36. The empirical results of the econometric model in Hazeldine 
(1981) estimates that a large part of the rise in industry 
selling price of the clothing industry is due to rising cost of 
its inputs, chiefly fabrics. 

37. Own calculations, based on data in Table 38. 

38. Own calculations, based on data in Tables 39 and 40. 

39. The estimation of the sources of employment changes is derived 
fram the basic identity Q = D + X - M which is manipulated 
to yield 

E = liP 
t 

( D + X - DM - PE ) 
t+l 
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and the symbols have the following meaning: 0 = output; D = 
danestic demand; X = export.s r M = import.sr E = employment of 
labor; and P = productivity per worker, i.e., OlE. 

40. Data on occupational shifts in the Canadian TCF sectors is not 
readily available. Such information as exists is based on the 
testLmony of knowledgeable people in industry and government. 
There is also same international experience (OECD 1983, 1987) 
which enhances the plausibility of such changes in the 
occupational structure. 

41. See Barry (1983), and Trebilcock (1986), p. 79. 

42. See Canadian Imp)rt Tribunal, 1985. 

43. For details, see Fortis (1975). 

44. The National Textile Folicy was instituted for "dealing not only 
with protection against disruptive canpetition, but just as 
importantly, providing positive inducements for adjustments, for 
restructuring, and for the optimum use of new technology, 
creative research and design", quoted in Sector Task Force 
(1978); also see Pestieu (1976). 

45. The Sector Task Force on the Canadian Textile and Clothing 
Industries (1978) reiterated that "the broad objectives of the 
Policy as set out in 1970 remain valid: to preserve for the 
domestic industry a reasonable share of the Canadian market 
growth; to build a long-term climate for renewed capital 
investment; to permit the industry to plan for an improved market 
share; to encourage the rationalization, restructuring and 
productivity improvement necessary for long-term viability" (p, 
59) • 

These objectives were to reappear essentially in the same form in 
the 1981 Textile Policy which created the Canadian Industrial 
Renewal Board (CIRB). It is clear that all subsequent pol icy 
initiatives are fiDmly rooted in the 1970 Textile Policy. 

46. The 1970 Textile Policy contained a "lowcost" import; po l i.cy 
empower inq the Textile and Clothing Board to make "formal non 
appealable determinations of serious injury or the threat of 
injury" (Sector Task Force, 1978, p. 19). 

47. The objectives of the eIRE were "to secure for Canada viable and 
competitive textile and clothing industries and to revitalize the 
econany of cornnunities oost vulnerable to foreign competition" 
(News Release, June 19, 1981). 

48. The aims of the SFP were based on two underlying principles: 
(a) "major segments of the industry were fundamentally viable and 
with the existing tariff structure and other normal restraint 
measures (i.e., anti-dumpting and countervailing duties), 
increased access to export markets and adequate encouragement, 
these segments could oove progressively towards viable lines of 
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production on an increasingly conpet i t ive basis internationally". 
(b) "appropriate protection and encouragement woold create 
conditions that woold help the industry plan, invest and develop 
with a greater degree of confidence". (CIRB 1983, 1985). These 
aims essentially reiterate those established in the 1970 Textile 
Policy. 

49. Own calculations based on CIRB (1983, 1985, 1986). 

50. The labor component of the CIRB program was predicated on the 
assumption that "the restructuring process wc:uld, through the 
combined effect of linproved productivity in stronger firms and 
the closure of weaker ones, result in diminished sector 
employment" (CIRB, 1985, p. 9) 

51. Changes in capital-labor ratios connot be estimated directly. 
However, data on changes in value-added per production worker, 
capital investments, and employment (included in the Statistical 
Appendix) appear to be sufficiently robust to warrant this 
conclusion. 

52. The Price Waterhouse conclusion that SFP supported strong firms 
was based on the difference in the performance of recipients and 
non-recipients between 1979 and 1982, with respect to equipmeht 
expenditures. But this hardly settles the issue of the criteria 
for initial selection, since the better performance of recipients 
in capital equipment expenditures cannot be independent of the 
CIRB's assistance. See Price Waterhouse Inc. (1986) p. 61. 

53. Price Waterhouse Inc. (1986) p. 62. 

54. The "rule of 80", for instance, meant that an individual woold be 
eligible for lay-off benefits if his age plus year of service in 
the industry added up to 80. However, the extension of the 
benefits to relatively young workers was confined, according to 
the eligibility criteria, to certain limited circumstances and 
financial hardship. 

55. This inference is based on data contained in the Labor Adjustment 
Policy Review (1985). 

56. These and the following data are based on Labor Adjustment 
Benefits Policy Review (1985). 

57. See Labor Force Tracking Project (1979), and Glenday and Jenkins 
(1981). 

58. Glenday and Jenkins (1981). 

59. Labor Force Tracking Project (1979). 

60. Glenday and Jenkins (1981). 

-. 61. Labor Force Tracking Project (1979), Table 16, p. 35. 
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62. The displacement survey samples (1977 and 1978) included in the 
Labor force Tracking Project Study are drawn fram textiles, 
clothing, footwear, pulp and paper, shipbuilding and electronics 
sectors. 

63. See Canadian Anti-Dumping Tribunal (1981). 

64. Same data on provincial government assistance programs in Quebec 
and Ontario are presented in Table 50. 

65. The figure of $13,000 (Table 49) represents a rough measure of 
the per capita cost of government assistance programs directed 
toward labor displaced fram TeF sectors. This is derived by 
dividing the aggregate cost of labor programs during 1981/82- 
1984/85 by the number of workers assisted through LAB and LAP 
programs. These costs repesent the costs of income maintenance 
support programs in excess of the normal urc payments and other 
benefits to laid-off workers in the TeF sectors. 

66. Data on the scale of production in relation to the number of 
establishments in the textile industry is shown in Table 43. 

67. The seller concentration ratios and Herfindahl indices for the 
three industries can be seen in Tables 34 through 37. 

68. For a brief review of technological developments in textiles 
group, see Canadian Textile and Clothing Board (1985), Toyne et. 
al. (1984) and Thibodeau and Julien (1986). 

69. See Textile and Clothing Board (1985). 

70. See Table 34. 

71. Dominion Textiles Ltd (1986). 

72. In May 1986, the Federal Government announced a three-year pilot 
duty remission scheme which gives Canadian manufacturers of 
tailored collar shirts access to duty-free linports of these 
goods. The duty-free volume is set in relation to their volume 
of domestic production. 

73. See Canadian Import Tribunal (1981) and Canadian Import Tribunal 
(19B3) for details. 

74. Canadian Import Tribunal (1983)~ 

75. Table 9 shows that demand for footwear, measured by apparent 
domestic consumption, during 1971-1984 has been static. In 
volume terms, it grew from 85.0 million pairs in 1971 to 86.2 
million pairs in 1984. The only noticeable growth appears to be 
in the demand for special purpose footwear. 

76. See Canadian Import Tribunal (1983). 
: 
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77. It is, of course, possible for both to fall jointly as they did 
in the footwear industry, at least, since 1981. But in this 
case, the direction of industry adjustment is clearly toward 
"downsizing" • 

78. Such changes in the occupational structure within the textile 
industry are well-known to observers, but the current state of 
data does not allow quantification. 

79. For a discussion of SFP's bias against smaller firms, see 
williams (19B7, p. 23). 

80. The data contained in the Labor Adjustment Policy Review (1985) 
clearly points in that direction. 

81. For a recent analysis of political determinants of tariffs and 
other trade barriers in Canada, see Baldwin and Gorecki (1985). 
They find a positive correlation between high effective tariffs 
and an "equity" variable, viz., low wages. That high effective 
tariffs are found in low-wage industries was also stressed 
earlier by Helleiner (1977). 

82. Also see Trebilcock (1986) on the influence of the textile lobby 
on the Textile and Clothing Board. 

83. See Mahon (1984) and Mahon and Mytelka (1983) for further 
analysis of these and related issues. 
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